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Abstract

This thesis describes a prototypic implementation of a presentation system for the

multimedia design tool Media Construction Formalism (MCF). The prototypic sys-

tem has two main components, a textual XMl-based representation of the visual

constructs of MCF, knorvn as MCFN4L, together with a transla,tor which is capabìe

of translating the MCFML into SN4IL plus Jscript code. The SMIL plus Jscript code

produced is exported to an external SMIL player, Internet Explorer (IE) for rendering.

Current XML technologies and publicly available XML processing tools were used to

implement the prototypic presentation system. The problem of mapping the MCF

visual constructs to the XML description was addressed by expressing the generic

constructs of the MCF language as XML schema definition; the result is referred to

as MCF-XML schema. This MCF-X\4L schema provided the structure and syntax

to author MCFML documents. In this thesis the similarity in the expressive power of

the visual formalism to that of the VICF-XN4L schema definition has been illustrated

by authoring various multimedia artifacts (MCF author's version of the animation

game (ballgame) and Interactive multimedia presentation) in MCFML. The major

contribution of this work is the development of the generic XSLT style sheet which

carries out the transformation of N4CFN4L documents to SMIL plus Jscript code. The

Microsofts .Net fiamework was used for implementing the style sheets as well as the

XSLT processor. As far as I am aware with an extensive literature review, this work

is first to generate realistic SMIL-based rendering for a multimedia design tool. This

signifies that no design tools (which have their rendering engines in their prototypic

form) have prototyped their designs as realistically as achieved through my work.

However, this realistic rendering of the MCF designs was achieved at the expense
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of the genericity of the MCF system. Although not strictly part of the work I have

designed a solution strategy wherein I propose to iink my prototypic system with

the MCF editor. From my experience in developing SMIL-based presentation engine

for the design system MCF I was able to provide a constructive feedback about the

constructs of MCF (in particular Object Oriented paradigm of the MCF model) in

terms of representation in MCFML and translating them into SMIL and scripting

languages. A brief overview of my feedback is that the genericity of the MCF model

is lost as a result of mapping the visual MCF fbrmaìism to descriptive XN4L format

(N4CFN4L) and translating to SN4IL descriptive format. In this thesis I have proved to

the designers of the MCF system that by extending few constructs of N4CF formalism

one can author designs and prototype interactive multimedia presentations.
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Chapter l-

Introduction

Multimedia is defined as the integration of multiple media items (text, video, audio,

animation, or images). Multimedia may be enhanced by the addition of Hypermedia

in the form of media items having linking or hyperlinking functionality. A multimedia

document is defined as a composition of media items which are integrated in time

and space. Adding hyperlinking (linking between two or more multimedia documents)

functionality to a multimedia document creates a hypermedia document.

Much of the current work in the development of multimedia systems is aimed at the

design, authoring (implementing) and presentation of these documents. Many multi-

media applications developed using existing systems are informative and interactive.

With the growth in internet technology, various multimedia applications (distance

learning, multimedia web sites, online digital ìibraries, animations, and travel guide

applications) have been integrated into the World Wide Web (WWW). Therefore,

multimedia systems which support the development and presentation of web-based

multimedia documents have become a major focus of current research. For example,

the Dreamweaver and SMIL authoring systems [62, 63] are two important multimedia

systems which support web-based development and presentation of multimedia doc-
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uments. Such multimedia authoring systems are gaining popularity as they provide

a user-friendly and interactive way of developing and presenting multimedia applica-

tions. In this research, I have focused on developing a particular presentation system

for a multimedia design system, MCF (Media Construction Formalism) [35].

Multimedia presentation systems are interactive information systems in which

multimedia applications may be played or rendered and may interact directly with

the end-user. Presentation systems may be found in public places (malls, airports,

educational institutions, and banks) in the form of standalone systems called Kiosks.

Various web-based multimedia authoring systems have presentation systems inte-

grated in their environments in the form of players for rendering their authored mul-

timedia artifacts. Multimedia authoring systems are classified in the form of design

and implementation (authoring) systems.

In the multimedia artifact (similar to a software product) development cycìe, the

design process should precede the authoring process. Hence in software (which is

analogous to the multimedia artifact development cycìe) development cycle the de-

sign process precedes the authoring process. In the following two sections, I have

distinguished between the designs and authoring processes. I have also explained the

need for incorporating a presentation system in the design and authoring environ-

ments.

1.1 Multimedia Design and Authoring Environ-

ments

Multimedia design is an initial step in the multimedia artifact development cycle. A

good muìtimedia artifact design facilitates effective and easy authoring of the artifact.
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A number of design tools which aid a multimedia designer in the multimedia artifact

designing process. These design tools [20,2,3,29,31] usually provide an interactive

way of editing multimedia designs.

The term "authoring" is commonly used to refer to various activities of multimedia

artifact creation. For our purposes authoring of an artifact is regarded as based

on a multimedia design model developed in the designing stage. Many multimedia

authoring systems [62, 63, 40, 24, 57 , 32, 27) have been developed which a¡e based on

the What You See is What You Get (\ IYSIWYG) paradigm. i will describe a number

of these systems and their relationship with my work in the related work chapter

(Chapter 4) of this thesis. These systems provide a user-friendly and interactive

authoring of multimedia artifacts.

In order for an author (designer or creator of multimedia artifacts) to test or play

the artifact authored in the design or development stage, the authoring environments

must be supported with a player or a presentation system. Therefore, the current mul-

timedia design and authoring tools have either a player integrated into their authoring

environments or import an external player for rendering their authored multimedia

artifacts.

MCF (Media Construction Formalism) [35] is an interactive tool that aids a de-

signer in designing complex multimedia artifäcts. SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia

Integration Language) 160, 5] is a web-based presentable standard for authoring mul-

timedia presentations. In this thesis I have developed a prototypic SMIL-based pre-

sentation engine for MCF. The following section presents the motivation behind this

work.
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L.2 Motivation

The following are the reasons which motivated me to undertake this work.

o The current work has given me an opportunity to provide a feedback to

creators of MCF both based on the use of the developed prototype and

experience in mapping MCF onto SMIL.

c The current MCF multimedia design system [35] does not have a complete player

or presentation engine for rendering the complete specification of multimedia

designs which can be represented in MCF.

. My work provides a portabìe presentation system which can render the MCF

specification in all the end user platforms which supports Windows operating

system. It is important that multimedia applications be portable and plays

in a compatible fashion across end-user platforms (Windows). Many current

design tools [20, 2,3,29,31] exist only in various proprietary fbrms, and a

multimedia artifact designed using such tools can only be executed or viewed

within a specific presentation system. My goal is to enable the multimedia

artifact designs developed using the MCF system to be portable.

c It is important for a design tool to have its run-time engines produce prototypes

which are realistic in nature. My work has achieved this goal by transforming

the MCF constructs to SMIL code. SMIL is then rendered realistically by the

player (browser) namely, Microsoft's Internet Explorer.

c The temporal model in a particular multimedia systems has considerable effect

on the synchronization of media items in time and space. The MCF and SMIL

systems have similar temporaì models [8] which motivated me to think in terms

of developing SMIL-based rendering engine for MCF.

the

my
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1"3 Effects in Mapping MCF and SMIL constructs

In spite of the apparent similarity in the temporal models of the two systems MCF

and SMIL, it is important to experiment with the possibility of mapping MCF con-

structs to SMIL. Therefore, a prototype 'ü/as developed in order to explore methods

for mapping MCF, which uses visual constructs, into SMIL, which uses descriptive

constructs. The SMIL code produced would then be exported to an existing external

SMIL player. SMIL is a standardized multimedia format, a number of SMIL players

exist such as Internet Explorer (IE), Real One player, Ambulant and Grins player.

However, investigation of the MCF system and its constructs showed that constructs

of MCF cannot be purely mapped into a descriptive language namely,.SMIL. Many

constructs in the MCF demand scripting. Therefore, code produced by my presenta-

tion engine is the mixture of descriptive and scripting languages.

The JScript/JScript.Net scripting languages have been used in order to represent

the constructs of MCF which demand scripting. Unfortunately, the W3C's version

of SMIL does not allow the incorporation of scripts. Moreover, there is no player

which supports rendering of W3C's version of SMIL with script (JavaScript/JScript).

However, N4icrosoft's version of SMIL known as HTML+TIME facilitates the incor-

poration of script (Jscript/JavaScript) in its descriptive code. The HTML+TIME,

implements the time functionality into current HTML documents, thereby bringing

multimedia capabilities to HTML documents. Ibrthermore the IE player renders Mi-

crosofts version of SMIL with scripting. Therefore, in this thesis I have mapped the

constructs of MCF to Microsoft's version of SMIL descriptive and JScript scripting

languages. The study of the MCF constructs during the mapping process to SMIL

has given me a scope to provide a feedback to the designers of MCF my experience

with the MCF formalism. A detailed discussion of this feedback has been provided
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to the developers of MCF in the Chapter 5.

My prototypic presentation engine consists of a transformation program and an

external player. During the transformation a thorough investigation was made for

mapping constructs of MCF into SMIL's descriptive form or in scripting form. Based

on the investigation I have implemented the transformation program in a way that

best suits the expressive power of the MCF (refer to Chapter 2 for further information

on MCF). I have used XML specification languages (XML Schema Definition (XSD),

XML schema Extensile Mark-up Language (XML), and Extensible Stylesheet flans-

formation (XSLT) Language), and publicly available tools (XSLT processor, SN4IL,

and Internet Explorer) in order to translate the MCF constructs to SN4IL and JScript

codes and for playing the codes.

I.4 Design of the MCF Presentation Engine

The authored games in MCFML (based on MCF-XML schema) have the similar

expressive po\¡ier to that of the MCF visual formalism. I have impiemented a generic

XSLT style sheet with the Microsoft's version of XSLT which is used as a lexicon for

translating the multimedia artifacts authored in MCFML into both SMIL and Jscript

code. In order to do this translation I have impìemented an XSLT processor, using

Jscript.Net wherein MCFML and the generic SMIL+Jscript-XSLT style sheets are

loaded into the processor which then transforms MCFN4L to SMIL plus Jscript code.

The produced SMIL and Jscript code is subsequently rendered using the IE browser.

In addition to developing the prototypic SMIL-based presentation engine for MCF,

I have provided the solution strategy wherein a complete architecture for linking my

presentation engine to the MCF editor is discussed. In Chapter 3 I have provided a

detailed discussion of the linking aspect of my presentation engine to the MCF editor.
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1.5 Contributions of this Thesis

Mapping the visual constructs of MCF to a textual declarative form is a chal-

lenging task. Therefore, developing an XML schema for the MCF is one of the

major contributions of my thesis work.

Generation of a portable presentation engine for a design tool is a requirement.

However, in my work I was able to achieve a semi-portable presentation engine

(SMIL-based presentation engine) for the design tool, MCF. My presentation

engine is semi-portable meaning that the engine is supported by all the work

stations installed with Windows operating systems. Though it is a limitation I

feel that compared to other design tools [20, 2,3,7,30, 50] (which are of pro-

prietary formats) my presentation engine is semi-portable and provides realistic

rendering of the MCF specified designs.

In the literature of multimedia presentation generation, to my knowledge no

work has been reported which translate a visual multimedia design language

into SMIL plus JScript. Therefor€, ry idea of mapping the constructs of MCF

to SMIL plus JScript using XML specification languages is a novel one.

c My work may increase in the popularity by the usage of SMIL language.

o Designs created in the MCF system can generate corresponding SMIL code us-

ing my presentation engine. SMIL being an authoring tool and MCF being

a design tool, the changes made in the design process can be automatically

reflected in this language which is a standard for authoring. No other multime-

dia design tools reported supports this functionality. The MCF tool will gain

this functionality once linked to my prototypic SMll,-based presentation engine.

Moreover, presentation in an IE browser will render MCF designs realistically
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compared to all the current multimedia design tools which have their presen-

tation engines produce prototypes in the form of design sketches which is not

reaÌistic and demand further prototyping by the multimedia designers.

1.6 Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses a brief

background on the MCF system, SMIL, and various XN4L technologies and processing

tools. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 explain the solution strategy that I have adopted

in developing the prototypic presentation engine. Chapter 5 discusses related work

done previously in this area. In Chapter 6 I have provided a detailed discussion to

the designers of MCF my experience in working with the MCF formalism. Finally,

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses directions for future research.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter I rvill discuss the functionality of the MCF system. I will also discuss

SMIL, synchronized multimedia format in the W\ ,1M. F\rrthermore I will give a brief

overview of the current XML technologies which I use in this thesis.

2.I Media Construction Formalism (MCF)

MCF is a generic design tool developed by Nanard et al. [35]. MCF consists of

an interactive editing system, which aids in the design of a multimedia artifact, in

particular animation games. MCP addresses the design issues in the development of

animation and multimedia or hypermedia applications. The MCF system consists of

high level Object-Oriented (OO) concepts namely, abstraction, modularity, and reuse.

MCF applies the OO principles [28] for authoring modularized multimedia designs.

MCF relies on the metaphor of roks, players, and actors 139). In particular MCF

uses the metaphor in order to preserve the state information of an actor to ensure

continuity between the multimedia design modules. The term 'continuity' in any

theatrical metaphor refers to a smooth transition between scenes (i.e. without any
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discontinuity between scenes). Therefore, MCF can model complex animations from

these modular designs and thereby, maintaining continuity. This theatrical metaphor

can be better understood by providing a non computerized example which is explained

as follows:

Consi,der a theatrical metaphor wherein a play by Shakespeare is being perJormed,

on stage. Euery 'actor' (which wi,ll prouide the actor metaphor xn our project) on

the stage performs an act'ion - this action is also called a 'role' (prouiding the role

metaphor). Also there are'players'. For erample, in "Julius Caesar" Brutus is a

'player' (ltence the plaEer metaphor) who perJorms uarious 'roles' (actions, speeches,

etc.). Thus tn a particular production Laurence Oliuier would be the'actor'who,

steppi,ng onto the stage, becomes the 'player' called BruttLs and Brutus's 'role' 'is to

stab Caesar.

The MCF formalism uses this theatrical metaphor to design multimedia anima-

tion games. I will use this theatrical metaphor for describing a multimedia game

(Amazing-Giftl\4achine) in terms of the MCF visual formalism at the coarsest level

of granularity as shown in the figure 3.4.

Th'e game Amazi.ng-Gift-Machine i,s diuided into three scenarios namely, Pre-

pare-Gi'fts, PopUpandDown, and Gameouer. The scenario Prepare-Gi,fts produces

Jiue formal objects known as players (gifts) The actual objects which partic,ipate in

the scenario are called actors (balls). The fiue actors produced in the Prepare-Gi,Jis

scenario are passed onto the nert scenario in seqllence, PopUpandDown. Here, the

actual actors (ba|ls) become tlte players (g¿ll) ol the role (pop up and d,own). In the

scenario GameOuer the actual actors passed from the PoppinglJpandDown scenario

become the player of the role defined bg the scenario Gameouer.

MCF consists of a visual language in the form of generic abstractions called Me-

dia Construction Abstractions (MCAs). These abstractions are aimed at representing

10
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the highest level of granularity of a multimedia scenario

designers intuitions in modeling a multimedia scenario. The figure 2.2 shows a dia-

grammatic representation of an MCA.

Start
Evenl

a pruale everf
¡nlel

Stop
Evql

Evenl ou

Figure 2.2: Media Construction Abstraction [35]

The diagram consists of two role inlets/outlets, four event inlet/outlets namely

11
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start, stop, begin, and end defined on the four corners of the MCA, and two private

inlets/outlets.

c Role inlets/outlets: These are two standardized inlets/outlets in an MCA. The

actors enter and leave through these inlets/outlets from one MCA to another.

o Event inlets/Outlets: These are four standard event inlets/outlets in an MCA,

namely start, stop, begin, and end which are used to invoke or stop other MCAs.

The dynamic nature of the MCF model results from these events.

c Private Event Inlets/Outlets: These inlets/outlets are user-defined, based on

dynamic conditions.

Complex multimedia scenarios (with user-interactions, animations, and hyperlink-

ing) can be modeled by connecting the MCAs to one another by the above defined

inìets/outlets. Each role outlet of an MCA may be connected to one or several role

inlets of other MCAs. The MCAs function by the flow of actors from one role to

another wherein each actor becomes a player of the role within that MCA. Here, the

behaviour of the MCA is depicted by its role defined within that MCA. Dynamic be-

haviours such as user-interaction and hyperlinking are modeled by connecting MCAs

to the event inlets and outlets. A complete MCF diagram that is composed of MCAs

appears in [28].

MCAs are classified as being of two types, predefined and user-defined abstrac-

tions [35]. MCF provides various classes of abstraction namely behavioural, con-

trol, temporal abstractions, user interaction abstractions and exception abstractions.

Each of these classes of abstractions contributes to the description of a multimedia

scenario. Behavioural abstractions are the most frequently used abstractions in de-

scribing a multimedia scenario, and correspond to playing or animating media items.

72
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Another class of abstractions called control or structural abstractions include itera-

tions, conditionals, composition, exceptional, and interaction. These abstractions em-

bed behavioural MCAs, thereby controlling the behaviour of the behavioural MCA.

For example, when iteration MCA embeds a behavioural MCA, the latter is made to

iterate its behaviour through a defined number of times specified by the former. The

temporal abstractions (sequential and parallel) are specified either implicitly using

real time delays or expìicitly using the spatiaì placement of MCAs (horizontal and

vertical). Abstractions are extensible. That is two or more abstractions (MCAs) can

be combined and renamed to form new composite MCAs. Such composition aids in

the reusability of designs elsewhere in the design process. Such abstraction and reuse

is commonplace in software engineering, in the design of large software systems; MCF

is the first system (to my knowledge) to apply these principles to multimedia design.

Thus, MCF is a formalism that models a multimedia scenario using abstract

behaviours and thereby, has an expressive power to interpret these design abstractions

in any target language. MCF is Object-Oriented, and as discussed in [28] applies to

multimedia design principles familiar in the area of software engineering. For example,

OO principìes namely, abstraction, modularity, and reusability could be easily be

applied using MCF rvhile designing multimedia games.

2.2 Synchronized Multimedialntegration Language

(sMIL)

SMIL [60, 5, 4,42] (pronounced "smile"), the multimedia integration language, is

an XMl-based descriptive language like HTML. SMIL was developed to address the

demand of multimedia applications in the World Wide \Meb. SMIL was made a

13
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recommendation by the World Wide M/eb Consortium (W3C) [60] as a standard-

ized multimedia presentation format for authoring multimedia applications on the

web. SMIL 2.0 is the latest and enhanced version of SMIL 1.0. Nowadays, SMIL

presentations are becoming portable in many platforms, because a number of com-

mercial companies (Microsoft, Real Networks, and Oratrix) have provided support

for SMIL presentations. This support resulted in the development of applications

namely browsers (I.Ð and Netscape Navigator) and players (Grins, Real One player,

Ambulant, and Quick Time) for playing SMIL code.

A SMIL document integrates the description of both spatial and temporal layout

of media items. The spatial and temporal layouts in SMIL are specified by descriptive

tags called elements. Each element has attributes which determine the property or

behaviour of these elements. The spatial elements such as <layout> and <region>

define the spatial placement of media items in a multimedia presentation. The timely

display of media items is controlled by the temporal containers namely sequential

<seq>) parallel (pâr), and exclusive <excl>. These temporal elements specify syn-

chronization behaviour by grouping a set of media elements into these time containers.

A sequence element <seq> defines a group of media items which playback sequentially.

A parallel element <par> defines a group of media elements which play at the same

time. The exclusive <excl) time container is similar to the <seq> time container

but the order in which the elements play are dynamic in nature. In addition, SMIL

media elements (<irg>, (video), (audio), <animation>, and <text>) incorporate

the specification of temporal quantities in the fbrm of XML attributes (begin and

end). A media item is referenced in a SMIL document using a Uniform Resource

Locators (URLs).

SMIL 2.0 allows the specification of dynamic behaviours by assigning non-deterministic

event values to begin and end attributes. For example, non-deterministic events such

I4
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as mouse clicks or key strokes can be assigned to these begin and end attributes.

SMIL 2.0 comprises of many profiles [4] namely, animation, timing and synchrontza-

tion, layout, hyperlinking, and many more wherein, each profile is made up of modules

describing various functionality of SMIL elements and attributes, which specify a dy-

namic, interactive, and adaptable multimedia presentations in World Wide Web.

2.3 Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) Tech-

nologies

XML is a descriptive language which was derived from Standard Generalized Mark-up

Language (SGML) [58]. The W3C [53] developed XML in order to address the need

for representing and transferring data between the web appÌications in the WWW.

Unlike HTML, XML consists of meta-tags which are used to describe and represent

infbrmation whereas the tags in HTML are concerned rvith the display of the infor-

mation. Therefore, any data can be represented in a structured form using XML.

XML was primarily designed to represent and to display textual data. Later, with

the enhancements in the XML technologies, the XML language was used for rep-

resenting and displaying multimedia infor-mation on the web. For example, SMiL

and SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) the current multimedia rveb standards are XML

complaint. AII XN4L languages separate the specification of structure and presen-

tation. The structure defines the elements, attributes, entities, and relationships of

data items. The presentation aspects include display information (temporal, spatial,

user-interaction, hyperlinking, font, and coìor) in order to view the structured in-

formation. The W3C has developed XML specification languages wherein, an XML

language can be developed from these specification languages. These languages are

15
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capable of developing XML languages by structuring, presenting, and transforming

(from one XML language to another) multimedia information. Moreover, there ex-

ist publicly available tools that support the development and manipulation of XML

languages. In this section below, I briefly describe these languages and tools.

o A Document Type Definition (DTD) [53] defines the structure of a class of

XML documents. An XML document which conforms to a DTD is a valid

XML document.

c XML schemas are similar to the DTDs and provide structure and syntax to the

class of XML documents. However, the XN4L schema is more powerful than

the DTD in specifying the syntax and structure of the XML documents. Hence

the definition of XML schema carries many powerful types identified as simple

types and complex types. Unlike the DTD the schema has many data types

wherein a developer can specify the precise definition of the data being defined

for a class of XML documents. Also the XML schema facilitates in defining

regular expressions in the XML documents.

c Stylesheets are used to describe how structured XML documents are to be

displayed. DÍsplay of textual information deals only with the font, font-size,

and color. However, displaying multimedia information is more complex, and

stylesheets must be capable of handling complex presentation issues including,

temporal, spatial, and user-interaction. The XSL [53] language defines two lan-

guages namely XSLT and XSL-FO for specifying the presentation aspects in

an XML document. XSLT is a transformation language capable of transform-

ing a structured XML to a presentable format. Moreover, XSLT can perform

transformations from one XML language to another. XSL-FO specifies spatial

layout of an XML document.

16
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ø Xlink [53] permits the insertion of linking elements and attributes into an

XML language in order to create and describe hyperlinks between the XML

documents.

DOM (Document Object Model) [53] is an in memory logical tree structure

representation of an XML document. DOM acts aS an interface between pro-

gramming languages and XML documents whereby, allowing the programming

languages to access and update the content, structure, and style of the XML

documents dynamically.

Apart from XML specification languages there are other languages namely Doc-

ument Style Semantics and Specification Language (DSSSL) [37] and SGML

for the specification of structure and style of the multimedia information. The

DSSSL is a transformation and a style sheet language for the manipulations of

SGML-based multimedia documents on the web.

There are publicly available tools which support the processing of XN4L lan-

guages. Apache XML project has developed a Xalan XSLT [t8] processor which

is capable of transforming any structured XML document to a presentable form

or can be used for transforming one XML language to another based on the

XSL stylesheets. Microsoft has the powerful XML processors which can be im-

plemented any of the languages (Jscript, VisualStudio.Net, Jscript.Net) com-

prising of languages in the .Net framework. Also the l\4icrosoft's I.E a powerful

browser which contains a wide variety XSLT engines which facilitate in trans-

forming one XML representation to another. And the latest XSLT processor

from Mozilla's is Tlansformiix which is an intelligent processor for transforming

XML languages.
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Apart from this XML processing tool there exists a DSSSL transformation en-

gine called Jade [12] which is capabìe of transforming SGML documents into

presentable forms.

Players are implementers of various XML profiles namely SMIL language and

HTN4L. Various well known organization namely, Microsoft, RealNetworks, and

Oratrix have developed players (I.E browser, RealPlayer, and Grin's player)

for rendering various SN4IL profiles as well as other descriptive formats (SVG,

HTML, and soon). However, the I.E is the most powerful among all the exist-

ing players hence; I.E supports maximum number of formats for rendering the

standard descriptive web formats.

18



Chapter 3

MCF Player and McF-Scherna

Definition

In this thesis I describe how I have used the XML specification languages and pub-

licly available tools for developing the prototypic SMIL-based presentation engine

for MCF. In the figure 3.1 below I have shown the architecture of the presentation

engine and the functionality of each of its components are explained individuaily in

the following sections below and in chapter 4. In this chapter I specifically discuss

about the definition of the MCF XML schema which is developed based on the MCF

model. Fbrthermore, I have illustrated the authoring of a game using MCFML which

is based on the MCF-XN4L schema. I have also devised a solution strategy which

would enable to link the presentation engine to the MCF system in chapter 4.

In the prototypic system a multimedia designer authors various multimedia ar-

tifact designs (multimedia games and presentations) in MCFML language which is

developed based on the MCF-XML Schema. These authored designs in MCFML have

expressive power similar to that of the MCF visual language. The authored multi-

media artifact in MCFML language is then transformed by the Microsoft's XSLT-

19
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processor into SN4IL and JScript document based on the SMIL and JScript XSLT

style sheet. The transformed document is a prototype rendered in a web-browser

namely, Internet Explorer. The rendered prototype can be viewed by the designer or

the end-user in all the work stations installed with windows operating system.
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The snapshots of the rendered games and multimedia presentations are shown in

lhe appendix chapter.

3.1 Media Construction F'ormalisrn-I)ocument Type

Definition (MCF-XML Scherna)

MCF is a visual formalism that consists of a visual programming language. MCF

enables a designer to describe a generic multimedia scenario with its visual program-

ming language constructs known as MCAs. The MCA uses the theatrical metaphor

of roLes, actors, and players for the generic description of a multimedia scenario. The

figure 3.2 shows the visual representation of an MCA. A multimedia scenario is de-

scribed using the visual programming language as a linked network of MCA boxes.

These networks of MCA boxes are known as MCF diagrams, and depict partial or

entire multimedia artifacts. N4CF constitutes of an interactive visual editor which

enables to edit these diagrams. In figure 3.2 below I have shown an MCF diagram

which describes a multimedia game using the visual MCF visual editor.
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My work is not concerned with creating and editing MCF diagrams, but rather

with interpreting them and in rendering the media artifacts which they specify. Ac-

cordingly, the starting point of this interpretation is a textual representation of an

MCF diagram. The textual representation in question use XML, and in particular an

XMl-schema knorn'n as MCF-XML. Therefore, in this thesis I have expressed these

visual MCF diagrams in XML. I have developed a mark-up language called Media

Construction Formalism Mark-up Language (MCFML) for representing these MCF

diagrams. For any XML document to be well-formed and valid, they should have an

XML schema definition. An XML schema provides the structure and syntax for a

valid and rvell formed description of an instance of an XML document. Therefore,

I have developed an XML schema known as MCF-XML Schema for an XMl-based

language, MCFML. In short, MCF-XML schema provides a grammar for writing

MCFML documents.

N4CF-XML schema provides a generic definition for specifying a ciass of XN4L

documents (MCFML). The MCF-XML schema is developed by expressing the generic

constructs of the MCF visual language into the XML schema definition language .

The authored MCFML documents must conform to the N4CF-XML schema in order to

have the same expressive power to that of the MCF visual language. The development

of an N4CF-XML schema is important in this thesis, because the XML schema acts

as a major component for linking my presentation engine to the MCF visual editor.

I will provide a detailed discussion of this topic in the later sections of this chapter.

The XML schema defines the elements and attributes required for describing or

representing a scenario by an XML document. The scenario can vary from repre-

senting textual data, multimedia data, or a framework rules which defines formalism

to a descriptive element and attribute form. Here, I have mapped the MCF visual

formalism to MCF-XML schema which is of element and attribute form.
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Now I will discuss the mapping of the visual programming constructs of MCF

into the descriptive XML schema. In short the way I have developed MCF-XML

schema defintion. I will start off explaining the way I have represented the basic

visual construct of the MCF visual language (MCA) into the descriptive MCF-XML

schema.

Visual Representation of the MCA: In the figure 3.3 below I have shown

the visual representation of a visual MCA.

Sbrt
Event

a pryate event
¡nlel

Figure 3.3: Media Construction Abstraction [35]

An MCA above is a rectangular box which resembÌes to that of an electronic chip.

The inlets/outlets depicted in the above figure 3.3 acts as an abstract interface which

connect one MCA to another for describing a multimedia scenario. Any multime-

dia scenario described by an MCA, is in terms of the theatrical notion proposed by

Riehle l39l roles, players, and actors. A generic description of a scenario is an impor-

tant design abstraction for any design language. MCF being a visual design language

facilitates in generic description of a multimedia scenario in terms of the theatrical

ste
Evef!
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notion embedded in its MCAs. Nanard et al. [35] applied the theatrical notion of ac-

tors, players, and roles in their design abstractions (MCAs) in the following manner

for describing a multimedia scenario.

e a role is a set of activities that comprises of any animation abstraction.

o a player is formal object on which a role is defined.

c an actor is an actual object which serves as a player of a role.

The MCA diagram consists of two role inlets/outlets, four event inlet/outlets

namely start, stop, begin, and end defined on the four corners of the l\4C4, and two

private inlets/outlets.

Role inlets/outlets: These are two standardized inlets/outlets in an MCA. The

actors enter and leave through these inlets/outlets from one MCA to another.

Event Inlets/Outlets: These are four standard event inlets/outlets in an MCA,

namely start, stop, begin, and end which are used to invoke or stop other MCAs.

The dynamic nature of the MCF model results from these events.

o Private Event Inlets/Outlets: These inlets/outlets raise events internally based

on the specific conditions when the MCA is active.

Descriptive Representation of the Visual MCA: I have repre-

sented the visual MCA abstraction as an element. And the event inlets and outlets of

the MCA are depicted as the attributes of the MCA element. The formal description

of the MCA abstraction in XML is shown Schema 1 below-

The formal description of the visual MCA in XML is represented in the MCF-XML

schema as shown in Schema 1. In Schema 1 the visual MCA is represented as an ele-

ment and the event inlets/outlets namely start, stop, begin, end, private-event-inlet,
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Schema 1 : XML-Schema Defintion of the Visual MCA
(xs : el-ement name="name_of _mca_type ")
<xs: complexType>

<xs: attribute name="begin" t¡pe=rrxs : string"/)
<xs : attribute na¡e=rrend' t5pe="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="start" type="xs : stringtn./)

<xs : attribute name="stop" type='rxs : string"./>

(xs : attribute name='rprivate_event_outlet" tSpe="xs : string"/)
<xs : attr j.bute name=rrprivate_event_inlet " tSpe="xs : string",/)

</xs: compJ-exType>

</xs: el-ernent)

and private-event-outlet comprising an MCA are expressed as the element attributes.

I have not considered the player inlet/outlet in the descriptive representation of the

MCA. Hence, these interfaces are abstract interfaces required for the flow of actors

from one MCA to another. The explicit flow of actors from one MCA to another

cannot be represented in the descriptive form. MCA with the player inlet/outlet in-

terfaces can only be represented by the procedural prograrnming languages (C, C++,

or Java).

The MCA box comprises of a theatrical notion of roles, players, and actors for

the generic description of a multimedia scenario. This theatrical notion is similar

to that of the procedural programming constructs wherein the actors are depicted

as the actual objects taking part in a multimedia scenario (animation), the players

are depicted as the formal objects, and the role is depicted as the function name

which represents the code to be executed. Though the theatrical metaphor takes the
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analogy similar to that of the procedural programming constructs I have represented

the role, player, and actor metaphor in the following descriptive way âs shown in

Schema 2, Schema 3, and Schema 4 without losing the expressive power as depicted

by the MCF formalism.

In the Schema 2 the role metaphor is represented as primrole attribute. Each

MCF element has an associated primrole attribute. The primrole attribute is as-

signed a value (a string) known as the evolution law of the MCA, and it determines

the behaviour of the MCA. I have identified a few primitive evoìution laws that are

frequently used in the multimedia scenarios particularly from the author's example

of a multimedia animation game. For example, in the author's version of the game

there is a scenario named PopUpandDown where the objects pop up and down. I

have identified pop up and down behaviour as a primitive evolution law with the

name 'animate'. The 'animate' evolution law assigned to the primrole attribute is a

general specification of any object moving up and down. In order to make the sce-

nario named PopUpandDown more specific to the object behaviour and to that of the

designer I have identified the attributes (from úol which describes the evolution law,

'animate' more precisely and in a complete descriptive manner. Here, the evolution

law, 'animate' is an animation function and the from and úo attributes depict the

properties which characterize the behaviour of the animation function. Similar to the

evoìution law, 'animate' I have identified various types evolution laws namely, ani-

mateMotion, animateColor, Tfansition-Text, TYansition-Image, Addition, Substrac-

tion. PictureStying, and TextualStyling. These evolution laws depict different types

of behaviours on the various types of MCA elements. Each of the MCA element types

will be discussed in detail in the sections below. Each of these evolution laws have

attributes in the form of properties which characterizes its behaviour. However, it is

not always the case where the evolution laws can be represented descriptively. For
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Schema 2 : Roie Abstraction Representation in the form of primrole attribute
(xs : elemelt nams=,'name_of_mca_type")

<xs: conplexType>

<xs : choice minOccurs="0" max0ccurs="u¡bou¡ded")

(xs: elernent ref =,,player,,,/>

</xs: choice>

<xs : attribute name="prinroJ-e'r )

<xs: simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enìlmeration value=" arimate " /)
(xs : enúmeration val-ue="alimateCoLor"/>

<xs : enuleration va]-ue="animateMoti on" />

<xs : enumeration value="Transition_ftnage",/)

<xs : enumerat i on value= " Trans it i on_Text ",/)

<xs : enumeration value="Addition" />

<xs : enumeration value="StyJ-ingGifts"/>

<xs : enumeration value="Substraction"/)

<xs : enumeration value="PictureStyl ing" />

<xs : enumeration val_ue="TextualStyling"/>

<xs : enumeration value="Audio"/>

</xs : restriction)

</xs: simpleType>

</xs: attribute>

</xs complexType>

</xs: element)
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Schema 3 : Player Abstraction Representation in Descriptive Element Form
(xs : el_ement name=,'p1ayer")

<xs : complexType>

<xs: sequence>

(xs: elenent ref =t'acLort'/>

</xs: sequence>

<xs: attribute na¡e="top" type='rxs : string" def aul-t="0",/)

<xs: attribute name="botton" tlpe="xs : string" def ault="0",/)

<xs : attribute name="right " type="xs : string" def aul_t=,'0"/)

<xs: attribute name-rrlef trr type="xs : string" def ault="0,'/)

<xs : attribute name='rdur" type="xs : string" def ault="0",/)

<xs: attribute name="f ron" type='rxs: string',,/)

<xs : attribute name=rrto rr tSpe=rrxs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="style" type="xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute name="accel_erate" type=r'xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="dropto" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="tn)e">

<xs : simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMT0KEN">

<xs : enumeration val-ue="media_obj ect_audio"/)

<xs : enuaeration value="gift" / >

<xs I enumeration val-ue="pictures "/)
<xs : enumeration val-ue="nedia_obj ect_video ",/>

<xs : enumeration value="media_obj ect_text"/)

</xs;restrict ion)

</xs: sinpleType>

</xs;attribute>

</xs; complexType>

</xs: element)
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Schema 4 : Actor Abstraction Representation in Descriptive Element Form
(xs : elernelt name="actor")

(xs: conplexType>

<xs: conpl-exContent>

<xs : restriction base="xs : anyType")

(xs : attrÍbute name="name" t¡pe="xs : string',./>

<xs : attribute name="src" type=r'xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="val-ue " type="xs : string",/)

</xs: restriction>

</xs : cornpl- exContent>

</xs: complexType>

</xs : efement)

instance there may be a time where the representation of a multimedia scenario is not

as complete as we have seen in the case of scenario named PopUpandDown. These

behaviours are not pre-defined in the form of primitive evolutions laws attached to

the pnmrole attribute as I have discussed. These evolution laws are called designer-

defined evolution laws. The designer defines his/her evolution law and attaches to the

primrole attribute and thereby, writes code in any scripting languages (JavaScript or

Jscript) corresponding to the name of the evolution law. In this thesis I have consid-

ered the process of attaching behaviours which are designer-defined in a pre-defined

manner.

In Schema 3 the player abstraction is represented descriptively as player element.

Players are formal objects on which a role is defìned. I have abstracted the definition

of the player metaphor as a child of the MCA element as shown in Schema 2. The

player element contains one direct chiid called the actor element. The player element
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also contains attributes, which specify the role of the player based on the parent

MCA eiement. For example, the attributes such as dur, type, to, from, and accelerate

(in Schema 3) are descriptive role attributes defined on the player element when its

parent MCA element depicts behaviour having a primrole attribute attached to an

evolution law namely, 'animate' . The type atlrlbute identifies a broad class of design

abstractions for the identification of objects taking part in the multimedia scenario

(animation). The 'gift' attached to type attribute value is abstract in a way that

the designer is need not worry of the actual objects that take part in a multimedia

scenario. For example, a 'gift' type identifies a broad class of objects (ball. doll, bear,

hat) taking part in animation and does not restrict the designer to consider a pre-

defined set of objects. Therefore, I have expressed the design concept wherein the

designers are not concerned of the actual object taking part in the animation in my

descriptive MCF formaìism. In the similar manner type atlrlbute can have various

values assigned to it namely, media-object-audio, media-object-video, and pictures.

Each of these value types determines the wide range of objects that can be considered

for designing a multimedia scenario. For example, 'pictures' type is an abstract

object which classifies a broad type of objects (mountain pictures, building pictures,

and baby pictures) in a similar manner media-object-audio, media-object-text, and

media-object-video types are used to classify audio, text and video objects.

The actors are actual elements that take part in the muìtimedia scenario. In my

work I have represented the actor metaphor as an element that is the direct child

of player element as shown in Schema 4. The actor element has attributes namely,

nan'Le and ualue attribute. The name attribute specifies the name of the actual actor

taking part in a multimedia scenario (animation). And the ualue attribute is used for

assigning text.

Ð.'t¿L
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3.1.1 Mapping of the MCF model into Formal XML Descrip-

tive Representation (MCF-XML Schema)

This section presents a detailed explanation of the MCF model and its corresponding

representation in formal descriptive XML language, MCF-XML schema.

3.1.L.1 Naming of Abstractions

In MCF Formalism: One of the main components behind this generic nature of

the l\4CF formalism is the naming of the MCA abstractions. Naming of abstractions

provides the designer the ability to name the multimedia scenario generically. This

facilitates in the design process wherein a designer can consider different parts of the

design of a multimedia scenario separately. And then, can be combined at the later

stage based on the structural relationships derived from the naming process. I will

illustrate by an example the effect of this naming process.

In the figure 3.4 above the tq'o multimedia scenarios named PoppingUpandDown

and GameOver can be described separately. These scenarios can be combined at the

later stage in the design process of the game because similar types of objects are used

in the two scenarios which exhibit difÏerent MCA behaviours.

Naming makes explicit the description of structural composition of a multimedia

scenario in a MCF diagram. For example, in figure 3.4 above the MCF diagram is

considered at the coarsest ìevel of granularity wherein; the multimedia scenario is

described âs a sequence of three scenarios namely, PrepareGift, PoppingUpandDown,

and GameOver. Each MCA box in the above MCF diagram appears as a named box

which makes the overall structure of the multimedia scenario explicit.

In Formal Descriptive XML format: The basic visual notion of MCA is shown

in figure 3.3 and its corresponding descriptive representation is shown in Schema 2.
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Figure 3.4: Representation of the highest level of granularity of a multimedia scenario

There are various classes of MCA abstractions which I will later discuss in the follow-

ing section. Here, each class of the MCA abstraction is represented as an element and

the attributes of these elements characterize the property of that element. I made

this explanation as I do not want the reader to confuse between the name of the MCA

abstraction class which depicts the element name and the name represented by the

attribute which identifies the element MCA. Here, in this section I am referring to the

later part of naming which identifìes the MCA element. I have used the id attribute

in order to name the element MCA. In my MCF-XML schema shown in Schema 5 zd

attribute takes the following formal XML representation which is required by every

MCA element.

Every element MCA will have an id attribute which is unique to every other

element MCA. The id attribute provides the naming facility to an MCA element

similar to that of the MCF formalism. The MCA elements can be named generically

34
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Schema 5 : Naming of an MCA Element in descriptive XML format
<xs : element name="na¡e_of _nca_type ")
<xs : complexType>

(xs : attribute name-rr idrr type="xs : string",/)

</xs: complexType>

</xs:. element)

with the zd attribute. In descriptive format the i,d attribute which facilitates the

naming process identifies different parts of the document whereas in MCF f'ormalism

the naming identifies various design scenarios. An MCA element can embed many

other MCA elements, thus forming a hierarchy. The MCA element at the highest

level in the hierarchy is named in such a way that it depicts the overall abstract

representation of all its embedded MCA elements in the hierarchy. Naming of a

MCA element with zd attribute will make the structure of the multimedia scenario

explicit. For example, in the figure 3.4 the MCF diagram is shown at the highest

ìevel of granularity. The descriptive representation of this diagram will have each

MCA element representing the scenario with id attribute of each element identify

the parts of the multimedia scenario namely, PrepareGifts, PoppingUpandDown, and

GameOver.

3.1.1.2 Classes of Abstractions

This section presents various classes of abstraction wherein a MCF models a mul-

timedia scenario. And illustrated how these abstraction classes are mapped to the

formal descriptive XML format.

Behavioural Abstractions
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In MCF Formalism: Behavioural abstractions are MCA's that exhibit partiaÌ or

complete behaviour of a multimedia scenario. Behavioural abstractions are combined

to form composite behaviours. Every behavioural abstractions comprises of an evolu-

tion law defined by the roìe of its MCA. For example, in the figure 3.5 below represents

two behavioural abstractions namely, PopUp and PopDown. Each of these two MCAs

has their own evolution laws which define the functionaìity or behaviour of the two

behavioural abstractions.

Figure 3.5: Behavioral Abstractions

New behavioural MCAs, known as composite behaviours, are formed by the com-

position of two behavioural MCAs as shown in figure 3.6. The evolution law of the

composite MCA will be the composition of evolution laws of the two behavioural

MCAs. For example, PopUp and PopDov/n are composed to form PopUpandDown

composite behaviouraì MCA.

In Formal Descriptive XML format:

The formal definition of the visual behavioural abstraction in XML is shown in

Schema 6.

In Schema 6 the behavioural MCA abstraction is represented as the element öe-
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Schema 6 : Formal Descriptive Representation of Behavioral Abstraction
(xs : el-enent name="behavmca")

<xs: compl-exType>

<xs: sequence>

<xs ; el-ement ref ="player" nin0ccurs-'r0rr mâx0ccurs="unbounded" />

</xs: sequence>

(xs : attribute name-rr idrr t5pe="xs :ID" /)
<xs : attribute nane="begin" type="xs :NMT0KENS"/>

<xs : attribute name=rrendrr type='xs: NMTOKENS"/>

(xs : attribute name=r'start" type="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="stop" type="xs : string",/>

(xs : attribute nane=rrprivat€_event_inIet" type="xs : string",/)

(xs : attribute na¡e=rrprivate_event_outlet " tlpe=rrxs : string"/)
(xs : attribute name=rrprimrole r')

<xs: simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMT0KEN">

<xs : enumeration vafue='r animate "/)
<xs : enumeration value="Transition_Image"/>

<xs : enumeration val-ue="StylingGifts "/>

<xs : enumeration vafue="PictureStyJ- ing" />

<xs : enumeration value="TextualStyIing"/>

<xs : enumeration val-ue="Audio ",/)

</xs: restriction>

</xs: simpleType>

</xs : attribute>

</xs: complexType>

</xs: element)
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Figure 3.6: Composite Behavioral Abstractions

haumcu The behaviour of the behaumc¿ element is determined by the evolution law

attached to the primrole attribute. The behaumca consists of various evolution laws

namely, animate, Tlansition-Image, StylingGifts, PictureStyling, Textualstyling, and

Audio. The behaviour of these evolution laws are characterized by the attributes

defined on the player elements enclosed within Lhe behaumc¿ element. For example,

a behaviour named PopUp or PopDown can be represented by the behaumca with

the evolution law, 'animate'. The attribules J'rom or úo defined on the player ele-

ment characterize the behaviour of PopUp or PopDown of any object (ball or doll)

defined by the actor element. Therefore, every evolution law of an beltaamca element

has attributes in the form of roles defined on the player element which character-

izes the behaviour of the behaviour of the evoÌution law. I wiìì not explain all the

evolution laws that I have shown in the Schema 6 however, I have demonstrated the

application of these evolution laws while authoring multimedia artifacts (games and
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presentations) in MCFML language. In the appendix section I have shown the full

XML schema definition of the behaumca element.

Naming of the behaumca element is specified by the id attribute, the behaumca

with name PopUp is assigned to id attribute. This naming process in the behaumca

element is unique and provides a means to identify the element in the XML document

as with naming does to identify parts of the design in the MCF formalism.

The event inlet/outlets are represented as attributes of the N4CA which charac-

leríze the dynamic behaviour of the behaurnca element. Dynamic behaviours which

cause the behaumc¿ to start or stop or to cause another behavmca element to start

while the current element is active are represented by the event attributes (start, stop,

beg'in, end, priuate-euent-inlet, and priuate-euent-outlet) of the behaumca element.

A behaumcø element has player elements as well as actor elements as its children.

Unlike, the MCF formalism where actors flow from one MCA to another, here, the

actors are associated with Lhe behaumc¿ itself. The flow concept of the actors in the

MCF formalism is programming concept and cannot be represented in the descriptive

XML format. I have represented the behaumca and its elements associated with the

behaumca in the foim of hierarchy XML elements. For example, in order to represent

the PopUp behaviour MCA in XML, it will have a behaumca element with appropriate

zd attribute and primrole attribute with an evolution law, animate and embeds player

and actor elements. The player element specifies the type of player taking part in the

scenario PopUp with its type attrlbute (type:"gift\.The actor element specifies the

name of the actual actor taking part in the scenario PopUp with its name attribute

(name: "ball").

Composite MCAs are represented by the compbehaumca element as depicted

in Schema 7. The compbehaumca has an evolution law attached to the primrole

attribute. This evolution law is different to that of the behaumca element in such a
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Schema 7 : Formal Descriptive Representation of Composite Behavioral Abstraction

<xs : conplexType>

<xs : choice min0ccurs="0" max0ccurs="utbou¡lded")

(xs : el-ement ref ="behavmca" />

(xs : el-enent ref ="pì-ayer"/)

</xs: choice>

<xs :attribute name=trid" type=r'xs: ID"/)

(xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs :NMT0KENS"/>

(xs : attribute name="end" type="xs :NMTOKENS"/>

<xs : attribute name="start" type="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="stop" type=r'xs : string"/>

<xs : attribute na¡e=rrprivatê_event_inlet" type="xs : string,',/>

<xs : attribute name=r'privat€_event_outlet " type="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="prinrole")

<xs: simpleType>

(xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enumeration vafue="animateMoti orL" />

</xs : restriction>

</xs: simpJ-eType>

</xs: attribute>

</xs:. conplexType>

</xs; element)
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way that composite behaviours describe the combined functionality of the evolution

laws defined by the behaumca elements. For example, compbehaumca element which

encapsulates the specification of two behaamca elements with evolution laws, 'animate'

depict PopUp and PopDown behaviour will have an evolution law that describes the

combined functionality of the two behaumco elements namely, 'animateMotion'.

The compbehaumca element has behaumca and player as its children. The com-

posite behaviours in XML is specified by embedding its child elements into lhe comp-

behaumca element.

The events of a compbehaumca element are represented in the form of attributes

as shown in Schema 7. The dynamic behaviours of the compbehaumca are specified

by these attributes.

3.1.1.3 Structural Abstractions

In MCF Formalism: Structural abstractions determine the overall structure of

the design of a multimedia scenario. These abstractions enable a designer to isolate

specific parts of the muìtimedia design. Structural abstraction is depicted as an

MCA rvhich encapsulates specific number of MCAs having various types of roles with

appropriate connections over specified amount of time. The overall structure of the

multimedia is determined by the way these structural abstractions are interconnected

from one player outlet to another player inlet. Structural abstractions are classified

into two types namely, designer-defined abstractions and pre-defined abstractions.

Designer-defined structural abstractions are those abstractions which are nei-

ther behavioural nor temporal abstractions (which represent a segment of time). For

example, in the figure 3.7 below 'MovingBallHit' represents the notion of hit behaviour

which is neither a temporal nor a behavioural abstraction. These abstractions are

similar to other classes of abstraction when describing a multimedia scenario but
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their role specified by its evolution law is played by specifìc number of actors in that

scenario. For example, in the figure 3.7 below the MCA named MovingBallHit en-

capsulates MCAs CheckHit and PopUpandDown abstractions and an object (actor)

popping up and down when hit by a mouse click plays the role defined by the outer

MCA MovingBallHit while the other objects remain unperturbed. This means that

evolution law defined by the MCA named MovingBallHit is specific to only certain

objects which have been mouse clicked. These abstractions are rightly called designer-

defined as they provide a designer a intuitive way of describing a multimedia scenario.

The exceptional abstractions are considered to be designer-defined as their evolution

law which determines the behaviour of the abstraction is specified by the multimedia

designer.

Figure 3.7: Designer'-Defined Structural Abstraction-depicts-User-Interaction [35]

Pre-defined structural abstractions are comprised of classical abstractions and

control abstractions. Classical abstractions are temporal abstractions classified as

sequence and parallel abstractions. Control abstractions are classified as iteration
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abstractions, user-interaction abstractions, and conditional abstractions. First I will

discuss classical abstractions and then follow up by control abstractions.

Sequence abstractions are the most frequently used classical abstractions in

describing a multimedia scenario in an MCF diagram. The sequence abstraction is

an MCA which encapsulates a set of MCAs which occur in a timely manner (that is in

sequence). For example, in figure 3.8, the MCAs named PrepareGifts, MovingBallHit,

and GameOver are all encapsulated in a sequence N4CA narned AmazingGiftMachine

that play in a sequence one followed by the other in a sequential order. The visual

representation of two MCAs depict the two MCAs are in sequence. For example, the

left side of MCA2 is horizontally placed to the right side of MCA1 which implicitly

means that the stop of MCA1 will start MCA2 meaning that the two MCAs (MCA1

and MCA2) are in sequence.

Figure 3.8: Visual Sequence MCA Representation

Parallel abstractions are also among the most widely used classical abstractions

while describing a multimedia scenario using the N4CF formalism. Parallel MCA

depicts the notion of time wherein; all the MCAs it encapsulates directly start and

ends at the same time. Two MCAs are visual represented to be parallel when the
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two MCAs are vertically parallel to each other and begin and end event outlets of

MCA1 are connected to the start and stop inlets of MCA2. This scenario is shown

in figure 3.9 below.

Figure 3.9: Visual Parallel MCA Representation

Iteration abstraction is a pre-defined control abstraction which is used for it-

eration purposes in terms of number and time. Any MCA embedded within the

iteration MCA will have its evoiution lau' of the former MCA iterated by the lat-

ter by a specified number of times. For example, in the figure 3.10 the iteration

MCA PopUpandDown which embeds UpandDown MCA wìll iterate the latter by a

pre-defined number of times specifìed by the former.

Conditional abstractions have a role with an evolution law which enables the

designers to specify dynamic behaviours based on the dynamic conditions. For ex-

ample, in the figure 3.11 the scenario depicts GameOver which embeds a conditional

MCA named Check-Three having a role rvith conditional evolution as when three

gifts are hit the game stops.

Interactor abstraction in the MCF formalism models the run-time user-interaction

which is much needed as, the major focus of the MCF design focuses on multimedia

animation. The interactor abstraction is depicted as an MCA box which listens to
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Figure 3.10: Iteration MCA

Figure 3.11: Conditional MCA

mouse events such as mouseover, mouseup, mouseenter, and mousedown. When any

of these mouse events occur the role of interactor MCA defined by its evolution law
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acts on the events not on the actual objects (actors) playing the role. For example,

in the figure 3.7 the interactor MCA CheckHit connected in parallel with the PopU-

pandDown MCA can access the actors moving up and down. When a mouse down

event occurs by clicking the mouse button on the object (ball) the interactor MCA

listens to the mousedown event and acts on the events (stop event) of the PopUpand-

Down MCA not on the object (ball). Therefore, the role defined by the evolution

law of the interactor MCA separates the condition from the action. Therefore, hit

detection and action which stops the role (PopUpandDown) played the object (bali)

are modelled as two separate entities.

Exceptional Abstractions are a further class of structural abstraction for mod-

elling run-time interactions in multimedia design. This exceptional abstraction con-

struct is mostly seen in programming languages nameìy, Java and C++. In MCF ex-

ceptional abstractions distinguish a multimedia scenario between a normal behaviour

and an exceptional behaviour. For example, a gift moving up and down is depicted

as a normaì behaviour whereas falling is termed as an exceptional behaviour. Ex-

ceptional abstractions are structural MCAs which encapsulate a subset of MCAs,

and contain a role defined by its evolution law in way that when any interactor

MCA that it encapsulates raises an event of type role raised event exception or mca

raised event exception is caught immediately by the exceptional MCA surrounding

it. Then, appropriate action is performed based on the role defined in the exceptional

MCA. For example, in the figure 3.7 the MovingBallHit exceptional MCA encapsu-

lates the checkHit interactor MCA and the behavioural PopUpandDown MCA. When

the checkHit interactor on sensing mouse down event on an actor (ball) popping up

and down delivers a role raised event exception. This exception is caught by the

exceptional MCA MovingBallHit and the stops the role played by the current actor

(ball) and delivers the actor to an appropriate player outlet-
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In Formal Descriptive XML format

The descriptive representation of the visual structural MCA abstractions depicts the

overall design structure in eìement and attributes form. The uppermost element in

the hierarchy represents a structural abstraction element which embeds many MCA

elements. The structure of the multimedia scenario is depicted from the naming of

the structural MCA element which embeds other types of MCA elements. In the

MCF formalism the overall structure of the multimedia scenario is represented by

connecting appropriate player outlet to player inlet of the MCA. In descriptive XML

format it is not possible to depict the overall structure of a multimedia scenario by

connecting MCA element. In the descriptive XN4L representation the overall structure

is depicted by opening and closing tags.

The concept of flow expressed in the MCF cannot be represented in the descriptive

format because the flow of actors from one MCA to another depicts the procedural

programming construct. And connecting MCA from one to another is primarily used

to define the flow of actors. Therefore, this metaphor of connecting MCAs in order

to depict the overall structure of the multimedia design cannot be considered in the

descriptive XML representation.

I have not made a difference between the designer-defined structural abstractions

or pre-defined abstractions. In fact I have considered the designer-defined abstractions

as pre-defined in my thesis. Hence, designer defìned abstraction is neither a temporal

or behavioural abstraction, the abstraction is similar to other structural abstractions

as it encapsulates other abstractions. Except that the designer-defìned abstraction

is pìayed on by specific actors during the play of the multirnedia scenario. Here, for

both types of structural abstraction elements have pre-defined role attached in terms

of their evolution laws.

I have abstracted sequence structural MCA in formal descriptive form as
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shown in Schema 8:

In Schema 8 the structural sequence MCA is represented as seqrnca element.

The seqmc¿ element does not have a primrole which depicts its behaviour. The se-

quence element name itself implies a structural behaviour specifying the elements

embedded within the start and end tags of seqn'Lca element play in a sequential man-

ner. The elements embedded inside Lhe seqrnca will play in sequence. That is the stop

of one MCA gives raise to the start of another or vice versa. Similar to other elements

discussed in behavioural abstractions the seqmca element has an zd attribute which

depicts the entire multimedia design scenario by the name assigned to it. The event

inlets/outlets are represented as the attributes of the seqmca element. These events

enable the seqmca to start and stop by various dynamic events. The seqmco also

consists of a role depicted as dur attribute whereby; a designer can specify a time

constraint over the seqrnca element time container.

The visual representation of placing the two MCA's in horizontally in figure 3.8

can be represented by embedding the trvo MCA's in a seqmc¿ element container.

The parallel structural MCA construct in the formal descriptive XML is rep-

resented in Schema 9:

In Schema 9 the parallel MCA is represented as parynco, element in the descrip-

tive format. The parrnca does not have a primrole attribute as its name itself depicts

the behaviour of the parmca element. The parmca element embeds other MCA el-

ements within its opening and closing tags will start and stop all the MCAs at the

same time. That means all the MCA elements embedded in the parmca will start to

play and stop at the same time.

The attributes in the parmca depict the event model similar to that of event in the

seqmca element. These attributes are used to start and stop or begin and end other

MCAs based on the dynamic events or conditions. The naming process in parmca
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Schema 8 : Formal Descriptive Representation of Sequence Classicai Abstraction
(xs : el-emetrt namg=t'seqnca")

<xs : complexType>

<xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rr max0ccurs='runbourdedt')

(xs: elernent ref ="excepmca",/)

(xs : elenent ref="f actorSmca"/>

(xs : element ref="interactormca" /)
(xs: el-ement ref ="iterationmca" /)
<xs: element ref =,,parnca,,/>

(xs : eLenent ref="seqmca"/)

<xs : elenent ref ="behavmca" /)
(xs : el-ement ref=" compbehavmca" / )

<xs : element ref="rol-e" /)
(xs : el_enent ref =,,player,,/>

(xs : el,ement ref ="actort' /)
</xs : choice>

<xs: attribute name-r'idrr type="xs :ID" />

(xs : attribute name-rrdurrr type="xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute nane-rrendrr tlpe="xs : string"/)

<xs :attribute narne='rstart" type="xs : string"/)

<xs : attribute name="stop" type="xs: string",/)

<xs : attribute name='rprivate_event_inl-et " t¡pe= "xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute narne="privatê_event_outl-et " t1rye="xs : string",/)

</xs: conplexType>.

</xs: element)
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Schema 9 : Formal Descriptive Representation of Parallel Classical Abstraction
(xs : element nalne="parmca" >

<xs: complexType>

<xs : choice min0ccurs=rr0rr naxOccurs=rru:rbounded")

(xs : elenent ref="excepmca"/>

(xs: element ref ="f actorymca",/)

(xs : el-enent ref =" interactormca" / )

<xs : element ref ="iterationm ca" />

(xs: el_ement ref ="parmca,t/)

(xs : el-ement ref="seqmca"/)

(xs : eLenent ref ="behavmca"/>

(xs : element ref= " conpbehavrn cat' />

<xs : elenent ref="condmca"/>

<xs: eLement ref =,,player,,,/)

(xs: el-ement ref ="a ctor" /)
</xs: choice)

(xs : attribute name=rr idrr type="xs :ID" />

<xs: attribute name=rrdurrr type="xs : string",/)

<xs :attribute na¡e="begin" type="xs : string"/>

<xs: attribute name-rrend'r type="xs : string"/)

<xs : attribute name=rrstart " type="xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="stop" tlrpe="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="private_event_inlet" t5pe="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name=rrpr j-vatê_event_outl-et " tlpe=t'xs : string"/)

</xs; complexType>

</xs; element)
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is similar to that of the seqrnca wherein; the id attribute is assigned name which is

abstract representation of the scenario in which the parmca embeds.

The visual representation of placing the two MCAs vertically in figure 3.9 can be

represented by embedding the two MCAs in a parmcø element container.

The iteration MCA construct in the formal descriptive XML is represented in

Schema 10:

In the Schema i0 the iteration MCA is represented as an iterationmca element,

in the descriptive XN4L format. The iterationmcø element represents the events in-

lets/outlets as its attributes which characterize its dynamic behaviour. Two attributes

are defined namely, repeatDurat'ion and repeatCounls whìch characterize the role of

lhe interat'ionrnca eìement. 'lhe repeatCounts attribute is assigned a number which

defines the number of times an MCA element embedded within the iterationmca el-

ement must iterate. And the repeatDuration attribute specifies the time duration in

which the MCA element embedded inside the interat'ionmca element must iterate.

The namingof iterationmca element is represented by the id attribute through which

a designer abstracts the name on the embedded N4CAs.

The formal descriptive representation of the conditional MCA is shown in Schema 11:

The conditional MCA abstraction is represented as condmca element. The

attributes depict the behaviour of the condmca element. The role of the condmca is

defined in terms of the evolution larv attached to the primrole attribute. I have pre-

defined an evolution law Check-Three (designer-defined evolution law) which checks

for condition three and performs action based on what the scenario demands. For

example, in the BallGame game represented in visual MCF diagram in figure 3.2 has a

conditional MCA with the name Check-Three. This conditional MCA has a primitive

role which checks for the condition if the user has mouse clicked on three of the actors

(balls). If the condition is satisfied then the game is over. The when altribute is role
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Schema 10 : Formal Descriptive Representation of Iteration Abstraction
(xs : elemert nams=" íterationmca")

<xs : complexType>

(xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rr maxOccurs="unbou¡dedtt)

(xs : el-enent ref="excepmca"/)

(xs: elenent ref ="f actor¡rroca",/>

(xs : el-ement ref=" interactormca"/)

<xs : elernent ref="parmca"/)

(xs : element ref="seqmca"/)

(xs : element ref="behavmca"/>

(xs : el-ement ref =" compbehavmca" / >

<xs : el-ement ref =" condmca"/)

</xs; choice)

(xs : attribute name-rr idrr t¡pe="xs :IDt' /)
(xs : attribute name=rrdurrr type="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name=rrendrr type=r'xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="start" t5pe="xs : string,t/>

<xs : attribute name="stop" type=rrxs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="private_event_in1et" t5pe="xs : string"/>

<xs : attribute name='rprivâtê_event_outl_ et'r type= "xs : string" /)
<xs : attribute name="repeatDuration" type="xs : string,' def ault=" 1 "/>

<xs : attribute na¡e="repeatCounts" type=r'xs: string" def ault=" 1",/>

</xs: complexType>

</ xs; elernent)
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Schema 11 : Formal Descriptive Representation of Conditional Abstraction
(xs : elemeÐt name="condmca")

(xs: conplexType>

(xs : choice minOccurs=rr0tr naxOccurs="unbou:rded,t)

(xs: el_ement ref ="excepnca",/)

(xs : element ref="f actorlmca"/>

(xs : el-ement ref= " interactormca " /)
(xs: element ref ="iterationmca,, />

<xs :eLement ref =,,parmca,,/)

(xs : element ref="seqmca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref ="behavmca",/)

(xs : element ref=" conpbehavmcat, />

<xs : elernent ref =,,player,,/)

</xs: choice)

<xs : attribute name=rr idrr type="xs ;IDt, />

<xs : attribute name="dur" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs : string"/>

<xs : attribute name=rrendrr type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="start" type="xs : string",/)

<xs :attribute name="stop" tSpe="xs : string"/>
(xs : attribute name="when" type="xs : string",/)
(xs : attribute name='rprivate_event_inlet " t14pe=',xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute name= I'private_event_outl-et " t¡pe= "xs : string" /)
<xs : attribute name=rrprimrolê" type="¡s. s¡¡ing",/)

</xs: conplexType>

</xs: element)
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which checks for a condition (when:"coltnt:3"). The event model and the naming

process are similar to the above described structural abstraction elements.

The interactor MCA is represented in formal descriptive way as shown in

Schema 72 and Schema 13:

The interactor MCA abstraction is represented as interactormca element.

The attributes depicted with the interactormca element characterize the properties

of the interactor element. The primrole attribute defines a role in terms of the evo-

lution laws attached to its value. For example, I have attached an evolution law

named mouseEvent to the primrole attribute which depicts the role pìayed by this

interactor element. The condition atlribute defines the condition based on which

the primrole attribute value should act. For example, a corrdition statement like this

condition:"moltsedown(gi,ft):¿v1le" specifies that the evolution law (mouseEvent) as-

signed to the primrole attribute must act based on the condition defined; whether

the event defined by the condition attribute is mouse down or mouse over or mouse

up event on the gift. In this example, the condition attribute is attached to the

mousedown event. The euentTgpe attribute is used when the inte¡actor MCA is

encapsulated directly by the exceptional MCA. For example, the interactormca eI-

ement has euentType attribute assigned to either 'Role-R¿.ised-Event-Exception' or

'MCA-Exception-Raise-Event' which means that when mouse down event occurs the

interactor MCA eìement named Check-Hit raises an event of type'Role-Raised-Event-Exception'

which is captured by the surrounding exception element. Here, the exception element

of the primrole attribute is defined based on the captured exception rvhich is either of

the values assigned to the euentType attribute.The exceptional abstractions are dis-

cussed in much detail in the next paragraph. The event model is represented in terms

of the attributes in the interactormc¿ element. When the interactor MCA senses a

mouse event; it then acts on the events of the 'interactor-mcø element. For example,
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Schema 12 : Formal Descriptive Representation of an Interactor Abstraction
(xs : eLement name-rtinteractormca")

(xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rr maxOccurs="unbounded")

(xs : element ref=" iterationnca" />

<xs: element ref =,,parmca,,/>

<xs : element ref="seqmca"/>

(xs : el-ement ref ="behavmca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref =" compbehavmcat' / >

(xs : elenent ref="condmca"/>

</xs: choice)

(xs : attribute name-rr idrr tlpe="xs ;ID" />

(xs : attribute name="r^rhen" type="xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute name=r'primroler')

<xs: simpleType>

(xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enumeration val-ue="nouseEvent "/)
</xs: restriction)

</xs: simpleType>

</xs: attribute>

(xs : attribute name="condition" type="xs : string",/)
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Schema 13 : Formal Descriptive Representation of an Interactor Abstraction
<xs : attribute name="eventTJæe")

<xs: sinpleType>

(xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enumeration val_ue="MCA_Exception_Raise_Event"/>

</xs: restriction>

</xs: sinpleType>

</xs: attribute>

<xs : attribute name= "i,¡idgetType " >

<xs: simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs: enumeration val-ue="text" />

<xs : enumeration value="butlon't /)
</xs: restrict ion>

</xs: sinpleType>

</xs:attribute>

</xs : ef ernent)
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when an interactormca element senses a mouse down on an object popping up and

down event then the Check-Hit MCA will initiate its end event in order to stop the

role of the object popping up and down. Here, the Check-Ilit element has evolution

law in such a way that it does not act on the actual objects or actors (ball) rather it

acts on the events. Naming process is specified Lhe id attribute of the 'interactormca

element. I have defìned a new attribute calied widgetType as I felt specifying a sce-

nario with the user-interface is important abstraction when considering the design of

multimedia scenario. I have specified wi,dgetType to be of three types namely; button,

text, and radioButton for specifying the user-interface abstraction.

I have represented the exceptional abstraction in the formal descriptive manner

as shorvn in Schema 14.

The exceptional abstraction is represented as erceprnca in descriptive element

form. The attributes of lhe ercepmcø element are properties which characterize

the behaviour of the ercepmca element. The ercep:nca element embeds or encloses

an interactor element. The primrole that characterizes the behaviour of the er-

cepn'Lca element is based on the event exception raised by the euentType attribute of

the element interactor"rnca. For example, the Check-Hit interactor MCA has euent-

Type attrlbute assigned to 'Role-Raised-Event-Exception' rneaning Lhat primroLe at-

tribute of the ex:cepmca has a designer-defined evolution law (MovingBallHit) will

only stop the role of the object or actor (ball) moving up and down when the mouse

down event is sensed by the interactor Check-Hit MCA element. Otherwise if the

'MCA-Exception-Raise-Event' is assigned to the euentType attribute and then when

the mouse down event occurs the evolution larv (MovingBallHit) assigned to the pr-i,m-

role atrrtbute of the ercepmca will stop all the objects popping up and down. The

¿d attribute specifies the naming process of the ercepnlc& element. The events model

of ercepmcø element has event inlets and outlets as its attributes (start, stop, begin,

E-¿t
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Schema 14 : Formal Descriptive Representation of an Exceptional Abstraction
(xs : element narne=" excepnca")

(xs: complexType>

<xs : choice ninOccurs='0rr maxOccurs="unbounded")

<xs : element ref="excepmca"/)

(xs : element ref="f actorymca"/)

(xs : element ref =" interactornca",/)

(xs : element ref="iterationmcat' /)
(xs : el-ement ref ="parmca"/>

(xs : element ref="seqmca"/>

(xs: el-enent ref ="behavmca",/)

(xs : element ref ="compbehavnca" />

(xs: el-ement ref ="condmca",/)

</xs: choice>

(xs : attribute name-rr idr type="xs :ID" />

(xs : attribute na-ne=rrprinrol€'r type="xs : string",/)

<xs: attribute name="try" type="xs : string,'/)

<xs : attribute na¡e="catch" type="xs : string",/>

(xs :attribute name="begin" type=r'xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name=rrendrr type=r'xs : string',/)

<xs :attribute nane=rrstart" tSpe="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="stop" type="xs : string"/>

</xs: complexType>

</xs: element>
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and end) are used to direct the control to other MCAs when exceptions of type role

or N4CA are raised by the enclosed interactormcø element.

3.I.1.4 Primitive Factory Abstraction

The N4CF formalism defines a primitive design abstraction known as the factory

MCA. The factory MCA produces generic objects, based on the authored multimedia

scenario. For example, in the figure 3.2 the Prepare-Gifts scenario contains a factory

MCA which produces a generic object of type' 'gift'. The term 'generic type of object'

in design terms means that this generic object is an abstract entity which is used

to identify many objects similar to the generic type. For example, in the figure the

factory MCA, Produce-A-Gift, produces one object of type 'gift'. The specification

of generic type of object 'gifT' in MCF allows a designer to consider broad class of

objects (bail, doll, hat) not restricting him/her to a specific number of objects.

fn Formal Descriptive XML format : The factory MCA is represented in a

descriptive way as shown in Schema 15:

In Schema 14 the factory MCA is represented as factoryrnca element. The Jacto-

rAmca element has a primrole attached to an evolution law, 'Factory which determines

the behaviour of the J'actorymca element. The behaviour of the 'Factory' evolution

law is governed by the type of an object as well as the name of the object defined

by the player and actor elements. For example, if the player element defines its type

attribute as 'gift' and actor element defines its name attribute as 'ball', then the

'Factory' evolution law produces an actual object 'ball' of type 'gift'. The naming of

the factorymca element is specified by the zd attribute.
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Schema 15 : Formal Descriptive Representation of an Factory Abstraction
(xs : elemelt namg="factorSrnca")

<xs : complexType>

(xs: sequence)

(xs : elenent ref =,,player,, /)
</xs : sequence>

(xs : attribute name-rr idrr type="xs :ID" /)
<xs : attribute name="prinrole ")

<xs: simpleType>

(xs : restriction base="xs : string")

<xs : enumeration val-ue="Fact ory" /)
</xs:restri ct ion>

<,/xs : simpleType>

</xs attribute>

</xs:- complexType>

</xs : el-ement)
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3.1.1.5 Composing MCAs

In MCF Formalism: The MCF formaìism defines two general ways namely, con-

necting and embedding to compose MCAs in order to author complex multimedia

scenarios.

Connecting: In the MCF formalism complex multimedia scenarios are authored by

connecting N4CAs. The connection metaphor in the MCF diagram shown in figure 3.2

shows the actor flow as well as the connecting events of various MCAs which results in

the dynamic activation of MCAs giving rise to dynamic behaviours which are required

for modeling various multimedia scenarios. The connection metaphor that depicts the

flow concept represents appropriate connection of player outlet of an MCA to a pìayer

inlet of another MCA. The connection metaphor wherein the actors flow through the

player inlets/outìets of various MCAs performing different roles depicts the notion of

procedural programming constructs (procedure name, actual and formaì parameters).

In figure 3.2 the black bobs on the sides of the MCAs which connect one MCA to

another represents the player inlets/outlets representing the actor fìow.

The connection metaphor also represents the dynamic activation of MCAs. An

MCA can activate (start) or deactivate (stop) another MCA by connecting the event

outlets of the former MCA (begin or end events) to the event inlets (start or stop

events) of the MCA which is to be activated. Complex user-interaction and hyper-

linking can be authored as a result of connecting event inlets/outlets of various MCAs.

For example, figure 3.2, represents a user-interaction MCA, Check-Hit which connects

the end event to the stop event of the MCA PopUpandDown, depicting that whenever

a mouse click occurs on the actor or object (ball) moving up and down, the end event

of MCA, Check-Hit will trigger a stop event on PopUpandDown MCA resulting the

end of the role popping up and down of that particular object or actor (ball).
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Parallel and sequential behaviour of structural MCAs can be represented by con-

necting MCAs. In figure 3.8 the MCA 1 player outlet is horizontally connected to

the MCA 2 player inlet. This visual connection means that MCA 1 and MCA 2 are

in sequence to each other.

Two MCAs are represented as paralleì MCAs if they are positioned parallel to

each other the begin and the end events of the MCA 1 are connected to the start

and stop events of MCA 2. Refer to figure 3.9 for clear understanding of connecting

MCAs in parallel.

Embedding MCAs: Embedding facilitates in the authoring of various structurai

abstractions as well as composite behaviours which results in the creation of compìex

multimedia scenarios. Structural abstractions namely, sequence, parallel, exceptional,

or iteration can be authored by embedding two or more MCAs into the specified

structural abstractions. Embedding N4CAs into a structural MCA will result in the

change of the behaviour of the embedded MCAs in terms of the behaviour of the

embedding structural MCA. For example, in figure 3.4 three MCAs are embedded

into the sequence MCA with name Amazing-Gift-Machine, which represents that the

three MCAs (Prepare-Gifts, PopUpandDown, and GameOver) occur in a sequential

manner.

Embedding facilitates in the authoring of complex behavioural abstraction known

as composite MCAs. For example, in figure 3.6 PopUp and PopDown behaviours are

embedded into one another in order to form a ne\À¡ MCA called composite behavioural

MCA, PopUpandDown.

In Descriptive XML-Format:

Connecting MCAs: The connection metaphor in MCF formalism depicts the con-

nection between player inlets/outlets of the MCAs. This connection metaphor cannot

be represented in the descriptive XML format; the flow of actors through these player
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inlets/outlets represents the procedural programming construct. Therefore, unlike

the MCF formalism I have bound the actors to the scenario in the descriptive XML

representation.

The connection metaphor which depicts the dynamic behaviour by connecting.

event inlets/outlets of MCAs are represented by the event attributes (start, stop, be-

g'in, end, priuate-euent-i,nlet, and priuate-euent-outlel) in the descriptive XML format.

The values attached to the event attributes of various MCA elements characterize the

dynamic relationship between two MCA elements. These attributes are defined in the

MCA element event model in the following manner:

begin='r st art . MCA_EIement_Id (player_type ) "

end=" stop. MCA_Element_Id (player_type) "

In the above representation an MCA eìement can activate (start) or deactivate

(stop) another MCA element by attaching its begin or end attribute value with start

or stop event followed by a dot operator and the name of id attribute of the element

to be activated or deactivated and in the parenthesis the type of the player ('gift') is

also mentioned.

Embedding MCAs: Embedding is a straight fbrward process of representation in

the descriptive XML format. Every element which depicts an MCA will have an

opening and closing tag. Embedding MCAs within another MCA can be represented

in XN4L format by enclosing the MCA eiement into the start and end tags of the

element rvhich encloses it, thereby, forming hierarchy of elements. For example, in

figure 3.2, the PrepareGifts MCA is a sequence MCA which embeds iteration MCA,

factory MCA, and a behavioural MCA can be represented in the descriptive form as

shown below:
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Descriptive Representation of Prepare_Gifts Scenario

(seqmca id="Anazing_Gift_Machine" f ill="freeze")

<seqmca id="Prepare_Gifts" f ill-="freeze")

(Íterationmca id="Produce_ _Gifts" repeatCounts:"4")

<f actorymca id="Produce_A_Gift" primrole="Factory")

<player type='rgif t rr )

<actOr ¡¡amg="þ¿ll"/)

</PIaYer>

</factoryrnca>

<,/iterat ionmca>

(behavrnca id="Place_Gifts'r prinrole="StylingGifts")

<player type='r gif t " styLe="position : absolute ; top : 0 ; left : 100 " >

<actOr ¡amg="þ¿lll'r /)

</player>

<player type=" gif t " styl-e= "position : absol-ute ; top : 0 ; l-ef t : 200 " >

<açtOr ¡amg=!'þ¿lff " /)

</player>

<player type='r gif t " styl-e= "position : absol-ute ; top : 0 ; l-ef t : 300 " >

<açtOr ¡amg="þ¿llJ"/)

</player>

<player type=" gi-f t " styl-e= "position : absol-ute ; top : 0 ; left : 400 " >

<a6tor ¡emç="þ¿ll{"/)

</player>

<,/behavmca>
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llI </seonca> I

Here, the structural MCA sequence depicts a" seqrnca element which embeds other

elements namely, 'iteratzonmca, factorymca, and behaumca within its closing and end-

ing tags forming a hierarchy. In figure 3.2 the iteration MCA embeds the factory

MCA which is represented in the descriptive format by enclosin g Jactorymc¿ element

within the start and end tags of the 'iteratzonmca element- Similarly, the behaviour

MCA Place-Gifts in f,gure 3.2 is represented as a direct child enclosed within the

start and end tags of the seqmca element.

Embedding also results in the creation of new behaviours known as composite

behaviours. For example, the behavioural MCA with name PopUpandDown is a

composite behavioural MCA which composes two behavioural MCAs namely, Popup

and Popdown. In the XML code below I have represented the composite behaviours

in the descriptive XML format. These behaviours are created as a result of embedding

two behavioural MCA elements namely, PopUp and PopDown.

Descriptive Representation of Composite

BehavÍoral Abstractions

(conpbehavmca id="PopUpaadDown" prinrole=" anÍmateMotion"

fron="0,0'r to="0,400">

(behavnca id="PopUp" primrole=r'animate' from="0,0t')

<behavmca id="PopDown" prirnroÌe=rraninate" from=tt0,400">

<player type="gift " coropbehav="PopUpandDounl "

accelerate="1.5" dur="2. 0s")

<actor name=r'balf 1 "/)
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</player>

<player type=r'gi.ft " compbehav="PopUpa¡dDown2"

accelerate=" I.2" dur="2. 1s")

<actor ¡ams="þ¿l]1"/)

</player>

<player type='rgift" compbehav="PopUpa¡dDown3"

accel-erate=t'2.0t' dur="2. 3s")

<açtOr ¡ams=t'þ¿llJ" /)

</player>

<player type="gift" compbehav="PopUpa¡dDown4"

accel-erate="2.2u dur="2. 1s")

<açtOr ¡amg='tþ¿fl{"/)

</player>

<,/behavmca>

<,/behavrnca)

<,/conpbehavmca)

In the above XML representation of the composite behaviours the compbehaumca

element represents the composite behavioural MCA which embeds lwo behaumca el-

ements namely, PopUp and PopDown. These two behavioural element MCAs are

enclosed within the start and end tags of composite behavioural element. A new

composite behaviour compbehaumca element is created by embedding two behaamca

MCA elements in one another.
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3.2 Authoring in MCF'ML

In this thesis I have developed Media Construction Mark-up Language (MCFML)

based on the NICF-XML schema. Hence every XMl-based language relies on an

XML schema for its structure and syntax, similarly, N4CFML documents get syntax

and structure from the MCF-XML schema. Every N4CFML document starts and

ends with < mcf mI ) starting tag and < lmcJ'ml > ending tag. In my work I have

authored in MCFML, a game known as BallGame taken from [39] with few modifica-

tions. Moreover, I have aiso authored a multimedia presentation scenario in MCFML

involving media items namely, text, images, and audio which are synchronized with

transitions effects and zooming effects in a timely manner. In the appendix section I

have provided the visual representation of the multimedia presentation in the MCF

formalism and also shown the corresponding XML representation of the multimedia

presentation in the MCFML. I will start of describing verbally the BallGame and its

representation in MCF visual formalism, and then followed by an explanation of how

the game is represented in descriptive XML language MCFML.

A user is allowed to shoot at f,ue gifts popping up and down. When the user h,its

on anA one oJ the gifts, the gi,ft stops popp'ing up and down and then the gift performs

drop and stop beh,aui,our. When three such gifts erhibit drop and stop behau'iour, the

remai,ni,ng gi,Jis popping up and down must also drop and stop. Thi,s ends the enti,re

BallGame displaEing 0, T¿essage to the user he/she has won the game.

3.2.L Representation of the BallGame in MCF Visual For-

malism

In the figure 3.12 shown the MCF formalism with its interactive editor facilitates

the designer to divide the animation game into a sequence of three scenarios (Pre-
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pare-Gifts, N4oving-Ball-Hit, and GameOver) at the coarsest level of granularity of

the MCF diagram. The sequence MCA which represents Prepare-Gifts has two

embedded MCAs namely, iteration MCA (Produce-5-Gifts) and Behavioral MCA

(Place-Gifts). The iteration MCA (Produce-5-Gifts) iterates its embedded factory

MCA (Produce-A-Gift) for five times in order to produce five gifts. These gifts are

then passed as actors (ball) on to the Behavioral MCA (Place-Gifts) which displays

the five gifts on the screen. The exceptional MCA (MovingBallHit) is a structural ab-

straction which embeds an interactor MCA (Check-Hit) urld iteration MCA (Upand-

Downs) which is again embedded rvith a composite behavioural MCA (PopUpand-

Down). The actors (balls) flow from the player outlet of the sequence MCA (Pre-

pare-Gifts) to the player inlet of the exceptional MCA (MovingBallHit). In figure 3.12

the MovingBallHit MCA describes a scenario wherein the actors popping up and down

when hit by the user (when mouse down event occurs) the Check-Hit interactor MCA

raises an exception oftype role raised event exception (role-raised-event-event). This

exception is then caught by the MovingBallHit MCA whereby; the MCA stops the

role of the actor (ball) moving up and down and redirects the actor to the appro-

priate outlet, without perturbing other actors popping up and down. The actors

hit by the mouse click are then passed over to the parallel MCA (GameOver). The

parallel MCA constitutes of a DropandStop behaviour MCA as well as a conditional

MCA. The actors (balls) exited through the MovingBallHit MCA are passed onto

the parallel MCA (GameOver) wherein the balls exhibit drop and stop behaviour by

the DropandStop behavioural MCA. When three such actors exhibit drop and stop

behaviour, the conditional MCA stops the entire game by stopping and dropping the

other actors popping up and down.
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3.2.2 Authoring the BallGame in MCFML

The namespace attribute of the root element in the MCFML document specifies the

XML schema defintion used by the document. Here, the XML schema known as

MCF-XML schema is external to the N4CFML document which provides the syntax

and structure for authoring MCFML documents.

Like many XMl-based languages (HTML, SMIL, and SVG) the designer must

start off authoring the N4CFN4L document with an < mcf ml > tag and the document

should close with an end tag < \mcJ'ml ). In short the < mcf mI > tag acts as a

root tag or a parent for all the MCFML elements.

In the appendix I have shown the complete representation of the ballgame in

MCFML. In this section I have divided my authoring process in MCFML into three

parts describing three scenarios (Prepare-Gifts, MovingBallHit, and GameOver). The

authoring process of these three scenarios has been explained below.

3.2.2.I Sequence Element(Prepare-Gifts)

In the figure MCFML 1, the Prepare-Gifts scenario is a sequence MCA represented

as seqmca element. The seqmca element constitutes of an iteration MCA represented

as iterationmca element which is named as Prepare-5-Gifts with its ¿d attribute and

also a behavioural MCA represented as behaumcø with name Place-Gifts specified by

its 'id attribute. The iteration (iterationmca) and behavioural (behaamca) elements

occur in sequence, as they are embedded under the seqmca element time container.

In the figure labeled MCFN4L 1 iterationmca eìement contains a repeatCounts

attributes which is assigned a number and specifies the number of times the ele-

ment embedded within the iterati,onmca must iterate. In our game the 'iterati,onn'rca

contains a factorymca element which is made to iterate five times.
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MCFML 1 : Prepare-Gifts Scenario Representation of the BallGame in MCFML

<seqmca id="Prepare_Gifts" f i11="freeze")

<iterationm6¿ i¡t=rtProduce_5_GiftsI repeatCou:rts-rr5rr>

<f actorlmca id="Produce_A_Gift" primroLe="Factory")

<player type=rrgift rr>

(actor name="bal-l- " /)
</player>

</factorymca>

</iterationmca>

<behavmca id="Pl-ace_Gifts" primrole="StylingGifts">

<player type=rrgift" style="position:absolute; top:0; left:100">

(actor name="bal-l-I" / >

</player>

<pJ-ayer type=rrgif til styl-e="position: absolute; top:0; l-ef t :200">

<actor nãme=rrbalL2t' />

</pJ-ayer>

<player type=rrgift" style="position:absolute; top:0; left:300">

<actor na¡e="bal-l-3u / >

</player>

<player type='rgift" style="position:absolute; top:0; left :400">

<actor name='rbaf l.4t' / >

</player>

<player type='rgift" style="position:absol-ute; top:0; l-eft:400">

<actor name="balfs"/>

</player>

</behavmca>

</seqnca>
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In the figure labeiled MCFML 1 factorymca element represents a factory MCA

with name Produce-A-Gift represented by its id attribute. The Jactorymca element

contains a role designated by the primrole attribute having a value factory attached

to it as an evolution law. The factorymca has player and actor elements as its child

and grand child. The plaEer element has a type attrlbute which has pre-defined

set of generic type values (gift, pictures, media-object-audi,o, medi,a-object-teú and

media-object-aideo). In our game I have used an abstracl type attribute with value

'gift' since the actor element can be abstracted as ball, doll, hat, and etc. The actor

element consists of a name attribute which specifies the name of the actor taking part

in the scenario. In my thesis I have considered 'ball' in order to represent the actual

actor taking part in the ball game animation.

In the figure labelled MCFML 1, behavmca element represents the behavioural

abstraction and the generic naming of the behavioural abstraction is done by its zd

attribute (id:"Place-Gifts"). The role of the behaumca element is specified by the

pnmrole attribute which is attached to an evolution law, 'StElingGifts'that specifies

the behaviour of lhe behaumc¿ element. This N4CA constitutes of five player child

elements and five actor grandchild elements. De facto, these player elements are

not identified as individual player elements for each actor element, all these player

elements are considered as single player entity. Hence, each player element is not

identified by an unique name which is specified by the id attribute. I would like to

explain the specification of player elements in a detailed manner as follows.

In my MCFML authoring of the ballgame, Lhe behaumcø(Place-Gifts) element

contains frve player elements rvhich I consider all of them belong to a single entity

known as player on which roles are defined in the form of attributes (style, to, or from).

In order to apply lhe style attribute to the various actors (balll, ball2, baÌ13, ball4

or ballS), and if one considers a single player element which constitutes of frve actor
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child elements, then five style attributes (stylel, style2, style3, style4, and styleS) will

be needed to designate which style atiribute belongs to which actor element (ball).

This way of defining the attributes in order to designate single role will result in

duplication of same attribute multiple times which is not desirable. In doing so, the

XML document will look clumsy. Therefore, different player elements are considered

for defining roles (in the form of attributes) on the actor elements. However, as

explained in this paragraph all the player elements are considered as a single player

entity.

In the XML code labelled MCFN4L 7 behaurnca element has a primrole attribute

assigned to an evolution law 'StylingGifts' which determines the behaviour of the

behavioural element (Place-Gifts). A role defined in terms of an attribute with name

style is attached to every player element determines the exact position for placing the

actors (ball) with the evolution law, 'stylingGifts'. I have taken Lhis style attribute

from Cascading Style Sheet used by the HTML pages as styling attributes.

In the XML code labelled MCFML I narning of the actor elernents (with

the name attribute) while authoring in MCFML must take a particular numerical

order. For example, the 'iterationmc¿ element iterates the J'actorymca element five

times whereby; producing five ãctors (balls) of player type 'gift'. While defining actor

elements in a behaurnca(Place-Gifts) element there will be five actor elements and

the naming of each actor element is specified by its nl,me attribute in a incremental

order (ball1, balì2, bal13, ball4, and ball5).

3.2.2.2 Exceptional Element(MovingBallHit)

In the XML code labelled MCFML 2 exceptional MCA (MovingBallHit) is repre-

sented as ercepmca element. The ercepmca element embeds other MCA elements

namely, 'interactormcø (Check-Hit), iterationmca (UpandDowns), and compbeltaurnca
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(PopUpandDown).

The composite behavioural MCA is represented as a cotnpbehaurnca (PopU-

pandDown) element in XML code labelled MCFML 1. The abst¡act naming of the

compbehaumca element is specified by its id attribute. The role of the compbehaumca

element is specified by the primrole attribute which is attached to the evolution law;

'animateMotion' determines the behaviour of the composite behavioural element. The

compbehaumca specihes two additional roles in the form of attributes namely Jiom

and úo which describes the complete behaviour of the evolution iaw, 'animateMo-

tion'. These attributes are assigned to numerical coordinate values (from:"0, 0"

and to:"0,400") which determines the position wherein the actor must exhibit the

PopUpandDown behaviour. As discussed previously that five player elements which

are considered as a single entity for specifying roles on various actors based on the

evolution law assigned to the primrole attribute. The attributes namely, accelerate,

dur, and compbeh.au are defined on the player element when the evolution law, 'ani-

mateMotion' is selected for specifying the role (primrole) of the compbehaumca. Every

actor popping up and down moves with some speed, this speed has been termed as

accelerate attribute whereby I have assigned a numerical vaìue to this attribute which

describes the speed with which the actor (ball) exhibits the behaviour pop up and

down. The dur attribute specifies the duration required for an actor (ball) to Pop-

UpandDown. Though the evolution law, animateMotion of the primrole attribute

exhibits the pop up and down behaviour on an actor (ball). Each of the five balls

popping up and down are moving diflerent with acceleration (accelerate) and dura-

tion (dzr). Therefore, to distinguish the pop up and down behaviour (defined by the

evolution law, animateMotion) of the actors (five balls) with different acceleration

and durations, I have defined compbehau attribute which distinguishes the behaviour

pop up and down for actors with different accelerations or durations roles defined on
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MCFML 2 : MCFML Representation of MovingBallHit Scenario of the BallGame

<excepmca id="MovingBallHit " primrole="BaIl_Hit " numofgif¡s="4"

begin="start . Gane0ver (gift) " end="stop. PopUpa:rdDom(gift) ">

<interactornca id="check-Hit" condition="mousedown(gift)=true"

eventType= " Ro I e _Rai s ed_Event _Exc ept i on " pr inrole= " mous eEvent " /)
<iterationmca id="UpandDowns" repeatCounts=" indef inite">

<compbehavmca id="PopUpaldDown" primrol-e="animateMotion"

from="0,0" to=r'Q,400">

<pJ-ayer type=rrgift" compbehav="PopUpaldDownl " accelerate=" 1 . 5"

dur="2.0s">

(actor nane="bal-I7" />

</player>

<player type= rr gift " compbehav= "PopUpandDown2 " accel_erate= " 1 . 2 "

dur="2. 1s")

(aCtOr nâme=rrba}L2" />

</player>

<player type=rrgift" compbehav="PopUpa:rdDown3" acceLerate="2. O"

dur="2.3s")

<actor nâme=rrball-3" />

</player>

<player type= rr gif t " conpbehav= "PopUpaldDown4 " accel-er at e=,, 2 . 2',

dur="2.1s")

(actor name="baI14" />

</player>

</conpbehavmca>

</iterationmca>

</excepnca>
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the player elements.

The 'interactortnca element in XML code MCFML 2 represents the interactor

MCA (Check-Hit). The naming of the interactormc¿ element is specified by its id

attribute ('¿d:"Check-Hit"). The role of the interactorrncø element is defined by

the evolution law, 'mouseEvent' attached to the primrole attribute. This evolution

law (mouseEvent) determines the behaviour of Lhe i,nteractormca element. There

are additional roles in the form of attributes specified in the 'interactormca element

which are additional properties that characterize the evolution law, mouseEvent. The

conditton attribute specifies on what condition the evolution law, 'mouseEvent'should

take place and the euentType attribute specifies how the evolution ìaw must act based

on the defined event type value. For example, in the ball game MCFML representation

lhe condi,ti,on attribute of the 'interactormc¿ element is assigned to mouse down event

in this form condition:"mousedown(gift):¡vve" which specifies that the check hit

event must only happen when the mousedown event happens to be true. In the case

of the euentType attribute, the attribute specifies two types of exceptions a role raised

event exception or a MCA raised event exception as a value of the attribute euentType

(euentType:"Role-Raised-Euent-Erception"). Here, assigning role raised exception

to the euentType attribute specifies that on mouse down event the Check-Hit event

will raise an exception of the assigned type; the exception is then caught by the

surroundin g ercepmca element which then performs appropriate action based on the

role defìned by its evolution law.

The eæcepmca element in XML code MCFML 2 represents the structural excep-

tional MCA (MovingBallHit). The naming of the ercepmca element is specifìed by its

id attribute ('¿d:"MouingBal\H'it"). The role of the erceprnca eìement is specified by

the primrole attribute attached to the evolution law, 'BallHit'. Here, the evolution

law acts based upon the euentType attribute defined by its embedded 'interactormca
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element. In the ball game, euentType attribute is assigned to event type of role

raised event exception ( euentType: "Role-Raised-Eaent-Erception"). The evolution

law, 'BallHit' of ercepmca element will stop the role PopUpandDown by the actor

(ball) on which the mouse down event occurs whiìe not perturbing other actors (balls)

popping up and down. If the euentType attribute in the i,nteractormc¿ element is at-

tached to MCA raised event exception (euentType:"MCA-Raised-Euent-Ercept'ion")

then when the mouse down event happens on any of the actor (ball) all the actors

(balls) inclusive of the actor (ball) on which mouse down event occurs stops. The begin

attribute (begin:"start.GameOuer(grll)") of the ercepmco, element specifies the start

of the third scenario which is embedded in the parmca element with name GameOver.

When an actor stops popping up and down on mouse down event, the begin event of

the ercepmca element will start the structural parmca element (GameOver) whereby,

the actor thus stopped performs the roles specified by the elements embedded in the

par"rnca element.

3.2.2.3 Parallel Element(GameOver)

The parmca element in the figure labelled MCFML 3 represents the structural ab-

straction parallel MCA (GameOver). The porrnca element embeds element abstrac-

tions namely behaumcø element (DropandStop) and condmca element (Check-Three).

These two elements are active or start at the same time because these elements are

embedded in parmca element.

The actors which are stopped by from popping up and down by lhe ercepmca

element exhibit the drop and stop behaviour by role behaurnca (DropandStop) em-

bedded in the parallel container. The behaumcø element (with name DropandStop)

has primrole attribute with an evoÌution law, 'animate'attached to it. The evolution

law ('animate') determines the role of the behaamca eÌement. There is an additional
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MCFML 3 : MCFML Representation of GameOver Scenario of the BallGame

<parmca i¿=trÇameQverrr primrole="Game[ver")

<behavmca id="DropandStop" to="450'r primrole=rranimaterr)

<player type=rrgif t " accel-erate='r 1" dur="0 . 3s "

behav="DropaldStopl " begin="PopUpandDownl . end")

(actor name="balI1" />

</player>

<player type='rgif t " accel-erate=" 1" dur="0 .3s "

behav= " DropaldSt op2 " begin= " PopUpandDot¡n2 . end " )

<actor name="bal-I2" / >

</player>

<player type="gift" accelerate="1" dur="0.3s,'

behav= " DropandSt op3 " begin= " PopUpandDown3 . end " >

<actor name="baI13" />

</player>

<player type="gift" accel-erate="1" dur="O.3s"

behav="DropandStop4" begin="PopUpandDown4. endr'>

<actor name='rbal14" / >

</player>

</behavnca>

<condmca id=" Check-Three-Actor-Hit " primrote= " Check-Three " r,lhen- " count=3 " /)
</parmca>
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role f o attribute attached to the behaumca eiement which characterizes the behaviour

of the evolution law, 'animate'. For example, to attribute is assigned to coordi-

nate values (to:"0,450") whereby; characterizes the behaviour of the actor (ball) to

perform drop and stop within the specified coordinates. There are other attributes

namely, duration and acceleration (dur and acceleraúe) specified in the form roles on

Lhe plaEer elements embedded with the behaumca element- These attributes further

characterize the behaviour of the evolution Iaw, 'animate'- The begin attribute (öe-

g'in:"PopUpandDown.end") specified on the player elements embedded within the

behaumca element (DropandStop) determines when the role (animate) must begin

(that is after the end of the role behavmca element (PopUpandDown)).

The condmc¿ eiement in figure labelled MCFML 3 represents the conditional

MCA abstraction. The naming process in the condmca element is specified by its

zd attribute. The role of condmc¿ element is specified by its primrole attribute

attached to an evolution law, Check-Three that determines the behaviour of the

role. The evolution larv Check-Three acts based upon another role defìned by an

attribute known as when (when: "count:S"). This meårrs that when three actors

(balls) perform the DropandStop behaviour then evolution law, Check-Three of the

condmca must drop and stop all the other actors (balls) popping up and down and

thereby; stopping the entire ball game.

All these three structural scenarios are embedded in a seqmca element (BallGame)

which specifies all the three scenarios (Prepare-Gifts, MovingBallHit, and GameOver)

occur in a sequential manner.



Chapter 4

Rendering MCF: from MCFML to

SMIL + Jscript, a generic style

sheet

In this chapter, I discuss the creation of the generic XSLT-style sheet. This generic

XSLT (SN4IL+Jscript) style-sheet facilitates the transformation of the XML represen-

tation of MCF diagram (MCFML) into a working diagram or a prototype (SMIL+Jscript).

The designer can view the transformed document realistically by rendering the proto-

type in an IE browser. The multimedia artifacts (animation ballgame and multimedia

presentations) authored in MCFML language is transformed by the XSLT style sheet

into a SMIL+Jscript code which is then rendered by the IE browser. In this chapter

I have further discussed about the solution strategy in order to link my presentation

system to the MCF system.

A generic XSLT style sheet is implemented in Visualstudio.Net platform. This

style sheet transforms MCFML document into Microsofts version of SMIL (HTML+TIME)

and JavaScript (Jscript). I have implemented the XSLT processor shown in fig-
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ure 3.1 in Jscript.Net. The processor functions in a way that the MCFML docu-

ment and XSLT style are loaded as input parameters. The processor then outputs a

SMIL+Jscript document by performing transformation of the MCFML documents as

specified by the XSLT style sheet. The output document is exported into an external

SMIL player namely, IE browser, which renders the SMIL+Jscript document. Snap

shots of the IE rendering the transformed ballgame and multimedia presentations

represented in MCFML are shown in the appenclix section of this thesis.

At the conception of this thesis my aim was to develop a descriptive SMIL XSLT

style sheet for XN4L represented MCF (MCFML). However, my investigation over the

MCF formalism revealed that many MCF constructs namely, exceptional abstrac-

tions, conditional abstractions, and user-interaction abstractions and pre-defined fac-

tory abstraction cannot be represented in a descriptive language SMIL. Some of these

constructs can be expressed by the programming language constructs (Java, C++,

and Jscript.Net) and other constructs of N4CF can be expressed in scripting lan-

guages (JavaScript and Jscript). Therefore, the solution of mapping MCF constructs

to partly descriptive (SMIL), scripting (JavaScript and Jscript), and programming

language (Java, C++, and Jscript.Net) constructs has given raise to another problem

of the possibility in embedding scripts into SMIL descriptive ìanguage.

The W3C [60] consortium has proposed several successive versions of SMIL namely,

SMIL 1, SMIL 2.0, XHTN4L+SN4IL, and SMIL 2.1, the latest of these specifications

is the SMIL 2.1 version proposed in September 2005. All these specifications are

targeted towards authoring of SMIL documents in XMl-based descriptive format.

Therefore, many implementers of these SMIL profiles namely, Real Networks, Am-

bulant, InterObject and Oratrix have adopted their development of SMIL players as

welì as SMIL authoring systems based on the W3C specifications. Therefore, the

SMIL players and authoring tools developed by these companies targeted towards
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XMl-based authoring and playing of SMiL documents. However, the software giants

Microsoft have developed its version of SMIL namely, HTML+TIME 2.0 [22] which

is based on the W3C's specification XHTML+SMIL [6i] specification. This version

of SMIL language has gone beyond mere authoring of SMIL documents in XML for-

mat. The Microsoft's version of SMIL (HTI\4L+TIME) allows the incorporation of

scripts (JavaScript and Jscript) into its documents. Also, Microsoft has a powerful

web browser, IE 6 which supports the rendering of its version of SMIL documents.

Next, I had to consider the XSLT style sheet and XSLT processor which best suit

my implementation needs for transforming the MCFML document into SMIL+Jscript

code.

The W3C has provided specifications [59] for developing the XSLT processors.

Xalan [r8], Apache [18], and Jade [12] are some of the well known XSLT processors

which are implemented based on the specification of XSLT provided by the W3C.

These processors implement XSLT style sheets for transforming one descriptive lan-

guage to another. The XSLT elements which facilitate the incorporation and ma-

nipulation of scripting and programming languages is less supported by these XSLT

processors. Moreover, the W3C specification provides a minimal support for the

specification of elements which support manipulation of scrìpting and programming

languages into the XSLT style sheet. The N4icrosoft's version has extended its speci-

fication of elements in XSLT language which supports the incorporation and manipu-

lation of script and programming languages into the XSLT style sheet. The Microsoft

has developed Application Program Interfaces (APIs) for implementing XSLT proces-

sors in its .Net environment which implement the extended elements which support

the manipulation of scripts and programming languages in their style sheet. There-

fore, I chose to implement in Jscript.Net an XSLT processor (programming language

in .Net environment) which facilitates in transforming the MCFML document into
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SMIL+Jscript document. Hence, I have developed my presentation engine in .Net

environment I have used scripting language namely, Jscript (a Microsoft version of a

scripting language) and programming language namely, JScript.Net.

The XSLT styìe sheet that I have developed is a generic meaning that any MCFML

document which conforms to the MCF-XML schema is transformed into SMIL+Jscript

document. I have developed the XSLT style sheet considering the game (Ballgame)

and multimedia presentations that I have authored in MCFML. In the following sec-

tions I will discuss the transformation process (not going into the implementation

details of the XSLT style sheet) in terms of the ballgame and multimedia presenta-

tions which I have authored in MCFML and transformed into the SMIL+Jscript.

4.I Transformation of behavioural abstractions

In this section I discuss how the behavioural abstractions in MCFML are represented.

And I have also discussed how the SMIL language constructs were used for expressing

behavioural abstractions. Then, I have discussed the rnapping of the behavoriai

abstractions represented in MCFML and SMIL in terms of the XSLT style sheet.

4.L.I Representation of behavioural abstractions in MCFML

The behavioural abstractions represented in the XMl-based MCF (MCFML) are

shown in the XML code labeled MCFML 4 and MCFML 5. These abstractions

represent the scenarios in the ballgame that are authored in the MCFML. A detailed

explanation of these scenarios authored in MCFML is provided in section 2 of this

chapter.
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MCFML 4 : Representation of a Behavioural Abstractions of the BallGame
<behavrnca id="DropandStop" to="450" prinrole=r'ari-mate")

<player type=rrgift" accel-erate="1" dur="0.3s"

behav="DropandStopl " begin='rPopUpandDownl . end">

<actor nâme=rrball-l" />

</player>

<player type='rgift" accel-erate="1" dur="0.3s"

behav= " DropandStop2 " begin= " PopUpaadDov¡n2 . end " >

<actor name="bal-l-2" />

</pJ.ayer>

<player type=rrgift" accelerate="1" dur="0.3s"

behav="DropandStop3" begin="PopUpandDoi.rn3. end ">

(aCtOr nâme=rrbaf l-3" />

</player>

<player type=r'gift" accelerate="1" dur="0.3s"

behav="DropandStop4" begin="PopUpandDown4. end")

(actor name="bal14" />

</player>

</behavnca>
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MCFML 5 : Representation of a Composite Behavioral Abstractions Scenariol
<compbehavmca id="PopUpandDown" prinrol-e="a¡inateMotion"

from="0,0" to="Q,400">

<player type="gift" conpbehav="PopUpandDor,¡nl " accel_erate=" 1 . S"

dur="2.0s")

<actor name="bal-l-l' / >

</player>

<player type="gift" compbehav="PopUpandDown2" accelerate="1.2"

dur="2.1s")

<actor name="ba1]-2u />

</player>

<player type='rgiftrr compbehav="PopUpandDown3" acceLerate="2. 0"

dur="2.3s")

<actor name="bal-13" / >

</player>

<player type= " gif t " compbehav="PopUpandDown4 " accel_er ate=,' 2 . 2,'

dur="2.1s">

<actor name="bal-]-4" / >

</player>

</conpbehavmca>
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MCFML6:RepresentationofaCompositeBehaviouralAbsiffi

from="0, 0r' to='rQ, 400">

<behavmca id="PopUp" primrole=,'animate" from="0,0',)

(behavmca id="PopDown" primrole="animate" from="0,400''>

<player type="gift" compbehav="PopUpa¡dDoi¡nl "

accelerate="1.5" dur="2. 0s")

<actor name="bal_L7,' / >

</player>

<pì-ayer type=r'gift" conpbehav="PopUpandDor¡n2"

accelerate="1 . 2" dlfr.=tt2. 1s,t>

<actor name="ba1l-2" />

</pJ-ayer>

<pJ-ayer type="gift" conpbehav="PopUpandDown3"

accelerate="2.0" dur="2. 3s")

<actor name="bal_13" />

</player>

<player type=rrgift" conpbehav="PopUpaldDown4"

accelerate="2.2" dur=t'2. 1s">

(actor name="bal14" />

</player>

</behavmca>

</behavmca>

</compbehavnca>
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4.I.2 Behavioural Abstractions in SMIT,

Most of the behavioural abstractions in SMIL (Microsoft's version of SMIL (HTML+TIME

2)) can be depicted by the animation as well as the transition SMIL modules because

they represent a behaviour similar to the behavioural abstractions in MCF. For ex-

ample, behavioural abstractions by name PopUp or PopDown can be represented in

SMIL by the foilowing animation function element in the XML code labeled SMIL 1.

SMIL 1 : Behavioral Abstractions in terms of animation element in SÌ\4IL
<t : animate id="PopDoi.m" to="O, 400 " f ron="O, 0" targetel-ement= "bal_l "/>
<t : animate id="PopUp" from="O, 400'r to="O, 0" targetelement="baII "/>

The < t : animate ) in the figure labelled SMIL 1 represents the animation

function and the to and from attrlbutes characterize the behaviour of the pop up and

pop down. The attribuhe targetelernent represents the object (ball) effected by the

'PopUp' or 'PopDown' behaviour. The id attribute is unique to every element in a

SMIL document and represents the name of the scenario being described.

Ttansitions depict behavioural abstractions which describe smooth transition ef-

fects (wipe, clock wipe, fäde) in media items (text, images, audios or videos) over

time. These transitions are similar to animation effects hence both transitions and

animations represent a continuous behaviour over time. The transition effects in

SMIL are represented in the following manner as shown in the XML code labeled

SMIL 2.

In the figure labelled SMIL 2 < t : transitionf ilter > element depicts the transi-

tion function and the attributes type, mode, 'in, and dur are properties which charac-

terize the behaviour of the transition function over the targetelemenú attribute value

'mountainl' or'mountain2'. The type attribute depicts va¡ious transition effects in

the form of fading (fade), wiping (wipe). The mode attribute represents the effect
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SMIL 2 : Behavioural Abstractions in terms of Transition eiement
<t : transitionf ilter namg- tt 

"cenaries 
1 " type=" f ade " mode- tr irlrr

dur="5s" targeteì-ement="mou¡-tainl . jpg" />

(t :transitionfil-ter name="scenaries2" type="fadet' mode=tout'

dur="5s" targetelenent=rrnountain2 . jpg" />

<t : animate id="PopUp" from="O, 400" to="O, 0" targetelement="bal_l_ "/>

of transition which is either inward or outu'ard effect (represented by mode attribute

value mode : "'¿n" or mode: "out"). The dur attribute represents the duration of the

transition effect on the target element (mountain). Here, the targetelement attribute

represents the image media items with name'mountainl' or'mountain2'.

The composite behaviours can be depicted in SMIL with an animation element

exhibiting two behaviours over a single element. The cornposite behaviour 'PopU-

pandDown' can be represented in SMIL in the following manner as shown in figure

labeled SMIL 3.

SMIL 3 : Composite Behavioural Abstractions in terms of Animation èlenrent

<t : animateMotion name="PopUpandDown" accel_erate: to="0,400"

from="0,0" dur="1.0s" autoreverse="true" fil-l="freeze" targetelenent="bal-I;-t,/>

In the figure labeled SMIL 3 the composite behaviour, 'PopUpandDown' can be

represented in SMIL (HTML+TINaE) by its animation element < t '. animateM otion >.

The from and to attributes characterize the motion of the animation element, < ú :

ani'mateMoti,on > in one direction. The targetelement attribute defines the object

(ball1) being effected by animation function. The autoreuerse attribute characterizes

the reverse motion to the one direction path described by the from and úo attributes.

That is the frorn and to attributes characterize the PopDoum behaviour and autore-
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uerse alrlribute characterizes the reverse behaviour which is the PopUp behaviour.

The < t: ani,mateMotion > element combines the two effecis of 'PopUp'and'Pop-

Down' behaviours and represents the whole scenario as a an composite behaviour

'PopUpandDown'. The accelerate and dur characterizes the motion of the anima-

tion function wherein; the accelerate attribute is attached to a numerical value which

defines the speed of the animation function and the dur atLribute characterizes the

duration of one cycle of motion of the animation function-

The composite behaviours can also be represented in SMIL in the fbrm of additive

behaviours. These behaviours in SMIL are represented in the following manner as

shown in the XML code labeled SN4IL 4.

SMIL 4 :Composite Behavioral Abstractions in terms of Additive Animations

<t: img SRC="bal11 .jpg" id="baIl_1 " fif1-"freeze"

style="position:absolute; top:0; Left:0"

t imeCont ailg¡= ilparr,)

<t: a¡imateMotion nâme- "PopDorm" to="0,400" by="0,100"

dur="4s" acceferate='r1" repeatCou¡rt="indefinite" /)
<t:aninateMotion nâme= "PopUp" to="0,0" dur="4s"

additive=rrsumrr repeatCount="indefinite" />

</t: img>

The additive animations as shown in the figure labeled SMIL 4 combine the in-

dividual effects of the animations into a single continuous animation. In order to

specify additive animations effects over media item (image, text, video, or audio), the

separate animation effects which comprise of a single continuous animation must be

defined within the start and end tags of the media elements- For example, in the XML
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code labeled SMIL 4 shows an image (< t : img >) media item which embeds all the

individual animation effects within its start and end tags. In the label SMIL 4 there

are two < t '. animateMotion > elements which depict the individuai effects of the

animation scenario's PopDown and PopUp. These two individual animation effects

are combined defining attribute additive (addi,tiue: "sLrm") into a single animation

scenario'PopUpandDown'.

The additive animations in figure labelled SMiL 4 are simiìar to that of the com-

posite behaviours defined with the single < t : animatelVÍoti,on > eìement in the

label SMIL 3. However, the difl'erence between them is that the additive animations

are required to be specified within the media item to be animated. Moreover, unlike

the single 1t: animateMotion > element, the additive animation represents the

individual animation effects combined to derive a single continuous animation.

4.L.3 Mapping of the Behavioural abstractions

In this section I present the mapping of the behavioural constructs authored in

MCFML into the corresponding sMIL and Jscript code representation.

I have created a set of rules based on which I have developed template rules

in XSLT which facilitates in the transformation process of behavioural constructs

authored in MCFML into SMIL code. Here are the rules which I considered for

mapping the behavioural abstractions in MCFN4L to SMIL code.

c The behavioural abstractions represented in N4CFML in the XML code labelled

MCFML 4 have a primrole attribute attached to the evolution law 'animate'.

This evolution law in the MCF depicts the behaviour of the behaumca element.

The evolution law of the behaumca element is similar to the animation function

<t:animate>inSMIL.
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o The behaumca with 'animate' evolution law has roles in the form of attributes

defined on the player eiement as well as on the behaurnca element. These role

attributes (dur, accelerate, to, and behaumca) characterize the behaviour of evo-

lution law, 'animate'. On the other hand SMIL has similar type of attributes

(to, dur, and acceleraúe) defined on the < t : ani,maúe > element which charac-

terizes the behaviour of a media item (image) dropping and stopping.

o I have defined the behau attribute in order to resolve the naming process while

transforming into SMIL code. Hence) every < t : an'i,mate > element defined in

the SN4IL document must have an id attribute with an unique name. Therefore,

I have suppiied the value of the zd attribute through the MCFML player element

attribute beho,t¡.

o The actual objects known as the actor elements which take part in the be-

havioural animation scenario, 'DropandStop' shown in label MCFML 4 are

represented in SMIL as the name of the media item (image) assigned to the

targ etelemenl attribute value (targ etelement : "ball 1 " ) .

c The mapping of the composite behaviours at the coarsest level of granularity in

MCML into SMIL is explained in the following manner. In the the XML code

labelled MCFML 5 compbehaumca element is used to represent MCF diagrams

having composite behaviours at the coarsest level of granularity. The cornpbe-

haumca element has pri,mrole attached to the evolution law, 'animateMotion'

which depicts the composite behaviour of an object (actor) popping up and

down. In the label SMIL 3 the < t : animateM otion > element depicts a com-

posite behaviour similar to the evolution law, 'animateMotion' of the composite

behavioural abstraction (compbehavmca).
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o The compbehaumca element with 'animateMotion' evolution law has roles in

the form of attributes defined on the player element as well as on Lhe cornp-

behaumca element. These role attributes (dur, accelerate, to, and from) char-

acterize the behaviour of evolution law 'animateMotion'. On the other hand

SN4IL has similar type of attributes (to, dur, and acceleroúe) defined in the

< t : animateMoti,on > element which characterizes the behaviour of a media

item (image) popping up and down.

o The actual objects known as the actor elements which take part in the composite

behavioural animation scenario, 'PopUpandDown'shown in the label N4CFML 5

can be represented in SMIL as the name of the media item (image) assigned to

lhe targ etelem ent attribute value (targ et element : "ball 1 " ) .

o The attribute autoreuerse in SMIL which is not represented in the MCFML

comes along with the <t: animateMotion > element which characterizes the

motion of the target eìement (ball) in reverse direction. For example, in SMIL

t'he Jrom and to attributes of the < t : animateMotion > element character-

izes the one direction of the motion of the media item (ball) and making the

autorreuerse attribute to true (autoreuerse: "tnL,e") will cause the media items

to move in both the directions.

o In the XML code labeled MCFN4L O 1r."nu.io 2) when the MCF diagram is con-

sidered in detail that is representing the composition of behavioural abstractions

to form composite behavioural abstractions. In label MCFML 6 composite be-

havioural abstractions are represented in such â way that the compbehaumca

(which depicts the composite behaviour) element encloses |wo behaumca ele-

ment abstractions (behavioural abstraction).
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o Mapping of composite behaviours represented in label N4CFN4L 6 (scenario 2)

will under go a mapping with different SMIL language constructs. The two öe-

haumca elements have primrole attribute attached to the evolution laws, PopUp

and PopDown. Here, the evolution laws of the behatNnca elements (PopUp and

PopDown) are similar to the two < t : animateMotion > elements shown in the

XML code labelled SMIL 4. The attributes to and by in < t : animateMotion >

in labeì SMIL 4 distinguishes the type of the behar,'iour PopUp or PopDown.

The composition of behaviours PopUp and PopDown in SMIL is specified by

the additive (additiue- "sltrn") attribute. The additive attribute combines sep-

arates effects of animation (< t: animateMotion >) of the objects thereby;

representing composite behavioural abstraction (cornpt,ehavmca).

in SMIL the additive animations need to be defined within the media element

which is to be animated. For example, in the label SMIL 4 the < t : img >

media element encloses the additive animation elernents. However, the XML

description of the behavioural abstractions in the lat¡el MCFN4L 4 have actors

(balls) associated with the behavioural abstraction (behavmca). The difference

in the representation of the composite behaviours (in h4CFML and SMIL) while

considering the lowest level of granularity has made the mapping between these

tu'o languages impossible. Therefore, in my work I have only considered rep-

resentation of composite behaviours and mapping of the composite behaviours

at the coarsest level of granularity of the MCF diagrams (XML code labeled

MCFML 6).
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4,.2 Transformation of Structural abstractions

The structural abstractions are classified into classical abstractions and control ab-

stractions. I will discuss how these two types ofstructural abstractions are represented

in MCFML and then I will dìscuss their corresponding representation in SMIL and

Jscript code. I will also show how I have mapped these abstractions represented in

MCFML into SN4IL+Jscript.

4.2.I Representation of Structural abstractions

In XML codes labeled MCPML 7 and MCFML 8 represents structural abstractions in

MCFML in terms of the authored ballgame. The structural abstractions are classified

as classical and control abstractions. A detailed explanation of the functionality of

these structural abstractions can be found in section 2 of this chapter.

4.2.2 Classical Abstractions in SMIL

The classical abstractions as referred by the authors of MCF for temporal constructs

correspond to the time containers in SMIL. There are two t¡,pes of temporal containers

in SMIL namely; parallel (< po, >) and sequence (< 
""q >). Elements enclosed

within these temporal containers function in a timely marìner based on the type of

the time container that encloses these elements. For example, the XML code labeled

SMIL 5 the < t : img > elements play in sequence as they are enclosed in sequence

(< ¿ , seq >) time container. Similarly, in the label SMIL 6 parallel (< ¿ 
' 
po.r >)

time container plays a set of sequence containers (bouncel, bounce2, bounce3, and

bounce4) and its embedded elements (< ani,mateMotion >) at the same time in

parallel.
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MCFML 7 : Structural Abstractions 1 authored in MCFML in terms of the Ball-

Game

<seqnca id="Prepare_Gifts" fill="freeze")
<iterationmca id="Produce_4_Gifts,' repeatCounts='4'>

<f actorymca id="Produce_A_Gift" prinrol-e="Factory',)

<player type=rrgif t ")

<actor name="baÌl-"/)

</pJ-ayer>

</factorynca>

</iterationmca>

<behavmca id=r'PIace_Gifts" prirnrole='rdrawlmager')

<player type="gift" style="position:absolute; top:0; l-eft : 1OO,'>

<actor nâme="baIIL" />

</player>

<player type=rrgift" style="position;absolute; top:0; left :200">

<actor name="bal-]-2u />

</player>

<player type=rrgift" style="position:absolute; top:0; left :300">

<actor na¡e="bal13" />

</player>

<player type=rrgif t " style="position: absolute; top: 0; lef t :400,'>

<actor name="bal-l4" / >

</ptayer>

</behavmca>

</seqnca>
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MCFML 8 : Structural Abstractions 2 authored in MCFML in terms of the Ball-

<parmca id="Game0ver")

<behavmca id="DropandStop" to="450")

<player type=r'gift" accel-erate=" 1 " dur="0. 3s" behav="DropandStopl"

begin= " PopUpandDownl . end " )

<actor name="bal-17" / >

</player>

<player type=rrgift" accel-erate=" 1 " dur="0. 3s" behav="DropandStop2,'

begin= " PopUpandDown2 . end" )

(actor name="bal-l-2" / >

</player>

<player type='rgift" accelerate=" 1 " dur="0. 3s" behav="Dropa¡dStop3"

begin= " PopUpandDown3 . end " >

<actor name="ball3" />

</player>

<pJ-ayer type=r'gif t " accel-erate=" 1 " dur=" 0 . 3s " behav=',Dropa¡dStop4"

begin= " PopUpandDown4 . end " )

<actor name="ba114" />

</player>

</behavmca>

(condmca id='rCheck-Three-Actor-Hit" prinrole="Check-fhree" when="count=3"/)

</parmca>
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SMIL 5 : Represenation of Sequence Time Container in SMIL

<t: seq>

<t: img

<t: ing

<t: ing

<t: img

</t: seq>

style=rrposit ion : absolute ;

style= rrpos it ion : absolute ;

style= "posit ion : absolute ;

style= rrpos ition : absolute ;

top:0;

top:0;

top: 0;

top:0;

l-ef t : 100"

left:200"

l-ef t :300"

l-ef t :400r0

id="ball-1"

id= "bal-L2 "

id="ba113"

id= "bal-14 "

src="bal-l-7.gif " />

src=rf ball2.gif " />

src="bal-l-3.gif " />

src="ball4.gif" />

The time container elements have various attributes namely; id, Ítll, dur, repeat-

Dur, and eúc which characterize the behaviour of these elements. The naming of the

time container element is specified by the id attribute. For example, in labels SMIL 5

and SMIL 6 the < t : par > and < t : seq > elements are named with the id aL-

tributes (zd: "Moai,ngBallHrt" and i,d: "bouncel "). The dur and repeatDur attributes

are used to characterize the duration of the time containers. For example, Ihe dur

attribute is assigned a duration value in minutes, seconds or hours which specifies

the period of time container element is active. The repeatDur atLrlbute functions

by repeating the duration specified by the dur atlribute to a specified number of

times. The fill attribute specifies the behaviour of an element embedded within the

time container in a \¡/ay that when a time container becomes inactive, the media item

(image, audio, video, or text) within the time container remains active. For example,

in the labels SMIL 5 and SMIL 6, the fill is assigned to hold or freeze values (fll:
"hold" or fill: "Jieeze") which specifies when the duration of the < t : par > or

< t : seq > time container ends the targetElement (ball) moving up and down must

come to a hold or freeze state of display on the screen. A list of attributes can be

found in the MSDN HTML+TIME 2 reference manual which can be used along the
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SMIL 6 : Representation of Parallel Time Container in SMIL

<t :par id="MovingBallHit" fil-I="freeze">

<t : seq id="bource1 " repeatCount=" indef inite " end="baIl-1 . click ;

checkThree. end" f il-1="hoId")

<t : animateMotion na¡e="Upa¡dDowns" dur="2. 3s" acceferate=rr1rr

targetElement="bal-I1" fron="0,0" to="Q,400" autoreverse="true"

f iIl-="freeze" />

</t: seq>

<t : seq id="bounce2" repeatCount="indef inite" end:"ba112. click;

checkThree . end" f ilL="hoLd")

<t : a¡.inateMotion na¡e="UpandDo¡¡ns" dur=" 1. 8s" accelerate=rr 1rr

targetElement="ba1L2" from="0,0" to="0,400" autoreverse="true"

fi11="freeze" /)
</t : seq>

<t : seq id="bounce3" repeatCount="indef inite" end:"ball3. click;

checkThree. end" f if 1=r'hol-d")

<t : animateMotion name="UpandDowns" dur="2s" accelerate="1"

targetEl-ement="ba1l-3" fron="0, 0" to="0, 400 " autoraeverse="true "

f il-l="freeze" /)
</t: seq>

<t : seq id="bou¡ce4" repeatCou¡t="indefinite" end="ba114. click;

checkThree . end" f Í11="hold">

(t : a¡rimateMotion name="UpandDor¿ns" dur=" 1. 9s" accelerate=rr1rr

targetElenent="ba114" froro=" 0, 0" to="0, 400 " autoreverse="true "

f ill-="freeze" />

</t : seq>

</t:par>
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time containers (< t: par > or < t: seq >).

Events can be specified on the time container elements for describing dynamic

behaviour of a multimedia scenario. These events are attached to the time containers

in the form of attributes. The attributes namely, begin, end, onbeg,in, and onend are

events in the HTML+TIME 2 rvherein dynamic behaviours can be attached through

the vaiues of these attributes. For example, in the label SMIL 6 Ihe end attribute

of the < t : seq ) time container is attached to a value u'hereby; the time container

comes to an end when hit by a mouse click or when an element with name checkThree

come to an end. The end of the < t : seq > container will end the active state

of the elements enclosed within the sequence container. For example, in the label

SMIL 6 when the < t: seq > element ends as aresult of the end even|", the < ú:

animateMoti,on > encÌosed within the < t : seq > attribute also ends by stopping the

ball moving up and down. A list of events that can be used along the time containers

(< t : par > and < t : seq >) can be found in 122].

4.2.3 Mapping of the Classical abstractions

In this section the classical temporal constructs authored in N4CFML are mapped

into the corresponding SMIL code representation.

A set of rules have been framed based on which template rules were developed in

XSLT. These rules facilitate in the transformation process of the temporal constructs

authored in MCFML into SMIL code. The following are the rules that have been

framed for the transformation process.

o MCF and SMIL have similar temporal models. In XMl-based MCF (MCFML)

as shown in the XML codes labeled MCFML 7 and MCFML 8 have classical ab-

stractions (sequence and paralìel) represented in < perrnca > and < seqrnca >.
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In the label N4CFML 7 the elements namely, iterationmca and behaumca en-

closed within the seqmca element are temporally assigned to occur in sequence.

Similarly. in MCFML 8 the elemenhs behaumca and condmca enclosed within

Ihe parmca element are temporally assigned to occur in parallel or at the same

time. On the other hand SMIL also has its counterpart of classical abstractions

in terms of temporal containers namely parallel (< ¿ , po.r >) and sequence

(< t: seq >).

Naming of these abstractions of these temporal in MCFML is specified by its

id attribute. On the other hand naming in SMIL is also specified by its id

attribute.

In MCFML events namely, start, stop, begin, and end can be attached to the

< parrnca > and < seqrnca > temporal element abstractions. On the other

hand SMIL also has an event model which can be attached to the temporal

containers in the form of attributes.

c In l\4CFML and SN4IL the temporal abstractions can be expressed in descriptive

form. Therefore, there is no need of using scripting languages namely Jscript or

JavaScript for representing the temporal abstractions represented in MCFML.

4.2.4 Iteration abstraction in SMIL, Procedural or Scripting

Languages

Iteration abstraction in SN4IL can be represented by the attributes of various SMIL

elements. SMIL elements are grouped based on modules namely temporaì module,

animation module, transition module, and soon. Iteration attributes in SMIL namely,

repeatDur and repeatCount can be applied only to elements pertaining to those mod-
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ules that I have explicitly named above. However, the repeatDzr attribute can be

used along any element in Microsofts version of SMIL (HTML+TIME 2) which im-

plements time functionality. The repeatCount attribute specifies an iteration loop

wherein the element is made to iterate specific number of time with respect to the

elements duration. For example, if an element in SMIL displays text for duration of

4 seconds and repeatCount attribute of that element is assigned to positive number

2 (repeatCount: "2"). The repeatCount attribute will iterate the element displays

the text two times the duration. The repeatDur attrlbute has simiiar functionality

to that of the repeatCounl attribute in a way that duration of time specified on an

element is repeated with respect to the value assigned to the repeatDzr attribute

(repeatDur- u3"). Both these iteration attributes can be assigned a finite positive

number or can be given an assigned to a number which is infinite (repeatDur: "in-

definite" or repeatColtr'ú: "indefi.ni,te" ). In the label SMIL 6 the < t : seq > with

name bouncel has repeatCount a|lribute assigned to indefinite which means that the

enclosed < t : ani,mateMotion > element is made to iterate an indefinite number of

times.

The iteration construct is the most basic and important construct in many pro-

gramming or scripting languages. The iteration constructs in these languages are very

powerful than that of the iteration constructs in descriptive languages (SMIL itera-

tion construct). There are three major types of iteration constructs in the scripting

or programming languages namely, for loop, while loop, and do while loop as shown

in labeì Construct 1 . The J'or loop is a single line statement within the parenthesis

which constitutes of initialization, condition, and increment or decrement operation.

For example, in the label Construct 1 below the J'or loop construct is depicted wherein

the body of the loop within the braces is made to iterate 10 times. Each time for

loop iterates the value of i is incremented by 1 and the condition i < 10 is verified
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and if the condition is true then the body of the loop is iterated otherrvise the control

will exit the loop without iterating the body of the for loop. The while /oop specifies

the condition within the parenthesis and rvhen the condition is satisfied the body of

the while loop is made to iterate until the condition is satisfied. The notation of this

whi'le loop construct is found in label Construct 1. The do whi,le construct is similar

to the while conslruct the only difference is that body of the whi,le loop comes before

the condition. The label Construct 1 shows the representation of do while construct.

Further information about these iteration constructs can be found in C and C++

programming language text books.

The scripting languages namely JavaScript and Jscript have derived their iteration

constructs from the procedural languages (C, C++, and Java).

4.2.5 Mapping of the Iteration abstractions

In this section I explain how the iteration constructs authored in MCFML are mapped

into the corresponding SMIL or Jscript code representation.

The template rules facilitate in the transformation process of iteration constructs

authored in MCFML into SMIL or Jscript code. Here are the rules which I considered

for the mapping process.

c The iteration abstraction in MCF is represented as an i,terat'ionmca element in

N4CFML. This element has attributes namely, repeatCounts and repeatDuration.

On the other hand in SMIL the iteration construct is represented in the form

of attributes namely, repeatCount and repeatDur.

o The element type of the abstraction element wherein an iterationmca element

encloses determines the transformation rule that should be applied by the style

sheet. For instance, the element type enclosed by the iterationrnca demands
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Construct 1 : Representation of Iteration Construct in Programming òr Sc.ipting

Languages

------For Loop-----

for ( i=0 ; i< ! 0; i++)

{

Ì
----!ühile Loop-----

whil-e (i<10)

{

]
--do !ühile Loop---

do

{

] while(i<10)
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scripting then during the transformation lhe zteratzonmca element must be rep-

resented by the iteration construct (for, while, or do while loops) in the pro-

cedural or scripting languages. In the same way if the 'iterationmc¿ encloses

an element which can be transformed into the descriptive language (SMIL)

then the attributes of the i.terationmc¿ element are used to transform into de-

scriptive target form. This point can be made clear with an example. In the

label \4CFML 7, the iterationmca element encloses a factorymca element which

can only be represented in proceduraì programming ìanguage. Therefore, the

iterattonmca element is represented as for loop whereby, its attribut e (repeat-

Counts: '!") specifies a condition to produce four gifts. On the other hand

the same iterat'ionrnca element encloses a compbehaumca element (PopUpand-

Down). Here, the compbeltaamca element can be represented in descriptive

SMIL format. Therefore, Ihe repeatCounts altrlbute of the iteratzonmca ele-

ment is transformed to the target descriptive SMIL format.

4.2.6 Conditional abstraction in SMIL, Procedural or Script-

ing Languages

Conditional abstractions are most commonly used constructs in procedural program-

ming languages (C, C++, and Java). The scripting languages have (JavaScript and

Jscript) derived conditionaì constructs from these programming languages. The con-

ditional constructs in any programming language comprises of constructs in the form

of statements namely if, swztch, and goto as shown in the label Construct 2. The z/

construct is the most well known and commonly used and powerful conditional pro-

gramming construct. The if statement comprises of opening and closing parenthesis

wherein ìogical operators namely :,1,):,(:,! :, o,nd:: are used to compare
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between two quantities of same type. The notation i/ statement below comprises of

parenthesis wherein two numerical quantities are compared with the logical greater

than to check which of the two quantities (5 or 4) is great. If the zf condition is

satisfied then the code within the braces is executed.

The switch statement constitutes of an expression in parenthesis which evaluates

to a single type of value. The value evaluated from the expression is compared with

various case statements. The case statements constitutes of values wherein the derived

value from the switch expression when satisfied will execute the statements below the

case statement. If none of the case statement values are satisfied with the evaluated

switch expression value then the statements under the default case are executed. The

formal notation of the switch statement is shown in label Construct 2.

Construct 2:

Languages

Representation of Conditional Construct in Programming or Scripting

----If Statement

if (5>4)

{

__....1.. --Switch Sta¡ent--

sr,¡itch ( expression )

case constant-expression : statement

[defau]t : statenentl

The goto statement is the

construct is not recommended

least used conditional statement and nowadays this

by any programming languages. This goúo statement
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transfers the control of the program from one end to another. I will not go into

the details of this conditional constructs because it is not recommended by many

programming languages.

In descriptive languages namely SMIL the conditional construct can be repre-

sented only by the switch element. This swi,tcå element in SMIL depicts a static

separation of multimedia documents based on the language, system bit rate or sys-

tem captions. The switch statement in SMIL is shown in the iabel Construct 3.

Construct 3 : Representation of Conditional Construct in Descripiive Language

(sMrL)

<t : sr¡itch>

<span cl-ass="timeI systernlanguage="es" )

Somos interdependientes (Espa:rot)

</span>

<span class="time" systemlanguage="pt "

Nos somos interdependentes (Portuguese)

</span>

<span class="tirne" systenlanguage=t'en" )

lle are interdependent (Engl_ish)

</span>

<span cl-ass="tine " )

None of the above

</spar>

</ t:sr¡itch>

In the label Construct 3 lhe switch. element constitutes of many span elements
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wherein the text specified between them is displayed based on the systemlarrguage

attribute. For example, if the rendering engine detects a system languages as English

then the content of the span element containing systemLanguage: "en" as its attribute

is displayed.

The representation of conditionai abstraction in descriptive languages is less pow-

erful than that of programming languages. The MCF conditional abstractions have

similar expressive to that of the programming language conditional constructs.

4.2.7 Mapping of the Conditional abstractions

In this section the conditional constructs authored in MCFML are mapped into the

corresponding SN4IL or Jscript code representation.

These template rules facilitate in the transformation process of conditional con-

structs authored in MCFML into SMIL or Jscript code. The conditional abstractions

represented in MCFML cannot be transformed into descriptive language namely,

SMIL. Hence, the expressive power of these abstractions demands scripting. There-

fore, I have incorporated template rules of the XSLT style sheet which support script-

ing thereby; facilitating the manipulation of scripts which have similar expressive

power to that of the conditional abstractions. The following are the rules which I

have considered during the mapping process.

o The conditional abstraction represented as condmca element in MCFML is

in terms of the ballgame as shorvn in the label MCFML 8 has a role in the

form of primrole attribute attached to an evolution law, Check-Three. This

Check-Three evolution cannot be represented or transformed to any descriptive

language (SMIL) because the evolution law can only be expressed in procedural

programming or scripting languages. The evolution law has a condition in the
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form of string statement (Check-Three) which checks for three gifts. This string

statement has similar expressive power to that of the if' control statement in

the programming or scripting languages. Therefore, based on the multimedia

scenario the control statements have been used to represent conditional abstrac-

tions.

The namingin condmcø element is expressed by the id attribute. In the style

sheet there is script element which has a nameattrlbute. During the transfor-

mation the value of zd attribute of condrnca element is assigned to the value of

the name attribute of the script element.

4.2.8 Interaction abstraction in SMIL, Procedural or Script-

ing Languages

In the Microsoft's version of SMIL (HTML+TIME 2) the user-interaction abstrac-

tions are derived from the DHTML event behaviours. Microsoft's implementation of

SMIL is an extension of HTML therefore; all its elements and attributes can be im-

plemented in the HTML+TIME 2. In HTML+TIME 2 the user-interactions namely

mouse events are considered in the form of attribut es (onmousedown, onmouseup,

onnlouseouer, onrnolrseenter, and onmouseleaue) having an event handler attached

to the value of these attributes. The event handìers are JavaScript or Jscript func-

tions which perform appropriate action when a mouse event occurs. In the label

Construct 4 an onmousedown event is attached to the body element of a HTML

document. The onmousedown event is attached with an inbuilt event handler alert

function which retrieves the origin of the source element when a mousedown event

occurs on any of the elements button, input or span.

Attaching dynamic mouse event behaviours derived from DHTML into the SMIL
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Construct 4 : Represenation of User-Interaction by the MouseEvents Descriptive

Format (HTML)

<BODY onmousedown=" al-ert (event . srcEl-enent . tagName) " >

<TABLE BORDER=1>

<TH>CIick the items bel-or¿ T,rith your mouse.</TH>

<TR><TD><BUTTON>CIick Me</BUTT0N></TD></TR>

<TR><TD><INPUT TYPE=text VALUE=r'Click Me")( /TD></TR>

<TR><TD><SPAN>CIick Me</SPAN></TD></TR>

</TABLE>

<P>This code retrieves the tagName of the object on r,rhich

the onmousedown event has fired.

</BODY>

(HTML+TIME 2) multimedia documents will create dynamic interactive animation

games and multimedia presentations.

4.2.9 Mapping of the Interaction abstractions

In this section the interaction constructs authored in MCFML are mapped into the

corresponding SMIL or Jscript code representation.

The template rules facilitate in the transformation process of interaction con-

structs authored in N4CFN4L into SN4IL or Jscript code. The interaction abstractions

represented in N4CFML cannot be transformed into descriptive language namely,

SMIL. Hence, the expressive power of these abstractions demands scripting. There-

fore, template rules of the XSLT style sheet which support scripting have been incor-

porated. Here are the rules which are considered during the mapping process.
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s The interaction abstractions in MCFML are represented by the interactormca

element. In the label MCFML 8 the interactormca element has a primrole at-

tribute attached to an evolution law, mouseEvent. This evolution law in the

form of a string demands scripting. Therefore, I have represented the evolution

law, mouseEvent as an event handler which checks for mousedown event on the

gifts. The i,nteractormca element also contains a ct¡ndition atLrlbule (condi,-

t'ion:"mo1t'sedown(gilt):¡r'ue"). This attribute defines the type of mouse event

(mouseup, mouseover, mousedorvn, or mouseenter) on the gifts moving up and

down as shown in the the labeì N4CFML 8. In my ballgame example the type of

event has been abstracted to a mousedown event. Therefore, the event handler,

written in Jscript is attached lo onmousedown event attribute in the form of a

function.

The euentType is specified on tnteractormca element while authoring a multi-

media scenario ( which specifies user-interaction) in MCFML. This attribute

defines the type of exception raised rvhen a mouse event occurs. I will dis-

cuss about this attribute in more detail rvhen I discuss about the mapping of

exceptional abstractions to Jscript.

In i,nteractoryTrcl, element the naming is specified by the zd attribute. In the

transformation the id attribute of the i,nteractorrhca is mapped to the name

attribute in the script element in the XSLT style sheet.
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4.2.Lo Bxceptional abstraction in SMrL, Procedural or Script-

ing Languages

The exceptional abstractions are commonly found in programming languages namely

C++ and Java. Unlike, the MCF the exceptional abstractions in the programming

languages a¡e used for error handling. The Microsoft's version of scripting language,

Jscript facilitates the error handling mechanism simiiar to that of the programming

languages. The try, catch blocks iilustrated in the labeì Construct 5 shorvs the way

the error handling mechanism is impìemented in Jscript. The try block constitutes of

lrE statements which constitutes of code wherein an error is expected to occur. If the

error occurs in the úry statements then the error is handled by the catch sta1ements

in the catch clock The initial value of the exception is the value of the error obtained

in the lry statements. Whenever, an error occurs in the úry statements the throw

statement throws the exception as an object to the catch block The catch s1atemenl

processes the error if not the f,nally statement handles the error.

In this thesis I have used this exception programming construct in terms of han-

dling user-intera,ction. I have implemented the exception handling in terms of user-

interaction in Jscript. The impìementation of user-interaction interms of exception

handling is done in the following manner.

o Enclosing the event handler function in Jscript into the try block in the form

of try statements.

o Attaching the event handler as well as the event type (onmousedown, on-

mouseup, onmouseover, onclick, and onmousemove) by an attachEvent method

to the object (media item, button, or any user-interface) on which the mouse

event occurs.
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Construct 5 : Represenation of Exceptional Constructs in Ptogramming ot Scriptitrg

Langauges

try {

tryStatements

throi,r exception

)

catch (exception) {

catchStatenents

)

finalty {

f inallyStatements

]

o Whenever mouse event occurs the try statements which contains the event han-

dler function throws an object. Here, the object is an element on which a mouse

event occurs.

o The object thrown is caught by the catch expression and further processed by

its catch statements.

The exceptionaì abstractions cannot be expressed in SMIL. The descriptive format

of SMIL does not permit the language to represent the exceptional abstractions.

4.2.LI Mapping of the Exceptional abstractions

In this section the exceptional constructs authored in MCFML have been mapped

into the corresponding Jscript code representation.
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The exceptional abstractions represented in MCFML cannot be transformed into

descriptive language namely, SMIL. The expressive power of these abstractions de-

mands scripting. Therefore template rules of the XSLT style sheet which support

scripting have been incorporated. Thus, facilitating the manipulation of scripts which

have similar expressive power to that of the exceptional abstractions as represented

in the XMl-based MCF (MCFML). The following are the template rules which have

been considered during the mapping process.

o The exceptional construct represented as an ercepmca element has a primrole

attribute attached to an evolution law, Mouing9allHit. This evolution law can

be mapped to an exceptional handler which supports user-interaction in a way

that I have discussed in the immediate section above.

c The evolution law, MoutngÛallHi,t is expressed in the Jscript exceptional han-

dling code based on the euentType attribute specified in the interactormca ele-

ment enclosed immediately by the eïcepn-Lca element. The euentType attribute

specifies two types of exceptions namely, role raised event exception and mca

raised event exception. For example, in the label N4CFML 2 euentType atlribute

in the i,nteractormca element is attached to the role raised event exception

(role-raised-event-exception) which means that the evolution \aw, MouingBalt-

Hit in terms of the exception handling implemented in the Jscript code must

stop the PopUpandDown behaviour of the ball on mouse click without affecting

other balls moving up and down. On the other hand if the eventType attribute

is attached to the mca raised event exception (mca-raised-event-exception) then

the evolution law (MouingBallHit) of the excepmca element should be imple-

mented by the exceptional handler in Jscript in such â way that mouse click on

a ball must stop all other balls popping up and down.
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o Event handling in ercepmca element is specified by its attributes (begin. end,.

start, and, stop). The evolution law, MouingBallHit in terms of which excep-

tional handìing is implemented in Jscript based on the specification of these

events. For example, in the label MCFI\4L 2 the begin event is assigned to

start.GameOver(gift) and the end event is assigned to stop.OneUpandOneDown(gift)

which means that evolution law, Moai,ngBallHtt mus| be implemented in terms

of the exception handìer in Jscript in such a rl¡ây that on mouse click of a ball,

the behaviour of the ball popping up and down must stop and another scenario

known as GameOver must be initiated.

4.3 Pre-defined Factory abstraction

The factory abstraction cannot be represented in SMIL's descriptive format. Hence,

the factory class can only be expressed in the Object Orìented (OO) procedural

programming languages (C++, Jscript.Net and Java).

The factory abstraction can be represented in OO paradigm as a generic class

which produces various types of objects. Each type of object produced pertains to a

particular class of objects. Therefore, I have implemented various ciasses which depict

various classes of objects. Hence, the factory is a generic class which constitutes of

various subclasses which depicts the creation of various generic types of objects. The

factory class produces a class of objects derived from its subclasses based on the

generic and actual type of objects. For example, as per the baìlgame representation

the factory class produces generic objects based on the generic type (gift) and actual

type (ball) of objects.

I have implemented the factory cìass in Jscript.Net language. The Jscript.Net is

an extension to the ECMA-based Jscript scripting language.
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4.3.7 Mapping of the Factory abstractions

In this section factory abstractions represented in N4CFML are mapped into OO

paradigm class definition implemented in Jscript.Net.

In order to process or manipulate the factory abstraction implemented in Jscript.Net

from the XSLT style sheet the Microsoft's Extended XSLT (EXSLT) functional-

ity has been used. The Microsoft version of EXSLT constitutes of a class known

as System.Xml.Xsl.XslTtansform class rvhich provides tv.'o mechanisms for defin-

ing user-defined functions. In the first mechanism the XSLT style sheet facilitates

in defining functions in Jscript.Net, and Visual Studio-Net languages within the

< msrsl : script ) tag and calling these functions from the style sheet as if they

were pre-defined functions. In the second approach is to use XSLT extension objects.

These objects contain member functions and member properties which can be ac-

cessed from the XSLT style sheet when the object is added to the XSLT transform

class through the addExtensionObject0 method. The second approach has been used

in my thesis in order to manipulate the factory class in the style sheet.

The following are the template rules which have been considered for creating the

template rules in XSLT for the transformation process of the MCFML representa-

tion of the factory abstraction to the corresponding representation of the factory

abstraction in Jscript.Net impìementation.

o The factory abstraction is represented as factorymcn" element in MCFML as

shown in label MCFML 7. The factorymca element has a primrole attribute

attached to an evolution law, 'Factory'. This evolution law is similar to the

factory class implemented in the Jscript.Net.

o The factorymca encloses a player and an actor element. The player element

specifies the type of player by its type attribute (type: 'gift') and the actor ele
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ment specifies actual player (ball). The factory class implemented in Jscript.Net

produces actual objects (balls) based on the formal type of object (gift).

The Jscript implementation of Factory evolution law produces an actual pìayer

(ball) object in terms of the < t : img > element. The iteratzonn'¿ca encloses a

Jactorgmca element as shown in the label MCFML T describing the factorymca

element must produce five ball of type 'gift'. Therefore, in the Jscript.Net

implementation the factory class which produces generic objects is made to

iterate five times producing five ( t : i,mg > objects depicting the picture ball.

o The produced gifts need to be displayed at a described position in space as

per the ballgame. This is expressed in MCFML as shown in label MCFML Z

by the behavmca (Place-Gifts) element which is in sequence with factorymca

element. The behavmca (Place-Gifts) element has an evolution law, drawlmage.

In the Jscript.Net implementation I have represented the evolution, drawlmage

as a method of a class which possesses the object in terms of media element.

When drawlmage method is called from the style sheet the media item object

produced by the factory class is written in the output document in terms of the

HTNIL+TIME media item elemert, ( t : img >. This image media element

depicts the picture ball.

o In the MCFML representation production of balls of type gift is considered to

be one scenario which is abstracted as Prepare-Gifts which embeds preparation

of gifts as well as their display. On the other hand the Jscript implementâtion

of the Prepare-Gifts scenario produces five image media item elements which

depict the picture of balì (image elements < t : img >).
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4.4 Linking of the Frototypic SMIL-based Presen-

tation Engine to the MCF system

In this thesis section a solution strategy for linking my presentation engine to the

MCF system have been discussed. In figure 4.4 the architecture for linking my pre-

sentation engine to the MCF system has been diagrammatically represented. That is,

my presentation engine has been linked, which is considered to be the back-end ap-

plication to the front-end MCF editor. A detailed explanation of components which

make-up a full-fledge MCF system comprising of a SN4IL-based presentation engine

is explained below.
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4.4.L MCFML Editor

The MCF editor is a front-end application of ihe MCF system. The multimedia

designer describes his/her designs by the connecting and ernbedding MCA boxes. In

order to link my presentation engine to the MCF editor it is necessary to redesign

the current MCF editor with additional user-interface design. I have identified the

user-interface design as a windows palette similar to those seen in most of the SMIL

authoring tools. Each of these palettes depicts the eleme.nts and attributes of the

MCF-XML schema. These palettes pop up based on the type of the MCA box

selected. In the figure 4.4.1 | have shou,n the generic representation of the palette

which depicts the MCF-XML schema.

Play€r-Elffiiìr

typê âiv'

Íil

top

Figure 4.2: User Interface Required for Editing XMl-based Description of MCF

Diagrams
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The palette contains information of the type of selected MCA box from the MCF
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editor. Here, the palette contains four tabular boxes. The fi¡st box allows the designer

to specify the behaviour of the MCA element type is either pre-defined or user-defined

through a drop down user interface. However, I have not considered the user-defined

element behaviour in my thesis and I have considered this part of my thesis as my

future work. When a designer selects the pre-defined MCA element the list of pre-

defined elements defined in the MCF-XML schema are contained in the spin control

button. The designer selects the type of element from the spin control button shor,,,n

in first box from the palette. Based on the selected MCA-Element-Type from the spin

button the attributes as defined by the MCF-XML schema appear. The standard set

of attributes for any type of element MCA are shown in the first box in the palette.

The other three boxes namely the player element box, actor element box and child

element box pop up based on the MCF-XML schema definition for the MCA element

type selected.

I will illustrate the functioning of the user-interface palette of the MCF editor by

describing a scenario taken from the ballgame.

The visual representation of the scenario PopUpandDown by the MCA boxes is

shown in figure 3.5. The palette description of the PopUpandDown scenario is shown

in the frgure 4.2.

A multimedia designer composes two visual behavioural MCA's namely PopUp

and PopDown in order to form composite behavioural MCA, PopUpandDown. When

a designer selects a visual MCA based on the type of MCA the palette information

in XML form appears on the editor. Here, in our exarnple, the designer selects

a composite behavioural MCA. This results in the popping up of palette named

boxl as shown in figure 4.2. This boxl palette facilitates a designer to select pre-

defined behaviour whereby a list of composite behaviours(animateMotion) pertaining

to the primrole attribute show up in the spin button. Then the palette displays
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attribute information standard to the type of primrole value selected. The designer

assigns the name of the compbehavmca element by assigning the value to the id

attribute; PopUpandDown. The selection of primrole attribute values from the spin

list filters the attributes and displays only those attributes required for describing

that multimedia scenario. For example, the designer selects the primrole attribute

with a value 'PopUpandDown' which displays other attributes namely from and to

and also child elements namely player, actor, and behavmca elements.

In the figure 4.2 I have identified each of these elements as boxes 2, 3, and 4.

The box2 and box3 contains the piayer and actor elements inf'ormation in the form

of attributes whereby, the designer assigns values to these attributes. Each of the

actor and player element boxes has a spin button attached to them which depict the

number of player and actor elements. For each actor and player element selected by

rotating the spin button the designer can input different attribute information.

The box4 in the figure 4.2 identifies all the child elements that encompâss a comp-

behaumca element. In this case there are two behavioural N4CAs (behavmca elements)

namely, PopUp and PopDown, Each of these elements selected from the palette have

their own attribute information.

4.4.2 XML Building and XML Parser

The XML building process is one of the components of a back-end application. The

rarv data collected from the palette information from the front-end N4CF editor is

retrieved by the XML building application in order to build an XML fìle. The XML

building application can be implemented by many tools namely Visualstudio.Net,

XML for Java (SAX and JAXP), and APIs provided by the Apaches XML parser.

The build XML file is then taken as input by the XML parser application. This
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XML parser is implemented by the tools namely, VisualStudio.Net, XML for Java

(SAX and JAXP APIs), and APIs provided by the Apaches XML parser for building

N4CFML documents based on the MCF-XML schema definition.

The Java API's for XN4L Processing (JAXP) are API's wherein a developer can

create independent XML processing appiications. The JAXP constitutes of a Simple

API for XML (SAX) APi for XML processing. These APIs including the DOM

API are used for building XML processing applications which facilitate in traversing,

building, and transformation various the XML documents.

The created MCFML documents are transformed into SMIL+Jscript document

with my prototypic presentation engine. The transfo¡med SMIL*Jscript document is

then rendered in an I.E browser. For a detailed explanation of my prototypic engine

please refer to the first three sections of this chapter.
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Chapter 5

Related \Mork

This chapter presents a detailed literature review of projects that produced systems

which generate multi-media presentations. That is, they provide a tool that trans-

forms specific input into standard multimedia formats thus generating presentations.

These tools are commonly known as presentation generation systems by the multi-

media community

Presentation generation can be classified based on the application domain in mul-

timedia namely, databases systems, conversion tools, and authoring environments.

Many multimedia presentation systems have been developed which relate to the above

said domains. I have explained the functionality of these presentation systems and

compared them to my work of presentation generation for a design system, MCF.

Moreover, I have provided a detailed literature revierv of presentation generation in

the current multimedia design tools and also compared them with my work. The

following sections discuss various works that have contributed to the presentation

generation in various multimedia domains and also provides an overview of presenta-

tion in current multimedia design systems.

r23
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5.1 Database Presentation Systerns

Database presentation generation may be classified into text-based systems and multi-

media based rendering systems. Text-based database presentation systems only deal

u,ith the rendering of textual data whereas; multimedia database systems deal with

the rendering of multipie media items. Currently, database systems are developed

using the specification languages and publicly available tools. These systems facilitate

in query-based automatic presentation generation. A database system operates by

representing text or multimedia information stored in a database in structured u'ay

(XN4L, SGN4L, or HyTime ), using a Document Type Definition of respective fbrmat.

Then, the structured language is processed by using the publicly available stylesheet

processor (Xalan XSLT or Jade Engine) and the stylesheets (XSL or DSSSL) to

perform transformation into a target language namely, HTML, SMIL, and SVG. I

have discussed various works which have contributed to the development of database

presenta,tion using these languages and tools.

Ossenbruggen et al. [51] presents a prototypic database presentation engine, Cuypers,

designed to transform multimedia data obtained by querying a multimedia database

into SN4IL code. The transformation process in Cuypers consists of five layers namely

semantic structure, communication structure, quantitative structure, qualitative struc-

ture, and final presentation. Each layer in the transformation process defines presen-

tation rules for specifying the spatio-temporal structure, hyperlink structure, mutual

relationships between the media components, and to obtain actual numeric values

fbr the spatio-temporal relationships from the above abstract representations. These

rules are applied by the first four layers in order to obtain the target form (i.e. SMIL

code).

In [33] the authors presents a Virtually Zero Input Presentation Environment

124
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(VIZIPEI\J), an educational web-based multimedia presentation tool. This tool pro-

vides a K-12 teacher) an easy and efficient way of authoring multimedia a¡tifacts.

The VIZIPEN architecture comprises a rendering engine, a database comprised of

a multimedia database, a template database, and a concept database, â server, and

a client browser. The VIZIPEN system allows the author to generate a customized

multimedia animation template by manipulating the visuaÌization and multimedia

panes. After authot's customization, the animation template is stored and sent to

the server side. In the server side, the XML document is transformed to SVG using

XSLT. The transformed document is again sent back to the cìient browser where the

document is rendered by an SVG player.

Macnee et al. [56] have proposed a presentation system called Multimedia Infor-

mation Presentation system (MIPs). The MIP system allows a user-friendly way of

viewing and browsing through the multimedia artifacts by querying to the external

databases. The HyTime engine in the MIPs architecture is responsible for translating

the retrieved multimedia data into HyTime format. A MIP ÐTD is developed which

conforms to the HyTime f'ormat. The DTD defines the grammar in the form of ele-

ments and attributes which specify a MlP-based HyTime document structure. The

hyperlinking aspect in the N4IP is specified by the independent ilink element which

conforms to the HyTime syntax. The presentation and interaction mechanisms for an

information node or presentable multimedia data (raw muìtimedia data eiement) are

specified via templates. Each of these templates is specified through linkend attribute

of ilink element.

In [10] a Multimedia Database Management System (MDMS) is proposed. This

system queries to a multimedia database and the obtained ¡esults from the query are

manipulated by the MDMS system in order to obtain multimedia presentations. The

queried results are processed to MATN model that support the structure, behavior,
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and function to obtain multimedia artifact generation.

In [1t] an image retrieval-based presentation system is developed. Here, the system

uses N4ATN to perform the multimedia presentation design. The retrieved query

results of the images are incorporated in this design using the download function.

The MATN model is converted to SN4IL scripts which is then played on a variety of

players.

In [23] a multimedia database presentation system is proposed. An object oriented

model has been proposed which is used to manage multimedia artifacts as temporal

databases on the web. The object oriented model is represented in XML in order to

render the multimedia artifacts on the web. Here, the XML language represents OO

database features such as querying, invocation, and management of unknown duration

of media objects. My work however, deals with the mapping of visual constructs of

MCF tO XML.

Rutledge et al. [a3] explore through the Topi,a project the use of semantic web and

disclosure knowledge, for the automatic generation of multimedia presentation. This

project was aimed to illustrate the rendering of hypermedia artifacts is irrespective to

the domain of the queried media items. In Topias project a user is allorved to query

an ARIA database which contains media ítems and semantic r-elations encoded in

Resource Descriptive Format (RDF) schema. The obtained query results are encoded

into X\4L document structure. Then, the style sheets namely, XSLT is used to

transform XML into presentable document format namely, XHTML+SMIL.

Frasinca¡ and Houben [16] have proposed a presentation system which a,utomati-

cally renders hypermedia artifacts on the web. The authors have proposed a method

based on the hypermedia design model called Relational Management Methodology

(RMM)' A prototypic system was implemented using the XML languages and tools

namely DTD, stylesheets, Xalan (XSLT processor), HTML, and browser (I.E). This
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prototype was implemented follorving the proposed method which is an extension of

BR model. A concept of slice (denotes presentation units) in the form of XSL style

sheets, which is used to encode the retrieved XML data. An XSLT transformation

processor, Xalan is used to transform the XML data into HTML, which is played

various available commercial browsers.

Celentano and Gaggi [9] present the automatic generation of multimedia presenta-

tions. Here, a multimedia report is responsible in rendering of the multimedia artifact

from the data retrieved by querying multimedia repositories. A multimedia report is

an XML schema that integrates various constraints namely spatial and temporal for

proper coordination and synchronization between the media items, for the rendering

of multimedia artifacts.

Cruz and Lucas [14] have proposed a Delaunay's framework for the generation of

multimedia presentations. This system is built based on the framework allows the

user to query multimedia data from a distributed database and to create a layout for

an automatic generation of multimedia presentation. The retrieved data is encoded in

XML which is specified by the DTD. The layout for visual placement of the retrieved

media items is specified by the user-defined stylesheets.

My thesis work is different from the above presentation systems in a way such

that these systems map textual or multimedia information into structured format

(XML, HyTime or SGML) representations. However, my work maps the constructs

of the MCF visual formalism to a structured format (XML). Moreover, the transfor-

mation that takes place in the above listed works transforms descriptive constructs

to presentable descriptive constructs. My work however, transforms the descriptive

constructs to both descriptive and scripting languages.

I27
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5.2 Conversion or Tþansformation Tools

Conversion tools are also known as transformation tools. Such toois make use of

specification languages such as XSL and DSSSL in order to translate from one XML

language to another. Such conversion tools a¡e of two types.

c Text-based and multimedia-based translation of languages which are repre-

sented in XML, HyTime or SGML formats.

flanslation of a structured document into a presentable format, namely SMIL,

HTML or SVG.

I now give a brief description of various works which contributed to the deveìop-

ment of such conversion tools.

Diaz et al. [6] have developed a prototypic system called Supply Chain Manage-

ment Platform Enabled by XML (SIMPLEX). SIMPLEX is a portable java-based

tool rvhich addresses the problem of exchange of business information over the web

by various multinational business organizations. Business information (in textual

form) is represented in an XML format using the XML business vocabulary. XSLT

stylesheets are used to transf'orm from one XML business vocabulary to another. The

development of SIMPLEX prototype was supported by Xerces parser and Apaches

Xalan XSLT processot, which are required for the manipulation of XML source and

ihe XSLT stylesheets, in order to produce the target document.

Walker et al. [54] have proposed a new transformation language called XMLTRAN

transducer. Unlike XSLT, this language performs transformations using rules which

are expressed by regular expressions. This paper proposes a uniform interface for

transforming various dictionary lexical data represented in SGML format to HTML.

In order to perform this transformation the authors proposed a Java-based tool that
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uses XMLTRAN transducer language in addition to Java API's namely, Simple Ap-

plication Program Interface for XML (SAX) and Document Object N4odel (DOM).

Probets et al. [38] discuss two software conversion tools to SVG. The first tool is

called Ghostscript conversion driver that translates from Adobe's PostScript format

to SVG. The second tool is an application written in 'C' language, which translates

a Flash animation in Flash File Format (SWF) format to SVG.

Guo el al. [19] present a novei method called GML to SVG T]ansformation (G2ST)

in order to transform a Geometric Mark-up language (GML) to SVG. The new method

of G2S transformation was inspired from the attribute grammars. The G2S trans-

formation is guided by the predefined SVG DTD. The paper proposes a prototypic

system called G2SMAP based on the G2ST method that is implemented using com-

pletely rules merging and partially rules merging. The system consists of a G2ST

editor, the XSLT generator, XSLT processor, SVG merger, and SVG browser. When

the user completes the G2ST on the editor, the XSLT generator uses the semantic

rules of G2ST as input in order to generate XSLT prograrns. Then, the XSLT pro-

cessor takes the source GN4L document and the XSLT progrâms as input in order to

create one or more SVG files. The SVG merger, merges all the files into one SVG file

which is then rendered by the SVG brorvser.

Hetherington and Scott [21] have performed a study to show that Extensible 3D

(X3D) can be combined with data format namely, XML. X3D is an emerging three

dimensional format f'or authoring 3D appìication on the web. This paper shows three

ways in which X3D model file can be combined with the temporal data file in the

XML format. One of the way is to encode both the X3D and temporal data in XML

format. The encoded XML document is transformed into a presentable format, using

the XSLT language and DOM.
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Fiala et al. [15] presents a pineline-based document generator for dynamically

publishing adaptable documents in various formats namely HTML, cHTML, and

WML. The component-based adaptable model constitutes an encapsulation of all the

complex components such as structure, Iayout, and content. This encapsulation is

used as an input to the document generator. The document generator performs three

steps to create a desired output format, namely adaptation to certain client class,

to certain user preferences) and to certain technical client capabilities. All these

three steps are described as various XSLT stylesheet transformations which relate to

the semantics of three adaptation techniques. Each of these XSLT transformations

operates individually, in order to generate the desired output formats.

The above discussed works translate structured information (textual or multime-

dia) to presentable forms or translate a presentable version of a multimedia document

into another presentable multimedia version. The translation or conversion process

in my presentation engine takes the similar approach. The generic XSLT style sheets

in the above discussed transformation tools transform a vocabulary in one descriptive

format into another descriptive presentable format. However, in my work the pre-

sentation system has generic style sheet which transforms descriptive MCFML into a

mixture of descriptive (SMIL) and scripting formats (JScripi).

130

5.3

Current

formats.

pend on

Presentation Generation in Multimedia or Hy-

permedia Authoring Environments

multimedia authoring environments exist in both proprietary and portable

The development of presentation tools in these authoring systems de-

the portable and proprietary formats. For example, sMIL authoring sys-
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tems [57, 62, 63] which develop portable multimedia artifacts need not develop a

separate player for rendering its multimedia artifact. Hence many external players

are available for rendering the SMIL documents. On the other hand proprietary au-

thoring systems 132, 27, 241 need to develop their own presentation tool in order to

execute their authored multimedia artifact. In this subsection I discuss below the

deveìopment of presentation systems in various multimedia authoring environments.

Villard et al. [52] have proposed a presentation system for generic and adaptable

presentations of multimedia documents. An XML document is transformed into an in-

termediate model, the Madeus document model, using XSLT. The Madeus document

encodes the information (logical, spatial, temporal, and various hypermedia aspects)

required for generating an adaptable multimedia presentation. The formatter [25]

takes the Madeus specification and directly renders or produces portable fragments

of SMIL code.

Weitzman and Wittenberg [55] have proposed an approach for automatic pre-

sentation generation of the multimedia documents. The approach is based on using

relational grammars. The relational grammars provide a means of mapping presenta-

tion content to forms in which they could be realized. These realization forms include

some spatial and temporal constraints between the presentation elements by which

the presentation content is specified to appear in the output medium. This paper

mainly focuses on spatial constraints which are specified using relational grammars.

However, relational grammars that specify the spatial constraints have been extended

to include temporai constraints. These temporal constraints adopts Allen's [1] tem-

poral logic which is based on relative time.

Rutledge et al. [a4] present a presentation generation of hypermedia documents,

which are authored based on rhetoric structures. These structures specify an ab-

stract representation of presentation structures of a hypermedia document. The aim
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oftheir work is to generate adaptable presentations from abstract presentation speci-

fications by translating rhetoric specifications into constraints (spatial, temporal, and

navigation), and then solving these constraints to produce a final presentation. A

multimedia presentation system was implemented based on the Berlage architecture

and Standard Reference Model-Intelligent Multimedia P¡esentation System (SRM-

IMMPS). The system takes the abstract presentation independent structures in order

to generate a particular presentable format namely, SMIL code.

Rotard and Finsterle [41] have proposed a presentation engine for the publishing

of course-ware document format generated by the traditionaì authoring tools. Here,

an XMl-based intermediate document format is proposed whereby, a document for-

mat generated by a course-r¡/are authoring tool is transformed into the intermediate

format. Now, the presentation engine uses the intermediate format and transforms

to the target form using XSLT transformation language. The paper proposed the

transformation of XML-based intermediate formats to XHTML for the portability in

the rendering of the generated multimedia document. Moreover, the authors have

also proposed the transformation of MathML (intermediate format) documents into

Stugartt Mathematical Notation for the Blind (SN4FB) and LATEX formats.

Jourdan et al. [26] have proposed an integrated constraint-based muìtimedia doc-

ument development and presentation environment. This system consists of a presen-

tation tool that solves the spatio-temporal constraints specified on the media items

during the autho¡ing stage, thereby, generating a synchronized multimedia presenta-

tion.

In [48] the authors discuss the transformation between the HyTime format to

MHEG-5 (standard for representing portable hypermedia presentations) format in a

CMIF authoring environment. The transformation is applied in order to create CMIF

presentations portable in the end-user platforms. The CMIF document obtained from
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the CMIF authoring system is encoded to HyTime document, by applying a HyTime

DTD for CMIF specification. Then, the HyTime document is transiated to MHEG-5

using the DSSSL conversion tool, which applies the DSSSL stylesheets to generate

MHEG-5.

Rutledge et al. [47] presents the generation of hypermedia presentation by en-

coding the stored document structure by using stylesheets. These stylesheets are

decoposed into various modules. Hele, a scheme called Mix 'N' match is appìied

to the Berlage architecture f'or the presentation generation. In the Mix 'N' Match

scheme, stylesheets are decomposed into various modules, thereby allowing a, user to

appìy multiple styles to the stored document structure. Thus, generating the pre-

sentation according to the user's desires, rather than using the single prefabricated

stylesheet. The system architecture comprises of various formats and tools such as

HyTime, DSSSL, SMIL, and Jade engine. The implementation of Mix 'N' Match in

terms of the Berlage architecture is discussed. This forms the basis of the application

of the Mix 'N' Match scheme to these formats and tools in order to generate a format

(SMIL) for adaptable presentation generation.

Rutìedge et al. [45, 46, 49] explores the generation of adaptable presentation in

the Berlage environment. The Berlage architecture uses the standardized formats

and publicly available tools namely HyTime, DSSSL, SMIL, Jade (DSSSL engine),

and Grins player in order to generate static presentations. The stored documents

are encoded in HyTime format, the style of this document is specified by the DSSSL

stylesheets. The Jade engine takes the HyTime format and DSSSL as input in order

to transform to final presentation format, SN4IL.

In [36] a Metadata Encoding and Tbansmission Standard (METS) Multimedia

viewer is presented. This viewer translates METS [34] document into SMIL code

using the XSLT style language. A Saxon XSLT processor is used to perform the
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translation from METS to SMIL document. This translation is guided by the XSLT

style sheet. Then, the SMIL code is rendered in a Quick time pìayer, thereby achieving

portable multimedia presentation of online digital library archives encoded in the

METS format.

My work deals with the translation of generic design constructs of MCF system

to SMIL and JScript languages (authoring constructs). However, the above presen-

tation systems translate authoring constructs of their integrated proprietary author-

ing tool to portable presentation authoring formats (SMIL, SVG, or XHTML). of
all the above listed rvorks and as far as my knowledge ìs concerned no work is re-

ported wherein descriptive constructs are translated into Microsoft's version of SMIL

(HTML+TIME). I believe that my work provides the first generic XSLT style sheet

which translates descriptive constructs to presentable format namely, Microsoft's ver-

sion of SMIL (HTML+TIME) with script.

5.4 Design Systems

Design tools in multimedia can be classified based on the three domains namely, web

site design, user-interface design, and multimedia design. The development of a web-

based multimedia artifact involves the combination of these three domains. However,

the development of the current design tools targets individual domains. I have listed

below the functionality of these design tools and how their incorporated rendering

engines facilitate in prototyping process from their authored designs.

Bailey et al [2, 3] developed a design tool called Designing Multimedia Applications

with Interactive Storyboards (DEMAIS). V/ith DEMAIS a designer can interactively

sketch his/her multimedia design ideas using ink strokes and annotations as input

vocabulary. The design tooì also constitutes a visual language which aids a designer
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to edit the ink strokes which are of behaviour type. The authors of DEMAIS conceived

the idea of developing this tool by combining the benefits from the traditional hand-

written design sketches and from the computerized electronic sketching tool. DEMIAS

allows designers to hand-sketch at the same time interactively edit and provide a

working example of his/her authored designs whereby, enabìing a designer to explore

and communicate design ideas to his clients or team members instantly. DEN4AIS

constitutes a runtime engine wherein the authored design-sketches are transformed

into Nsyc roies along with the annotations, which are then rendered in a prototypic

form.

Harada et al [20] proposed a multimedia design tool called Anecdote u,hich aids

a designer in early stages of multimedia application development. Anecdote uses

surrogate media and surrogate scene in order to sketch the early design multimedia

scenarios. Surrogate media represents the sketch of the actual media content and

Surrogate scene depicts the part of the multimedia design structure. Anecdote enables

the creation of storyboards by describing them with surrogates, annotations, and by

iinking them with navigational links or by sequencing them in time. The tool also

provides various views such as timeline, outline, cast, link, and play view thereby,

allowing a designer to express his/her design ideas at different levels of abstraction.

In the play view the design sketch is transformed into prototypic working example.

l\4ediaDesc [7] is a simple design plus authoring tool wherein a designer can non-

programmaticaìly author his/her hypermedia presentations- Simple applications such

as Photo albums and mid-size hypermedia presentations (e.g. Kiosks and electronic

catalogues) can be authored with minimaì effort. The tool imports various media

contents (images, text, and video) and organizes them into various design templates

and provides them with navigational links. The MediaDesc system constitutes a

proprietary runtime engine which renders these design templates realistically. This
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system can be termed as an authoring tool rather than a design tool because. its

design templates do not provide design abstractions required for the early stages of

the design.

Landay and Myers [30] proposed a user interface design tool called SILK which aids

a designer in the early stages of the user-interface design. The tool uses the traditional

paper and pen metaphor in the form of electronic pad and stylus for interactively hand

sketching the interface designs. SILK also provides the design author with a run-time

engine which transforms the design sketch into a working prototype. In this way the

SILK facilitates the user-interface designer to interactively sketch his/her early design

ideas and also obtain a working prototype.

Kant et al [50] proposed a user-interface design tool known as PatchWork. The de-

sign tool was developed by considering the best from the traditional (paper-based) and

computer aided (interactive) tools. With PatchWork a designer can author runnable

prototypic sketches with low-level building blocks know as patches. The patches are

low-tech description of a design scenario in the form of digital images namely, bitmaps.

Coyette et al [13] proposed an user-interface design tool called SketchiXMl wherein,

the hand-sketched designs are specified in a User-Interface Extensible Mark-up Lan-

guage (USIXML). Specifying the hand drawn sketches in a platform independent

descriptive manner enabìes the design sketches produced from Sketchix\dl tool to

be rendered in portable fashion.

Lin et al [31] developed a design tool called DENIM which aids a designer in

designing web pages at the early stages of web site development. DENIN4 constitutes

a run-time engine which renders authored designs in the prototypic sketch form.

Multimedia design tools such as Movie Aurhoring and Design (MAD) [17] and

Video Mosaics [29] tools exists for movie editing during the film making process.

These tools have proprietary presentation engines wherein, their authored designs
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are rendered realistically.

The above discussed design tools have editors which aid a designer to interac-

tively hand sketch their multimedia designs and have their proprietary run-time en-

gines render the authored designs. The result of the rendering is a prototype of the

authored designs which is often sketch-based and not realistic. On the other hand

MCF is a design tool rvhich has a visual editor that allows a multimedia designer

to interactively author his/her multimedia designs with its pre-defined and designer-

defined constructs. Unlike, the other design tools MCF encompasses a visual language

wherein the language derive most of the constructs from the OO paradigm in soft-

ware engineering. Moreover, the 1\4CF visual language has temporal model similar

to SN4IL, a standardized multimedia format in the WWW.. In this thesis I have de-

veloped a prototypic SMIL-based presentation engine which is capable of translating

MCF to SMIL code. Linking the MCF system with my presentation engine will make

the N4CF system portable and also have its authored multimedia designs rendered

realistically by the IE browser. In this thesis I have laid the foundation for devel-

oping a full-fledged SMIL-based presentation engine for MCF. In comparison u,ith

the above discussed design tools and their presentation engines my work stands to

be novel in the sense that no design tool has their rendering engines which facilitate

portable rendering of their authored designs. More, the prototype which results from

the rendering of my presentation engine is realistic in its form.



Chapter 6

tscttsstoÍì.

The main objective of this chapter is to provide feedback to the designers of MCF

based on my experience in developing SMIL-based presentation system. The MCF

formalism targeted in designing multimedia animation games. However, in my work

I have proved that by extending the constructs of MCF, multimedia artifacts nameìy,

multimedia presentations can be designed. I have proved this by representing the

extended design constructs of MCF in N4CFML and transforming into SMIL+Jscript

using the styìe sheets. The transformed code is played in I.E browser. The expressive

power of the authored MCFML document (depicts the multimedia presentation) had

the similar expressive to that of the rendered document in the I.E. In this chapter I

discuss the way in which I have extended ihe IVICF f'ormalism in terms of the visual

language as well as the xMl-based MCF (MCFML) to support the designing of

multimedia artifacts in particular multimedia presentation. In the following sections

I will discuss the limitations of the MCF system with respect to the incorporation of

my SMIL-based prototypic engine in terms of its generic constructs.
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6"1 Design of MCF Applications

The MCF formalism is targeted for developing complex multimedia animation game

designs. However, in this thesis I have used the same MCF formalism with a few

extended constructs and designed multimedia presentations which comprise of me-

dia items (text, audio, and image) and animation behaviour synchronized in time. I

have also made the multimedia presentation interactive by specifying a user-interface

abstraction. In doing so, I have proven to the developers of MCF formalism that

the authoring of MCF designs is not restricted to only multimedia animation game

scenarios but it can also be extended to designing various multimedia artifacts (in-

teractive multimedia presentation). I have justified my claim by demonstrating the

authoring the designing process of interactive multimedia presentation in both the

visual MCF formalism as well as the XMl-based MCF (MCFML),

6.1.1 Authoring of the Interactive Multimedia Presentation

in the Visual MCF Formalism

The figure 6.1 shows the visual authoring of the interactive multimedia presentation

in the MCF editor.
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The f,gure 6.1 is comprised of a parallel MCA named Play-Pictures-Wiih-Text.

This paralìel MCA box embeds all other MCAs taking part in the multimedia pre-

sentation. The iteration MCA named 'Produce-4?ictures, contains a factory MCA

which iterate four times producing four picture objects. The produced objects are

then displayed by the behavioral MCA, 'Place-Pictures' which is in a sequence itera-

tion with an MCA named 'Produce-4-Pictures'. The begin event of the Place-pictures

is attached to the start event of the behavioural abstraction named'Tbansition-Behaviour'

whereby the player undergoes transition effect of fading the display of the picture

object. An audio is produced and piayed in sequence with the iteration MCA (pro-

duce-1-Audio) composed of a factory MCA (Procìuce-An-Audio) and behavioural

MCA (Pìay-Audio). The text is also displayed and undergoes a transition effect with

the behavioural MCAs (Pìace-Textual-Objects and Tlansition-Behaviour). There is

an interactor MCA namely, Check-Hit which depicts the mouse events on a user-

interface, namely button. When the interactor MCA detects a mouse click on the

button user-interface an MCA event exception is raised and the current image being

displayed with transition effect changes to a next picture with transition effect. The

mouse click also effects the change in the textual object with respect to the transition

behaviour.

The description of the visual multimedia presentation in the figure 6.1 in short is

an interactive synchronized display of media items (image, text, audio) in time.

6.r.2 Authoring of the Interactive Multimedia presentation

in the MCFML

In this section an interactive multimedia presentation design authored in MCFML

with respect to the MCF visual representation is discussed.
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parallel MCA

the label Pres

Dlscussloi'¡

visual description in figure 6.1 aìl

This is represented in MCFML by

742

the MCAs are enclosed in a

parYnca element as shown in

MCF

box.

1.

Pres 1 : Representation of Parallel Abstraction in MCFML

<parmca id="Pfay_Scenaries_t{ith_Text " f i1l="freeze")

</parnca>

Aìl the elements enclosed within the parmca element container which are direct

children are depicted to be active once the parmca element becomes active. The

naming is specified bv the zd attribute which depicts the overaÌl structure of the

scenario.

The visual representation of the iteration MCA (Produce-4Pictures) embeds a

factory MCA (Produce-A-Picture) and is in sequence with behaviour MCA (Place-pictures)

as shown in figure 6.1 can be represented in MCFML as shown in the label Pres 2.

In the label Pres 2 the seqmca element encloses an i,terationmca element and a

behaumca element. The interationrnca element encloses a factorymc¿ element with

primrole attached to the evolution law, Factory. The factorymca element encloses

player and actor elements. I have extended the naming of the type attribute of the

player to generic type 'picture'. The picture is an abstract object similar to the 'gift'

as we have seen in the ballgame. Theref'ore, many types of pictures can be abstracted

from the type 'picture' nameiy, mountain pictures, lake pictures, movie picture and

soon. The actual object is specified by the nan'Le attribute of the actor element which

is assigned to mountain (name:"mountain"). The factorymca element produces a

mountain object of type 'picture'. The i,nterationmca iterates four times as specified

by it repeatCounts attribute producing four mountain objects of type picture.
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Pres 2 : Representation of Produce-4-Pictures scenario in MCFML

(seqmca id="Prepare_Pictures" fill-="freeze">

<Íterationmca id=rrPrepare_4*Pictures" repeatCounts="4")

<factorymca id="Produce_A_Picture" primrole="Factory")

<player type="picture " )

<actor name="mountia¡" />

</player>

</factorynca>

</iterationmca>

<behavmca id="PIace_Pictures " primrole=,'Styf ingGifts,'>

<player type=tt picture" style="position:absol_ute; top:200;

left:200" dur=rrSsrr>

<actor nâme-rrnountainl "/)
</player>

<player tSrpe="picture" style=',position:absol-ute; top:2OO;

left:200" dur=rr5srr>

<actor nãme=rrnou¡tain2t' / )

</player>

<player type=" picture'r style=r'position: absol_ute; top: 200;

Left:200" dur=rrSsrr>

<actOr nâme-rrnountain3",/>

</player>

<player type=" picture" style="position:absol_ute; top:200;

l-ef t :200'r dur=rrSsrr>

<actor nâme=rrnoulftain4.t' / >

</player>

</behavmca>

</seqmca>
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The behaumca as shown in the label Pres 2 has a przmrole with an evolution law,

'StylingGifts'. This behaumca element has four player elements enclosed by four ac-

tor elements. I have discussed in the section of MCFML authoring of ballgame the

reason behind selecting four player elements and the naming importance of naming

actor elements with its name attribute. Please refer to the section for further expla-

nation. The attributes defined in the player elements characterize the behaviour of

the evolution law, 'StylingGifts'. The evolution ìaw, 'stylingGifts' of the behaumca

displays all the mountain objects in time.

The visual representation of the behavioural MCA (Tlansition-Behaviour) shown

in figure 6.1 depicts the transition behaviour with respect to the behavioural MCA

(Place-Pictures). This visual representation is authored in MCFML descriptive man-

ner as shown in the label Pres 2.

I have derived the transition behaviour into the MCF formalism as a behavioural

abstraction from the SMIL transition module. SMIL's richness in authoring wide

range of behavioural abstractions in particular transition behaviour motivated me

. to turn the SMIL transition behaviour as a pre-defined MCF behavioural abstrac-

tion. In the label Pres 3 the behaumca element with name 'Tlansition-Behaviour'

has a start event attribute which specifies the start of the scenario. Most of the at-

tributes namely, trans'itionType of the behaumca element and, mod,eType attributes in

the player element I have derived from the SMILs transition element module. The

above representation of the behavmca element (Tiansition-Behaviour) depicts the

start of the transition behaviour having a fading effect on the changing mountain

objects.

In the figure 6.1 the visual scenario depicts the display of the textual objects

is a behavioural MCA (Place-Textual-Objects). The MCFML representation of the

behavioural abstraction for displaying texts is shown in figure 6.1.
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Pres 3 : Representation of Tlansition_Beha,riouffi

<behavmca id= I'Trans it ion-Behavi or " pr imror e= " Trans it ion_ rnage',

start=rronbegin. Pl-ace_Pictures " tra¡stionType="fade")

<player type="sceneries" modeType="out" dur="5s")

(actor name="mountain1 ")(/actor>

</player>

<player type="sceneries" modeType="i_n,' dur="5s',>

<act Or n âme- rrmoullt ain2t' ) < / act Or>

</player>

<player type="sceneries" modeType="out" dur="bs,')

<actor name= "mountain3 " )</actor)

</player>

<player type="sceneries" modeType=,'in" dur=rrSsrt>

<actOr name-rrmg¿ntain4")( / aCIOr>

</player>

</behavmca>
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Pres4:Representationofbehaviouralabstraction(Place-te*@

<behavmca id= " PÌac e-Textual-Obj ect s " primrol e= " Textuarstyl ing "

style="position: absolute ; top : 100; left : 200; width: B0O; height : 6Opx;

border: 1px solid black; overflow:hidden")

<prayer type=t'media-object-text" style='rpadding:1Opx; text-align:center;
position:absol-ute; background:yel1orìrgreen; width:1007.; height:143px;">
(actor nâme='rtext1" val_ue="Lif e is Beautiful_",/>

</player>

<pJ-ayer type="media-object-text" style="padding:lopx; text- align:center;

position: absolute; background:tomato; r^ridth :roo1"; height : 143px; ")
(actor Dâmg-tt¡"*t2" varue="Dare To Dream and ca¡e To Achieve",/>

</player>

<player type="rnedia_object_text" styl-e="padding:lopx; position:absorute;

text-align: center; background:yelrow; r.ridth: 1007,; height : 143px; ">

(actor nâme=rrtext3" value="I¡Jhy Fear l{hen I am Here--sAr Baba"/)

</player>

<player type="nedia-object_text" styÌe="padding:lopx; text-align:center;
position:absolute; background:green; width: 1007.; height : 143px; ">

<actor nâme-rrtext4" val-ue="Nothing in this l¡lorld can Stop a Person from

Achieving What he Deserves--Swani Vivekana¡da', />

</player>

</behavrnca>
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In the label Pres 4 the behavioural N4CA is depicted by the behaumca element.

The naming of the behaumca element is specified by the id attribute having a value,

'Place-Textual-Objects'. The behaumca element has a primrole attribute with an

evolution law, 'TextualStyìing' which defines the placement of the text object. The

attributes defined on the player elements characterize the behaviour of the evolution

law, 'Textual-Box'. I have identified another generic type of player abstraction known

as media-object-text wherein a designer can define text irrespective of the textual

content. The actual text content is defined in the value attribute of the actor element.

In the figure 6.1 the visual scenario depicts the transition behaviour of the textual

objects in a behavioural MCA (Ttansition-Behaviour-Text)- The MCFML represen-

tation of the behaviouraÌ abstraction which represents the transition effect on the

textual objects is shown above.

In the label Pres 5 the transition effect of the text is depicted by the behraumca

element in MCFML. The behaumca element has a start event attribute and a, transi-

tionType attribute. The start event attribute depicts the start of the transition effect

when the element with name Place-Textual-Object becomes active. The behaviour

of the transition effect is on the textual data is specified by the transitionType at-

tribute. In this case I have fade value assigned to lhe transiti,onType attribute which

brings fading effect while the text is being displayed. AIso, the attributes specified

in the player element namely modeType and dur characterizes the fading transition

behaviour.

In the visual scenario as shown in the figure 6.1 depicts the representation of

iteration MCA which constitutes of a factory N4CA which iterates to one audio ob-

ject. The produced audio is played by the behavioural abstraction, Play-Audio. The

MCFML representation of this visual scenario is shown in the label Pres 6.

In the label Pres 6 the interation MCA is depicted by the iterati,onmca element in
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Pres5:RepresentationofT}ansitionabstraction

nario in MCFML

<behavmca id= " Trans it i on-Behavi or-Text'r primrol-e=',Trans it ion_Text "

start=rronbegin. Pf ace_Textual_Obj ects " tra¡stionT5pe=,'f ade ")
<player type="media_object_text" modeType="outr dur-r5sil>

(actor nâme-rrtext7" />

</player>

<player type="media-object_text" modeTSpe=rrinil dur-ilSsil>

<actor nãne-"texl2t' />

</player>

<player type='rrnedia-object_text" modeType="out" dur="Ss")

<actor nâme-rrtext3,' />

</pJ-ayer>

<pì-ayer type="media_object_text" modeType-ilinil dur="Ss,')

<actor nâme-rrtextâ" />

</player>

</behavmca>
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Pres 6 : Representation of Iteration abstraction (Produce-An-Audio) and Behavioral

abstraction (Play-Audio) scenario in N4CFML

<iterationmca id="Produce_One_Audio" repeatcounts-r' 1'>

<f actorymca id="Produce_An_Audio" primrole="Factory")

<player type='rmedia_obj ect_audio " )

<actor nâme=rraudio" /)
</player>

</factorymca>

</iterationnca>

<behavmca id="Pfay_Audio" primrole="Audio")

<player type="media_object_audio" dur="20s")

<actor name="audio1 ")<,/actor>

</player>

</behavrnca>
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MCFML. The interactionmca element encloses a J'actorymc¿ element with a primrole

attribute having an evolution law, 'Factory'. I have identified another type of ab-

straction for defining generic type of audio files known as media-object-audio. I have

defined this type to the type attribute of the player element. The actual audio object

is specified by the name attribute value of |he actor element. Thus, the evolution

law,'Factory'of the prtmrole attribute of the Jactorymca element produces an audio

based on the media-object-audio specified by the player element type attribute and

also the actual audio object defined by the actor element. The produced audio is the

played by the behavmca element, Play-Audio with evolution law, Audio.

The visual representation of the multimedia presentation as shown in figure 6.1

contains an interactor scenario which is specified by the exceptional and an interactor

MCAs. I have represented the visual representation of MCF in descriptive manner

(MCFML) as shown in the label Pres 7.

150

Pres 7 :

straction

Representation of Exceptional abstraction (ButtonHit) and Int,eroctor .ou

(Check-Hit) scenario in MCFML

<excepmca id= " ButtonHit " primrole= " change_pi cture_On_Butt onHit " >

<interactornca id="check-Hit" widgetstyl" = "position:absorute;

top : 820px; left : B00px " eventType="MCA-Exception_RaÍ se_Event',

condition="mousedov¡n(button) =true " widgetType="butt on', />

<,/exceprnca>

Next, I will discuss an important user-interaction abstraction. Until now the MCF

has specified its interaction on the actual objects taking part in a multimedia artifact

in particular the multimedia animation game. I will now introduce another new ab-

straction known as user-interface abstraction which is a important design abstraction
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for authoring multimedia artifacts (multimedia games or presentations). In this thesis

I have extended the current interactormca element with a utid,getType attribute which

depicts the type of user-interface the mouse events occur. I have identified a few of

them namely, button, radioButton, and textButton. I will ilÌustrate the use of button

interface in the interactormca element. The interactormc¿ element, Check-Hit has a

condition attribute which specifies the type of mouse event- Here, the wirl,getType at-

tribute is assigned to a button interface wherein the interactormca element, Check-Hit

checks for the mouse down event and on the button interface. On mouse down the

eventType attribute raises an exception of type N4CA-Exception-Raise-Event. This

exception is caught by the enclosed ercepmca element, ButtonHit and the prim-

roLe having an evolution law, Change-Picture-On-ButtonHit has a behaviour which

changes the picture object as well as the textual objects synchronized with transition

behaviours to another synchronized transition of picture and textual objects, while

the audio remains running unperturbed.

6.2 MCF Features and its effects on the Imple-

mented MCF System

in this section I will present OO features of the MCF with respect to its effects in

the implemented presentation system.

The MCF system implements OO concepts derived from software engineering for

the multimedia design which has been proven to be useful in the initial stages of

software development. The few OO concepts the MCF formalism have addressed

are abstraction, extensibility, modularity, and reusability. In paper [28] the authors

have discussed in detail how the MCF formalism implemented the OO concepts for
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authoring multimedia designs. In this section I will explain horv MCF implements

each of the OO concept and the way in which I have implemented these concepts such

that my SMIL-based prototypic presentation system facilitates the realistic rendering

of the XMl-based 1\4CF designs at the expense of generic model as welì OO paradigm

of MCF.

6-2.r Implementation of Abstraction concept in MCF For-

malism and the Prototypic System

\4CF uses abstraction as for naming purposes in order describe a multimedia scenario

generically rvithout the designer having to worry about the unnecessary parts of the

design. In detail the generic ness of a multimedia scenario is specified by the for-

malism's theatrical metaphor "role, actors, and players". This concept of theatrical

metaphor used by the MCF formalism, provides the generic description of the multi-

media scenario. Please ref'er to background chapter in the section N4CF f'ormalism I

have discussed in detail about the theatrical metaphor. The designer need not worry

about the actual objects taking part in the multimedia scenario while describing a

scenario using the theatricaì metaphor. MCF has extended the implementation of

abstraction concept from the OO paradigm for the multimedia design by classify-

ing abstractions into various classes (behavioural and structural abstractions). Each

classification depicts the type of abstraction in the form of rectangular box. Each of

these types of abstraction is described in terms of its theatrical metaphor. Another

important abstraction concept the authors of MCF have implemented is the concept

of flow- The generic description of the MCF system is only possible by the flow of

actors from one role to another.

I have to discuss the implementation of abstraction concept at two stages of im-

752
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plementation in my thesis. First the XN4l-based MCF (MCFML) representation of

the MCF multimedia designs and at the transformation stage to SMIL+Jscript.

I have been discussing about the level of abstraction achieved in representing mul-

timedia scenario in MCFML. The descriptive nature of the MCFML representation

curtails implementation of the abstraction concept as depicted by the MCF formalism

since the concept of flow is a programming concept which can only be implemented

in procedural programming language namely Java, C++, and vB.Net. Also, the

actors flow from one l\4CA to another preserving continuity. On the other hand ac-

tor represented as actor element in MCFML is bound to the multimedia scenario.

However, the way I have represented the "actor, player, and role" in the descriptive

format I believe that I have achieved the closest expressive povier for mapping the

MCF constructs expressed in XN4L to SMIL+Jscript format.

The target format being a mixture of a descriptive language, SMIL, and a script-

ing language, Jscript I was in pains to preserve the generic quality as expressed by

the MCF formalism. In transformation to the SMIL i could not implement the ab-

straction concept as implemented by the N4CF formalism since the language to be

transformed is a descriptive SMIL language. However, I have maintained the naming

process aÌl through out the MCFN4L implementation of the multimedia artifacts (ball-

game and multimedia presentation) in a generic manner. Moreover, the abstraction

classes namely, exceptional abstraction, interactor abstraction, and factory abstrac-

tions I have implemented using the programming language (Jscript.Net) and scripting

languages (Jscript) with similar expressive po\Mer to the MCF formalism.
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6.2.2 Implementation

malism and the

r54

of Extensibility concept in MCF For-

Prototypic System

The MCF facilitates in extensibility by combing pre-defined abstractions in order to

form new abstraction classes. These new abstraction classes can then be renamed and

reused in any part at a later stage in the multimedia design process. For example,

PopUp and PopDown are two behavioural MCAs which are composed to form a new

behavioural MCA known as composite behavioural MCA, popupandDorvn.

I have to discuss this at two stages of implementation in my thesis. First the

XMl-based MCF (MCFML) representation of the MCF multimedia designs and ar

the transformation stage to SN4IL+Jscript.

The concept of extensibility of an abstraction can be represented in descriptive

MCFML format by enclosing one MCA element to anothe¡ forming a composite

behavioural MCA. For example, in the ballgame representation the compbehaumca

element encloses two behaviours similar in expressive power to the N4CF fbrmalism

representation.

Most of the behavioural abstractions represented in MCFML u,hich depict the

concept of extensibility are transformed into SMIL language. However, SMIL's de-

scriptive nature does not ìend itselfto express the concept ofextensibility as expressed

by the N4CF formalism.

6.2.3 Implementation of Modularity concept in MCF For-

malism and the Prototypic System

The modular description of multimedia scenario allows a designer to work on indi-

vidual part of design and later combine to all the individual parts to form a compìete
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multimedia scenario. In short modularization enables a designer to consider iarge

design in smaller chunks. N4CF has addressed modularity through granularity and

encapsulation. Encapsulating involves creating new multimedia designs whereby; be-

haviouraì abstractions are composed to form a new composite behavioural abstraction

which is saved in the library and can be used elsewhere in the design process. The

MCF system implements granularity through a process of cognitive study wherein a

ìarge scope of design can be considered by hiding details and smaller scope of the

design can be considered by showing details. For example, in the ballgame represen-

tation in the MCF visual formalism the MCF diagrams is represented at various levels

of granularity. At the coarsest level of granularity one can observe a entire ballgame

scenario with little details and with the lowest level of granularity the ballgame is

represents a small portion of the game with great detail.

The MCF environment facilitates in modular description of the multimedia sce-

nario. Therefore, I believe a presentation engine must render modularized description

of a multimedia scenario at various levels of granularity. However, in my SMIL-based

presentation engine one can only achieve modularized rendering by describing the sce-

nario in MCFML using the Jactorymca element to produce players of any type gift,

picture, media-object-text, and media-object-audio unfortuanately the transforma-

tion process requires using the actual objects (actor elements) during transformation

into SMIL format. Using the actual objects i.e. the various media items attached, to

the animation behaviours can be rendered realistically by the I.E browser at various

levels of granularity. For example, in the MCFML authoring of the ballgame example,

a designer must specify the Prepare-Gifts scenario in order to achieve modularized

rendering of the ballgame. Here, the designer in MCFML can specify Prepare-Gifts

scenario and then describe behaviour abstraction with dropandstop behaviour. When

this MCFML representation is transformed one can observe the realistic rendering
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the Prepare-Gifts scenario exhibitingin the I.E browser where balls produced by

dropandstop behaviour.

6.3 Summary

From the observation of the above sections in this chapter, I chose to summarize

the conclusion with the experience I had with the MCF modeled and developing the

presentations in points below:

The MCF model has been extended with respect to the behavioural and user-

interaction abstractions. This has facilitated the authoring of MCF designs

which depict multimedia presentations. This extends the MCF model which was

initially designed to depict animation game designs. Please refer to section 1 of

this chapter.

N4CF is a powerful formalism which incorporates OO concepts in order to design

multimedia artifacts. However, with the incorporation of the SMIL-based pre-

sentation system, these features are partially lost in order to obtain the realistic

rendering of the designs. Please refer to section 2 in this chapter.

Incorporating the SMIL-based presentation system into the MCF system would

require modification of the current user-interface to suit the XMl-based repre-

sentation (N4CFML) of the N4CF formalism. Please refer to chapter 4 where I

propose a solution strategy for linking MCF system to the SMIL-based presen_

tation system.

Designers are usually not programmers therefore, many generic behaviours

namely evolution laws (PopUpandDown), which I would refer to as tag libraries
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u'ith underlying implementation, need to be incorportated into the engine as

standard features. By doing so, the designer would reuse the behaviours without

knowing its underlying implementations.

A major drawback to providing a set of tag libraries is that the designer is

restricted to some pre-defined designs. His/her intuitive nature of designing

multimedia designs or creativity may be lost. A work around this problem

is to facilitate the incorporation of custom defined behaviours in the current

MCF system. This would require the author of the MCF system to be more

than a designer meaning he/she may possess additional scripting skills, namely

JScript/JavaScript.
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Conclusion and Fbture Work

In this thesis I have developed a SMil-based prototypic presentation engine for a

design system, MCF. I have used the XMl-technologies and publicly available tools

for implementing my presentation engine. I have used the XML schema definition to

map the MCF visual constructs to XMl-based MCF language, N4CFML. In order to

illustrate my implementation of the prototypic presentation engine I have considered

two multimedia artifacts namely "the ballgame" 8.1 and a simple multimedia presen-

tation 8.2. I have authored these multimedia artifacts in IVICFML language which is

based on the I\4CF-XML schema definition. I have developed a, generic XSLT style

sheet using the Microsoft technologies to transform the N4CFML authored multimedia

artifacts into SMIL+Jscript representation. I have also used the Jscript.Net XSLT

processor for transforming my artifacts authored in MCFML to SN4IL+Jscript repre-

sentation. Then, I have exported the SMIL+Jscript docurnent to an external browser

l.E for semi-portable rendering of MCF-designs in all the window machines.

In this thesis I was able to extend the MCF formalism proving that MCF formalism

is not restricted only to designing multimedia animation garnes but also can be used

to create multimedia presentations. I believe, as per the literature review of all the
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design systems, that my work depicts the first prototypic realistic rendering of the

MCF designs through transformation to SMIL+Jscript format. However, this is at

the expense of generic quality of the MCF model. I have also described a strategy

f'or linking my prototypic presentation engine with the MCF editor in chapter 4.

As future work to my thesis, includes implementing the strategy described in

Chapter 4 in order to link my presentation system to the MCF editor. In figure 4.4

depicts the components that need to be developed for linking to my presentation

system. Firstly, an MCF editor needs to be modeled and deveìoped in such a way

that it depicts the N4CF-XN4L schema (refer to the figure 4.4.I). Also, parsers need

to be impìemented for building components namely, XN4L builders and validator for

building and validating the MCFN4L documents. After, this stage my work could be

used to transform the MCFML to SMIL and Jscript code. Another future direction

to my thesis is to have a provision for specification of user-defined abstractions, which

are required design systems. Moreovet, as a future work to this thesis, an investigation

into the concept of hyper-ìinking in terms of time tunnels in MCF formalism and also

it's mapping into the SMIL language must be performed.



Chapter B

Appendix

------MCF-XML Schema Def inition-----
<?xnl- version="1. 0" encoding="g1p-U" standal_one="no"?)

(xs: schema xmlns:xs="http : / /r,wr,t .w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

el-ementFornDef aul-t= " qual if ied " )

(xs : el-emert namg="ro1e")

<xs: complexType>

<xs: sequence>

(xs : element ref="player" minOccurs="0"

max0ccurs= "unbound edtt / >

(xs : el-ement ref="actor" minOccurs="0"

maxOc curs= "unbourd ed" / >

</xs: sequence>

<xs : attribute name-rr idil type="xs :ÍD,, /)
(xs : attribute nane="f rom" type="xs : string,',/>

<xs : attribute name-rrtorr type="xs : string"/)
(xs: attribute nane-rrdurrr type="xs : string",/>
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<xs : attribute name="begin" tlpe=t'xs :NMTOKENS"/>

(xs : attribute name=rrend' type="xs :NMTOKENS"/>

(xs :attribute name=,'start" type="xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute nane=" stop" type='rxs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="privat€_event_inl-et "

type="xs: string"/>

<xs : attribut e name= "pr ivate_event_out l_ et "

type=r'xs: string"/)

</xs: compJ-exType>

</xs: el-ement)

(xs : element nams-"p]ayer")

<xs: complexType>

(xs: sequence)

(xs : element ref ="actort, /)
</xs sequence>

<xs : attribute name= "primrole I'

type="xs: string",/>

<xs :attribute name-"top" type="xs : string"

default="0"/)

(xs :attribute narne="bottom" type="xs : string"

default="0",/)

<xs : attr j-bute name="right,' type="xs : string"

default="0"/>

(xs : attribute name="f ef t" t5pe=r'xs: string"

default="0",/)

(xs : attribute na¡e-rrdurrr type='txs: string"
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def aul_t="0"/)

<xs : attribute name=rr¡añìe " type="xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="start" t5rye="xs : string"/)
<xs: attribute name=rrf ¡srrt tlpe="xs : string",/>
(xs : attribute name-rrtorr type="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name=" compbehav"

type=I'xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name= " an inat i onAttribute "

type='txs : string",/)
(xs : attribute naroe="actual-Timing"

type=rrxs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="values "

type='rxs: string",/)

<xs : attribute name="f if 1 "

type=rrxs: string",/>

<xs : attribute name=,'behav"

type=r'xs : string,',/>

<xs : attribute na¡e=,'nodeType"

default=" in">

<xs : simpJ-eType>

(xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs :enumeration val_ue=" intt /)
<xs : enumerat i on val_ue= " out " ,/)

</xs:. restriction)

</xs: simpleType>
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</xs; attribute>

(xs : attribute name="zoomBack")

<xs : sinpleType>

(xs : restriction base="xs : NMT0KEN">

<xs : enumeration vaLue="true "/>

<xs : enumeration val_ue="f al_se',/)

</xs: restriction>

</xs; simpleType>

</xs; attribute>

(xs : attribute name="accel_erate " type="xs : string",/>
(xs :attribute name="dropto" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="styfe" type="xs : string",/)
<xs : attribute name-rrty?e'r defaul_t="gift">

<xs : símpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMT0KEN">

<xs : enumerat i on val_ue= "medi a_obj e ct_audi o " /)
<xs : enumeration vafue="gift" />

<xs : enumeration va]ue="pictures " /)
<xs : enumeration value="rnedia_obj ect_video "/>
<xs : enumeration val-ue="media_obj ect_text ",/)

</xs: restrict i on>

</xs: s inpleType>

</xs: attribute>

</xs: conplexType>

</xs: efement)

(xs : el-eme[t namg-"actor")
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(xs: conplexType>

(xs: compJ_exContent

<xs : restriction base=,'xs: anyType">

<xs : attribute name="na-me" type="xs : string"/>
<xs :attribute name="src" type=',xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute na¡e="val_ue" type=,'xs : string",/>

</xs: restrict ion)

</xs: conplexContent>

</xs: complexType>

</xs: efement)

(xs : element name="behavncar')

<xs: conplexType>

<xs : sequence>

(xs : el-ement ref="condmca" min0ccurs="0,' maxOccurs=',urbounded"/)

(xs : el-ement ref="player" minOccurs-"or na Occurs="urbounded",/)

(xs : element ref ="actor" nin0ccurs=" o,' maxOccurs=',u¡bounded",/)

</xs: sequence>

<xs : attribute name-rr idrt type="xs :ID,' />

<xs : attribute name="fron" type="xs : string",/)
<xs : attribute name=rrtot type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name=tt6l¡¡rt type="xs : string"/>
<xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs :NMTOKENS"/>

<xs : attribute name=rrend'r type=t'xs : NMTOKENS"/>

<xs :attribute name="start" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name=,'stop" tlpe="xs : string"/>
(xs : attribute nane="r.¡hen" t5pe=,rxs :NMTOKENS"/>
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<xs : attribute name="transtionType " default="f adet')

<xs : simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enumeration value="cl-ockl,lipe"/>

<xs : enumeration value="f ade,, /)
<xs : enumerat i on val_ue= " starLlipe " />

<xs : enumeration va]ue=,'barl,rlipe "/>

<xs : enumeration value="el-lipsellipe "/>

<xs : enumerat ion value= " irisl,Jipe " />

<xs : enumeration va1¡g=r'f anl,,Iipe "/>
<xs : enumeration val_ue="barnDoorl,Jipe', />

</xs : restriction)

</xs: sinpleType>

</xs: attribute>

(xs :attribute name="privatê_event_inlet" type="xs:string"/>
(xs : attribute name='rprivate_event_outl_et " type='rxs : string",/>
(xs : attribute name="winwidth" type="xs : string" default-,Or />
<xs : attribute name="winheight " type="xs : string" def aul1-=',0,' /)
<xs : attribute name="prinrole" default=r'animaterr)

<xs: sinpleType>

(xs : restriction base="xs: NMT0KEN',>

<xs : enumeration val-ue='ranimatet',/)

<xs : enumeration vãlue=rranimateCol-or"/)

<xs : enuneration val_ue=rranimateMoti on,, />

<xs : enumeration value="Transition_funage"/)

<xs : enumeration value="Transition_TexL,,, / >
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<xs : enumeration value="Addition,'/>

<xs : enumeration value=',StyIingGifts "/>
(xs : enumeratíon value="SubstractÍon"/)

<xs : enrmeration val-ue="pictureStyling"/>

<xs : enumeration val_ue="Textua1Styl_ ing', />

<xs : enumeration val-ue="Audio "/>

</xs: restricti on)

</xs: simpleType>

</xs; attribute>

<xs : attribute name=,'styIe" type="xs : string"/)
</xs: complexType>

</xs: element)

(xs : el-ement name=" compbehavmca" )

<xs : conplexType>

(xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rt rnaxOccurs="ulbounded")

(xs : el_ement ref ="excepnca",/>

<xs: el-ement ref ="f actor¡rmca"/)

(xs : element ref =" interactormca,, / )
(xs : elenent ref="iterationmcat, />

(xs: el-ement ref ="parmcat' />

(xs : element ref ="seqmca",/)

(xs: el-ement ref ="behavmca",/>

(xs : eLement ref=" compbehavm ca,, />

(xs : element ref=" condmca"/)

(xs: el-enent ref ="rol_e"/)

(xs : elenent ref ="player,,/)
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(xs : el-ement ref =t'actor', /)
</xs: choice>

<xs : attribute name-rr idrr type="xs :ID,'/)
(xs : attribute name=rrd¡¡' type='rxs : string,,,/)

<xs : attribute name="begin" type="xs :NMT0KENS"/>

<xs : attribute name=rrendrr type="xs: NMT0KENS"/>

<xs : attribute name="start" type="xs : string"/)
<xS : attribUte name="StOP" t5pe=t'XS : String,'/)
(xs : attribute name="from" t5pe="xs : string"/)
(xs :attribute name=rtot tlpe="xs :string"/)
(xs : attribute name="when" type='rxs : NMTOKENS"/>

<xs : attribute name="privâtê_event_inJ_et" tlpe="xs : string",/)
<xs : attribute name="privatê_event_outlet " type="xs : string",/>
(xs : attribute name="primrole " defauLt="a¡inateMotion")

<xs: simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enumeration vâIue=rr en imate " /)
<xs : enumeration val_ue=r'animateColor",/>

<xs: enumeration value="animateMoti on, />

<xs : enumeration val_ue="Tra¡sition"/)

<xs : enumeration val_ue="Addition"/>

<xs : enumeration val_ue="Substraction"/)

</xs; restriction>

</xs: simpleType>

</xs: attribute>

</xs: compi-exType>
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</xs : eÌement)

(xs : element namg="parmca")

(xs : complexType>

(xs : choice min0ccurs=rr0rr maxOccurs="unbounded")

(xs : element ref="excepmca"/)

<xs: element ref="f actor5mca",/>

(xs : el-ement ref =,'interactornca"/>

(xs : el-ement ref =" iterationm ca,t />

(xs : element ref="parmca",/>

<xs : element ref="seqmca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref ="behavnca"/

(xs : el-enent ref ="compbehavmcat, />
(xs : el_ement ref="condmca"/)

(xs: el-ement ref ="rol-e"/)

(xs : el-ement ref ="player"/)

(xs : element ref ="actortt/)

</xs:. choice)

<xs: attribute name-rridrr type="xs :ID,,/)

<xs : attribute name=tt6l¡att type="xs : string",/>

<xS : attribute nâme="begin" type="xS : String"/)
<xs : attribute name-rrendrr type="xs: string"/)
(xs : attribute name="start" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="stop" tlpe="xs : string"/)
<xs: attribute name=rtyþ¿¡rr tSpe=rxs : string"/)
(xs:attribute name="repeatUntilCountrrtSpe="xs:stringn d.efault="1',/)
(xs : attribute name=rrprivat€_event_inJ-et " t5pe=',xs: string"/>
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(xs : attribute na¡e="private_event_outl_et,' type= "xs : string"/)
(xs :attribute name="primrole" type="xs : string"/)
<xs:attribute name="fiII" type="xs: string"/)
</xs; complexType>

</xs el-ement)

(xs : el_ement name=,t seqmca">

<xs : complexType>

<xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rr naxOccurs="u-nbounded")

(xs: elenent ref ="excepncat',/)

<xs : elenent ref="factorlmca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref ="interactormca,t /)
(xs : el-ement ref ="iterationm ca,, />
(xs : el-ement ref =r'parmca"/>

(xs : eLenent ref ="seqmca",/)

(xs : element ref ="behavmca",/

(xs : element ref= " compbehavm ca,t />

(xs : el-ement ref =" condnca"/)

(xs: element ref="rolet, /)
(xs : el-ement ref="player"/>

(xs : el-ement ref ="actor,t/)

</xs: choice>

<xs : attribute na¡e-rr idrr tSpe=rrxs :IDtt />

<xs : attribute name=rtdg¡tt type="xs : string"/)
(xs :attribute name="begin" type="xs : string"/)
<xs :attribute name-trendrr type="xs : string",/)
(xs : attribute name=r'start" t¡pe=";çs : string"/)
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(xs : attribute name-"stop" type="xs : string"/)
(xs : attribute name=rrçrþs¡1t type="xs : string,',/>

(xs:attribute name="repeatUntilCount" tSrpe="xs:string" d.efaul_t="1",/)

<xs :attribute name="privatê_event_inlet" type=,'xs : string"/>
<xs : attribute name="privatê_event_outl_et " type="xs : string,',/>

<xs : attribute name="primrole" type="xs : string"/)
<xs :attribute name="f il_l', type="xs : string"/>
</xs: compJ-exType>

</xs: efenent)

<xs : el-ernent namg=tt iterationmca,')

<xs: cornplexType>

(xs : choice min0ccurs=rr0rr maxOccurs="urbounded")

(xs : el_enent ref ="excepmca',,/)

(xs : el_ement ref="factorymca"/)

(xs : element ref=" interactormca,, /)
<xs : e]ement ref =" iterationrn cat, />

(xs : element ref="parmca"/>

(xs : el_ement ref="seqmca"/>

(xs : element ref="behavmca"/>

(xs : elenent ref =" conpbehavn ca,, / >

(xs : eLement ref =" condmca",/)

(xs : elenent ref ="r ole,, />

(xs : el-ement ref ="player"/)

(xs: element ref =',actor,,/)

</xs: choice)

(xs: attribute nane-r'idrt type="xs :ID,,/)
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(xs : attribute name=rrdurrr type='rxs : string",/)

<xs : attribute nane="begin" type="xs : string,'/>

<xs : attribute name=rrend'r tSpe="xs : string",/)
(xs : attribute name="start" type="xs : string,',/)

<xs : attribute name="stop" tlpe="xs : string"/>

<xs :attribute na¡e="when" type="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name="repeatUntiLCount " type="xs : string" def aul_t=" 1 "/>
(xs : attribute name=rrprivatê_event_in1et" type="xs : string"/>
(xs : attribute name= rrprivatê_event_outl-et " type="xs : string,'/)
<xs : attribute name=rrprimrole " type="xs : string",/>

(xs : attribute name= "repeatDuration" type="xs : string" def ault=" 1 "/)
<xs : attrÍbute name="repeatCounts" type="xs : string" default="1r',/>

</xs: compl-exType>

</xs: el-ement>

(xs : element name=" interactormcatt>

<xs: conplexType>

<xs : choice minOccurs-rr0rr maxOccurs="unbounded")

(xs : el-ement ref ="excepmca"/)

(xs: el-enent ref ="f actorlmca"/)

(xs : elenent ref =" interactormcatt / >

(xs : eÌenent ref=rriterationncat, />

(xs : element ref ="parncar'/>

(xs : el-ement ref="seqnca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref="behavmca"/)

(xs: el-ernent ref ="conpbehavnca,, />

(xs: el-ement ref =trconrlmca'r/)
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<xs:elenent ref= " rof e,,/>

<xs: elenent .sf= "pl ayer,,/>

<xs:element ref=,ractor " />

<,/xs : cboi ce>

<xs:attribute nane=,rld', type="xs : IDrr/>

<xs :attrlbute name="dur', type='rxs : string,r/>

<xs:attribute na¡e=,'begin,, type="xs: string " />
<xs:attribute na¡e="end', type="xs: string'j,/>

<xs :attribute nalle=',start" type=r'xs :string,,/>
<xs: attribute na.ne= " st op', type="xs:stïing"/>

<xs :attribute nân]e="when', type=,'xs :strÍng",/>

<xs:attribute name= " repeatUnt i 1Coìrnt " type=',xs : string', defaul¡="1,,7¡
<xs:attribute na]ne= " pr ivate_event_ infet,' type=',xs: string ",/>

<xs : attribute ¡¡¡s=,,private_event_outf et I type=,r xs : string,r />
<xs ; attribute na-ne='rprinroÌe', >

<xs: simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN r,>

<xs: enìLmeration vaÌue= "nouseEvent "/>
</xs:restriction>

<,/xs : simpleType>

<,/xs : attribute>

<xs : attribute name="condition,' type=t'xs : string'r/>
<xs:attribute name=,'eventType " def ault.=,'Rol e_Raised_Event_Except i on,,>

<xs:sinpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKENi,>

<xs : enimeration value='rMCA_Exception_Raise_Event ",/>
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<xs : enìÌmerat i on val_ue= " Ro l_ e _Rai s ed_Event _Exc ept i on ",/)
</xs: restriction)

</xs: simpleType>

</xs attribute>

<xs : attribute name="u¡idgetType " def ault="button")

<xs : simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enì.rmeration value= "texlu,, / >

<xs : enumeration val_ue="button"/)

<xs : enumeration val_ue="radioButton"/>

</xs: restriction)

</xs; sinpleType>

</xs; attribute>

(xs : attribute name="widgetStyle" type="xs : string"./>

</xs: complexType>

</xs: element)

(xs : el-enent namg-" condmca")

<xs: conplexType>

(xs : choice rnin0ccurs-rr0tr maxOccurs=r'u:fboulded")

(xs: element ref ='rexcepnca",/>

(xs : elenent ref ="f actorSrmca",/)

(xs : elenent ref =" interactormca, />

(xs : element ref="iterationm ca,, />

(xs: element ref =rrparmca'r/>

(xs: element ref ="seqmca",/)

(xs: elenent ref ="behavnca",/)
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(xs : element ref =" compbehavn ca,t / >

(xs: el-ernent ref ="condmca",/)

(xs : element ref ="role,t/)

<xs : elenent ref="player"/)

<xs : element ref="actor"/)

<,/xs: choice>

<xs : attribute name-rr idrr type="xs :ID,' />

<xs : attribute name-rrdurrr type="xs : string",/)
<xs : attribute na¡e="begin" type="xs : string"/>
(xs : attribute name=rrendt type="xs : string",/>

<xs :attribute name="start" type=',xs : string"/)
<xs :attribute name="stop" tlpe="xs : string"/)
<xs : attribute name-,,lrhen,, tlpe="xs : string,'/)
<xs : attribute name="repeatUntilCount " type="xs : string" def ault=" 1 "/)
(xs : attribute name="privat€_event_inlet " tlpe=,,xs : string,,/)
(xs : attribute name="privatê-event-outret " type="xs: string',,/>
(xs : attribute name="primrole,' type=,'xs : string,,,/)

</xs: complexType>

</xs: elenent)

(xs : el-eneDt name="excepmca")

<xs : conpJ-exType>

(xs : choice ninOccurs=rr0, maxOccurs="unbounded")

(xs : el_enent ref =,'excepmca"/)

(xs : element ref ="f actorlmca",/)

(xs : el-ement ref =" interactormca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref = " iterat ionm ca,, />
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(xs : el-ement ref="parmca"/)

(xs : el-ement ref="seqmca"/)

(xs: elernent ref ="behavmca",/>

(xs ; element ref =" compbehavm ca,' / >

(xs : elenent ref ="condmca',/)

<xs : el-enent ref ="role" /)
(xs :element ref="player" />

(xs: el-ernent ref ="actort'/)

</xs: choice)

<xs : attribute name-rr idrr tlpe="xs :ID,, />

(xs : attribute name="prinrole" type="xs : string"/)
(xs :attribute name-"try" type="xs : string",/)

<xs :attribute name="catch,' type="xs : string"/>
(xs : attribute name="begin,' type="xs : string',/)
<xs : attribute name=ttg¡¿tt type="xs: string"/)
<xs :attrÍbute name="start" type="xs : string",/)

<xs : attribute name="stop" type="xs : string",/>

<xs : attribute name="numofgifts" type="xs : string"/)
</xs: complexType>

</xs: eLement)

(xs: elenetrt namg=,'f actorSmca")

<xs : complexType>

(xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rr maxOccurs="u¡tbounded")

(xs : el_ement ref ="excepmca",/)

(xs : element ref="f actorSmca"/)

(xs : element ref=" interactormca, />
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<xs : el-ement ref =" iterationmca,t /)
(xs : el-enent ref="parnca"/>

(xs: element ref ="seqmca",/)

<xs : element ref ="behavnca"/>

(xs : el-ement ref =r'compbehavmcat, />

(xs : element ref="condrnca"/)

(xs: ef ement ref =ì'r ole" />

<xs :element ref =,,player,,,/>

(xs : el-ement ref ="actor" />

</xs: choice)

<xs : attribute name-'idrr t5rye="xs ;ID" />

<xs : attribute na¡e='rprimrole" def ault=r,Factory")

<xs : simpleType>

<xs : restriction base="xs : NMTOKEN">

<xs : enumeration val_ue="Factory', /)
</xs : restriction)

</xs: sinpleType>

</xs: attribute>

</xs; conplexType>

</xs:. elenent)

(xs : element namg- "mcf ml_ 
rr)

<xs: compJ-exType>

<xs : choice minOccurs=rr0rr maxOccurs="unbounded")

(xs : element ref ='rexcepmca',/>

(xs : elenent ref=rrf actorymca"/)

(xs : element ref=" interactormca" /)
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(xs : el-enent ref =" iterationm ca,, /)
<xs : element ref="parmca"/)

(xs: element ref ="seqroca",/)

(xs : eLement ref ="behavmca"/>

(xs : el-enent ref = " conpbehavrn ca,, />

(xs : elenent ref=" condmca,',/)

(xs : el-ement ref ="r ole,t />

(xs : el-ement ref ="pIayer",/>

(xs : el-ement ref="acT,or,t /)
</xs : choice)

</xs: complexType>

</xs: element)

</xs: schema>

177

Generic SMIL+JScript XSLT Styt_e Sheet----

<?rml version="1.0" encoding="l.r¡¡-8"?>

(xsl:stylesbeet version-rr1.Orr xml_ns:xsl_="http://uuw.w3.orgl19gg/XSL/Tr,^nsform,,

xmlns : fo=I'http : / /wtu. w3. orgl19gg /XSL/Format "

xml-ns : xs="http : / /ww,t .ut3. org/2001/XMLSchema"

xnlns: f n="http : / /uww .u3.org/2004/07 /xpath-f unctions',

xml-ns : xdt="http : / /wr,tw .u3 . org/2004/OT /xpath-datatypes"

xnlns : msxsl="urn: schenas-microsoft-com: xslÈ "

xnlns : user= "http: / /myconpany . com/mynamespace 'l

xml-ns : t= " urn : s chemas-mi cr o s of t - c om : t i_rne'r

xml-ns : nyparam= "urn : params "
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xml-ns : actorl="urn: actorl "

xmlns : actor2="urn: actor2 "

xmlns : act or3= " urn : act or3 "

xml-ns : act or4= " urn : act or4 "

xnl-ns : ¡nou¡rtainl= "urn : mountainl "

xnlns : mountain2= "urn : mountain2 "

xml-ns : mountain3= "urn: moultain3 "

xmÌns : mou¡tain4= "urn: nountain4 "

xmlns : audio1="urn: Audio1 "

xmlns : audio2="urn: Audio2"

xml-ns : audio3= "urn : Audio3 "

xml-ns : audio4="urn: Audio4"

<xsl- : tenplate match="mcfml_ ")

<htnl xml-ns : t=r'urn : schemas-microsoft-com : time'r)

<head>

<script language=" Jscript ")

var count=O;

</script>

<STYLE>

. time{ behavior : url (#def ault#ti.me2) ; }
</STYLE>

<IMPORT nâmespace-rrt'r implenentation=rr#default#time2' />

</head>

<body>
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<!--Call_s all the Chil-d Nodes of the mcfml el-ement--)

(xs] : cal I -tempL ate name= " f irst_l-evel-_ chi lren_of _the_root_node " )
(xsl :with-param nâme-rrf irst_level_children" select:"child: :node O" />
</xsl- : cal-1-tenplate>

</body>

</htm1>

</xsl- : template)

< ! --Each child tenplates of mcfml element are ha¡dl-ed based on their Level_

in the MCF document--)

(xsl- : t enprate nâme= " f irst-revel -chi lren_ of _the_root_node " )
(xsI : paran nâme= t' f irst_ Ievel__chi Ìdren ",/)

<xs1

<xs1

<xsl-

<xsl-

</xsl

(xsl:

<xs1

</xsl

f or-each sel-ect= " $f irst_level__ chi l-dren', )

variabl-e ¡ams=rrposition" select="positi_onO "/>
if test= "nane ($f irst-l-evel-chil-dren l$posit ion] ) =, iterationmca, r )
apply-templates sel-ect=" . "/)
: if>

if test="na¡e ( $f irst-level_children [$posit ion] ) =, behavmca, " )

: apply-templates sel_ect=,' . "/)
: if>

(xsl : if test= "name ( $f irst_level-_children [$posit ion] ) =, seqmca, ">

(xsl-: apply-tenplates sel-ect=" . ,'/)

</xsl: if>

(xsl : if test= "nane ( $f irst_level-_chi l_dren [$pos it ion] ) =, excepnca, " >
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(xsl-: apply-templates sel_ect=" . "/)
</xsl : if>

(xsl : if test= "na-ne ($f irst_level_children [$pos it ion] ) =, parrnca, " )
(xs1: apply-tenplates sel_ect=" . "/)
</xsl : if>

<xsl-:if test="na-me($first-level_children[$position])=,factorymca,")

(xsl: apply-tenplates select=" . "./)

</xsI: if>

</xsl- : for-each)

</xsl- : tenpJ-ate)

< ! --Sequence MCA template-->

(xsl_ : tenplate rnatch=" seqnca'r >

(xsl- : call-templ_ate name="sequence">

<xs1 ;t¿ith-param nâme-trcurrentnode" seLect=',. "/)
(xsl- :with-param name="id_name" select="@id',/>

(xsl- : with-paran n"r"= "primit ive-rol-e " sel- ect= " @prinrole,',/)

</xsl : caJ- 1-tenplate>

</xs1 : templ-ate)

< !--Name of the Seqmca Ca]_J_-Templ_ate-->

(xsl : tenpl-ate nâme=" sequence'r)

(xsl- : paran nâme=rrculrentnode",/)

<xsJ- : param name= " id_name r',/)
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<xs1 : param nurs= "prinitive_rol-e,t />
(xs1 : if test="$id_nane ! =,Amazing_Gift_Machine,

or $prinitive_rol-e=, Amazing_Gift_Machine, ")
(xsl : el-ement rlâme=rrt : seqt')

(xsl : if test=, $currentnode/@id,>

(xs1 : attribute name=r'id,')

(xs] : vafue-of sel_ect="$currentno de/ @idJ />

</xsl : attribute>

</xsl : if>

<xsl : if test=, $currentnode/@f i1l, >

<xsl- : attribute name="f ill_,')

<xsl : val-ue-of sel_ect="$currentno d.e/ @f íIL,' />

</xsl : attribute>

</xsl: if>
(xsl-:variable o*rg='rpârent1" select='r . ." />
(xsl- : if test="name ($parentl) !=,mcfml_ , ")

(xsl- :variable nâme=rrchil-dren" sel_ect="$currentnode/ *" /)
(xsl : if test="count ($children)=1 and name($chirdren)=,seqmca,,,)

(xsl- : apply-templates seI e ct= " $chi ldren " />

</xsl: if>

<xsl- : if test="count ($children)&gt; 1 ">

(xs 1 : cal- J--t empl-at e name= " second_f evel_ chi ldren_of _the_root_node " )
(xsl- : with-param name= " second_l_ evel_ chil_dren " select= " $chi ldren " />

</xsl : call-Èenplate>

</xsl: if>
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</xsl: if >

</xs1 : el-enent)

</xsl : if>
(xsl_:variabl_e ¡1amg="parent" sel_ect=" . .,, />
(xsl : if test="nane ($parent)=,mcfrnl_, ")
<xsl- : cal I -templ at e name= " f irst_revel _ chi rren_of _the_root_node " )
(xsÌ : with-param name="f irst_level_children" sel_ect:" . / *,'/>

</xsl : call--template>

r82

</xs1: if>

</xsl : tempJ-ate)

(xsl- : templ ate nâme- rr second-r eve]_ chi rdren_ of _the_ro ot_node " )
(xsl- : paran nâme= rr second_l_ evel_ _chi l-dren " />
(xs1 : for-each sel-ect="$second_l_eveI_chifdren")

(xsl :variable rrams='rpositionl " sel_ect="position O" />
(xsl:if test="name($second_]evel_chil_dren[$positionl])=,iterationmca,',>

(xs1 :appIy-templates seLect=" . ,',/)

</xsl- : if >

(xsl-:if test="name($second_l-evel-_children[$positionl])=,behavnca,")

(xsl: apply-templates select=" . "/)
</xsl: if>

(xsl- : i f test= " narne ( $second_leveL_chil_dren l$positionl] ) =, seqmca, " )
(xs1: apply-tenplates seLect=', . "/)
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</xsl- : if >

</xsl : for-each)

</xs1 : tenplate)

(xsl- : tempJ-ate match="pârmca")

<xs1: choose)

(xs1 : v¡hen test="@primrol_e ">

(xs1 : cal I -tenpl- at e name= r' parracâ-with_prinit ive_ror es', )
(xsl- :with-paran name="chil-dren" sel_ect=" . /*t, />
(xsl- : with-param outs= "primit iverol- ename " select= " @primrole " /)

</xsl- : caJ- 1-templ ate>

. </xsl-:when)

(xsl-: otherwise

(xsl- : call-ternplate name= I'paral1el 
" )

<xsl- ;with-paran na.me="chil_dren', seLect=" . /+,, />

</xsl- : cal 1 -t enpl-at e>

</xsl : otherwise)

</xsl : choose)

</xsf : tenpJ-ate)

(xsl- : tempì-ate ¡ams=r'paral_l_eI ")
(xsl- : paran name=" children"/)
(xs] : el_enent nâme=rrt : par'r)

(xs1: if test="@id">

<xs1 : attribute ¡amg=rtidrr)

(xsl- : val-ue-of sel_ect="@ id,, / >
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</xsl-: attribute>

</xs}: if>

<xsl-: if test="@dur")

(xsl- : attribute ¡amg=rrd¡¡rr)

(xs1 :val-ue-of sel-ect="@dur"/)

</xsl : attribute>

</xsl- : if >

<xs1: if test="@f il-1">

(xsI : attribute nane="f ill- ")
(xsl- : vaLue-of sefect="@fill- "/>

</xsl-: attribute>

</xsL: if>
(xsl- : variable ¡ams=r'parent " sel-e ct=" . . t' /)
(xs] : if test="name ($parent)=,mcfml_, ")
(xsl- : cal- l-tenplate name='r f irst-1 evel-chi Lren_of ' the_root_node'r )

<xsL:r¡ith-paraln name="f irst_IeveL_children" select=" . /+', />

</xsI : cal l- -tenplate>

</xs1: if>

</xsl- : eLenent)

</xst: template>

(xsl : template nâme- I'parmca_with_prirnit ive_ro Ies " )
(xsl : paran name=" children",/>

(xsl- : param ours="primitiverolename"/>

<xsl- : Íf test="$primitiverol-ename=' GameOver, ")
<xsL : choose)
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(xsl:r"ihen test="name($chíldrent1l )=,behavmca, and na_ne($children L2¡1)=,condmca, ")
<xsI : variabl-e nâme='tbehavior_id" sel_ect=',behavmca/@ id', />
(xsl- : variabre trur"=t'primitiverol-e" sel-ect="behavmca/@primroLe",/)

(xsl- : variable trurs="primrole_condmca" select=" condrnca/@primrole,',/>

(xsl- : if test=" ($behavior_id='DropandStop, ot $pri¡nitiverol_e=,DropandStop, )

a¡rd ($primrole-condmca='Check_Three , ) " >

<scrÍpt>

function Game0ver (tna-me1 )

{

if (tna.me . id == document . images tOl . id)

{

count = cou¡t +1;

var a =document.getElementByld("Dropand.Stop1") ;

a. beginElement ( ) ;

)

if (tna-me. id == document . j.mages l1l . id)

{

count = count +1;

var b =document.getElenentByld("DropandStop2") ;

b . beginElement ( ) ;

Ì

if (tnane. id == document. images t2l . id)

{

count = count +1;

var c =document. getElenentByld("DropandStop3") ;

c.beginElementO;
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]

if (tname.id == document. imagest3l . id)
r
L

count = cou¡t +1'

var d = document.getElementByld("DropandStop4") ;

d . beginElement ( ) ;

Check_Three O ;

)

</script>

</xs1 : if>

</xsI : when)

</xsl-: choose)

(xs1 : f or-each seLect="$children")

(xsl :variable ¡ams=r'positionl', sel_ect="position () " />
(xsl : if test="nane ($children [$positiont] ) =,behavmca, ")
(xsl- : appJ-y-templates sel_ect=" . "/)

</xsL: if>
(xsl- : if test="na-me ($chil-dren [$positionl] )=, condmca,,')

<xsl- :apply-tenplates sel_ect=,' . "/)
</xsL : if>

</xst : for-each>
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</xsl- : if >

</xsI : template>

(xsl- : template match=" iterationmca")

(xsl- : call-tempLate name=" iteration_Template")

(xs1 :with-param nâme='rchildren_of _iterationmca" sel_ect=" . /*,, />

</xsl- : cal- l- -t emplate>

</xsl : ternpJ-ate>

(xsl : template name=" iteration_Tenplate")

(xsl- : param name="children_of_iterationm ca,, /)
(xsl- : variabl_e name="Chil_d_Name "

select= "na-ne ($children_of _iterationm ca),' />
(xsl-: choose)

(xsL :when test="$Child_Name=,factorymca,'r>

(xsl- : apply-t emplates seLect= " f actorymca " /)

</xsl- : t'rhen)

(xsl- : r^rhen test="$Child_Name=, seqmca, ")
<xsl- :variabl_e nâme-'seqnodeid" select="seqnca/@id',/>

<xsl : if test="$seqnodeid=' oneUpand0neDown, ")
(xsl_ : apply-templates

se l- e ct= " se gnca [@i d=, OneUpandOneDown, ] ",/>
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</xst : if>

</xsl : when)

(xsl : when test="$Child_Na¡e=,behavmca, ">

(xsl_ : appJ-y-tenpl-ates sel- ect= "behavmca " />

</xsI:when)

(xsl- : when test="$ChiLd_Name=' conpbehavmca, ")
(xsl- : apply-tenplates select=" compbehavm ca,' />

</xsl : when)

</xs1: choose)

</xsl : template>

(xsl : template match="seqnca [@ld=, OneUpand0neDown,],,>

(xsl : cal l-template name= " seqmca_behavi ours " )
(xsl-:with-paran name="chiLdren" Select=" - /*,t />

</xsl : caJ-1 -templ- ate>

</xsI : tenplate>

(xSl- : tenpl-ate nâme=rrSeqmCa_behaViOUïS ">

(xsl : param name=', children",/)

</xsl : tenplate>

(xsl- : tenpl-at,e natch= "behavmca " )

<xs1 : ca1 l-tenpl-ate name= " behavioral_abstract i ons " )
(xsl :with-pararn ours="primitive-rore" sel-ect="@primrole"/)

(xsl- :with-paran name="id_name,' sel_ect="@id," />
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</xsl- : cal 1-ternpf ate>

</xsl- : tenpJ-ate)

(xsl- : template match=" conpbehavmca" )

<xsl : variable nâme=r'repeatcou¡ts" select=" . . /@repeatcounts,'/>

(xs1 :variabl_e nâme-rrfromrr select="@fron"/)

(xsl : variable nâme=r'to " select="ato tt/)

(xsl- : choose)

<xsl- ; r,¡hen test= " @prirnrol_e= , popUpandDoürn , 
" )

<t:par f il_l-="f reeze',)

(xsl- : f or-each select= "player,/actor', >

<t: seq fill="ho1d">

(xsl- : attribute nâme=rt idt'>

(xsl- :vaLue-of sel_ect=" . . /@compbehav",/)

</xsf : attribute>

<xsl- : attribute rrâme=t'¡speatCount ")
(xsl_ : value-of seLect="$repeatCou¡ts,' /)

</xsl: attribute>

<t : animateMotion name="UpDoüIns " accel_erate='1'

autoreverse="true" f il_1="freeze")

(xsl- : attribute nâme-r'targetelement ")
(xs] : value-of sel_ect="@name,'/)

</xsl: attribute>

(xsl : attribute nâme-rrf romrr>

(xsl : value-of sel-ect="$from' /)
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</xs1 : attribute>

(xsl- : attribute ¡amg=rt16r)

(xsl- : value-of seÌect="$1,o,' />

</xsl- : attribute)
(xsl- : attríbute name="dur")

(xs1:value-of select=" . . /@dur', />

</xsl: attribute>

(xsl : attribute nâme=rraccelerate")

(xsl- : value-of sel_ect=,' . . ,/@accel-erate,' /)
</xsl : attribute)

</t: a¡imateMotion>

</t : seq>

</xsI : for-each>

</t : par>

</xs1 : i^rhen)

</xsl : choose)

</xsl-: template>

(xsI : templ_ate match="f actor¡rmca")

<xsl : call-tenpl-ate name= "Factory")
(xsl- : with-param nâme-rrrepeatcount " sel_ect=" . . ,/@repeatcounts ",/)
(xsl- : with-paran ¡ams="player_type" sel_ect="player/@type "/>
(xsL : with-param nâme-'r actor_name " sef e ct= "p Iay er / actor / @name,, / >

</xsl-: caÌ1-template>

</xs1 : template>
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<xsl : paran nâme-rrrepeatCount ",/>

(xsL : paran o"rs="player_type "/>
(xsl- : param nâme-tractor_name ",/)
(xsl-: choose>

(xsL : r.rhen test="$player_type=, gift, ")
(xsl- : val-ue-of seI ect='rmyparar : Produce ftnages ( $repeatCount ) " />
</xsl : i¡hen)

(xsl- : r,¡hen test="$player_type=, sceneries , 'r)

(xsl- : val-ue-of sel ect= "myparam : producescener i es ( $repeatcount ) " />
</xsl : when)

(xsl : r^rhen test="$player_type=,media_object_audio, ">

(xsl- : val-ue-of select= "myparam : ProduceAudios ( $repeatCount ) " />
</xsl- : i¿hen)

</xsl- : choose)

</xsl : template>

(xsl- : tenpl ate name= " behavi oraL_abstract i ons " )
(xsl : paran our"="primitive-roIe,, />

<xsl : param name=" id_name ",/>

(xs]: choose)

(xsÌ : u¡hen test="$prinitive-rol_e=, d.rawlnage ,

or $id_name=,drawlmage, ">

<t :par fil-1="freeze" dur="1s">

(xsl- : f or-each seLect="player,/actor")

<xsL: if test=r'@name=rbal_l1r ">
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(xsl_ : variable name="styl-e" sel-ect=" . . /@style,, />
(xsl- : calì--tenpl_ate name=" convert ")
(xsl- : with-paran name= " instring")
(xsl- :value-of sefect="actor1 : drawlnage ($style) "/>

</xs1:with-pararn>

</xsl : call-template>

</xs1 : if>

(xs1 : if test= "@name=, bal-l_2 , 
" )

(xsI: variabl_e name=',styl_e" sel-ect=" . . /@sty|e,, />
(xsl- : call-ternpl_ate name="convert ")
(xs1 : with-param tfâme=rt instringr')
(xsl- : value-of sel-ect='ractor2: drawlnage ($style) "/>
</xsl : wÍth-param>

</xsl-: call-template>

</xsl-: if >

(xsI: if test="@name=,baff3, ">

(xs1 :variabl-e nâme="styl-e" sel-ect=". . /@style,'/>

<xsl- : call-template name=" convert ")
<xs1 : with-param nâme=rr instring">
(xsl : val-ue-of select="actor3 : drawlmage ($style) "/>
</xsl : with-param>

</xsL: call-tenplate>

</xsl: if>
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(xsI: if test="@na¡e=,ba1f4, ">

(xsl- :variable nâme='rStyLe" Sel-eCt=,' . . /@Sty;'e,t/>

(xsl- : call-template narne="convert ")
(xs1 : with-pararn name=" instring">
(xs1 : val-ue-of sel-ect=',actor4: drawfrnage ($sty1e) "/>
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</xs1

</xst.

</xsl

</xsL

with-param>

call-template>

if>

for-each)

</t : par>

</xsl : when)

(xsl : when test= " $id_nams=: !¡opandStop ,

or $primitive-role=,DropandStop, ">

(xs1 : f or-each sel_ect= "pIayer,/actor " )

<t: seq fil1="freeze">

(xs] : attribute ¡amg='ridrr)

(xsl : value-of select=,' . . /@behav,' />

</xsI : attribute>

(xsl_ : attribute name="begin")

<xsl- :value-of select=" . . /@begin' />

</xsl-: attribute>

(xsl- : element name="t : animate")

<xsl- : attribute nâme=rrduïrr>

(xsl_ : value-of select=il . . /@d:ur,' />

</xs1: aütribute)
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(xsl- : attribute nâme-rraccel-erate ")
<xsl_ : val_ue-of sel-ect= " . . /@accel-e rate', /)

</xs1 : attribute>

(xsl : attribute nâme-rrtargetElenent ">

(xsl- : val_ue-of sel_ect="@name "/>

</xsl : attribute>

(xsl- : attribute nâme-r'attributeName")

<xsl- : text>top< /xsl-: text>

</xs1 : attribute>

(xsI : attribute lamg=ilf,6rr)

(xs1:val_ue-of select=" . . / - . /@tou />

</xsl- : attribute)
(xsl- : attribute name=r'f iIf ">

<xsl- : text>free ze</ xs:-: text>

</xsl- : attribute>

</xsl-: el-ement)

</t: seq>

</xsl- : for-each)

</xs1 : u¡hen)

<xsl- : rnrhen test="$id_name=, draurScenarie,

or $primitive-role=' drawscenarie, ")
(xsl- : f or-each sel-ect="pl_ayer/actor " )
(xsl : if test="@name= rmountainl, ")
(xsl-:variable name="styl_e,' sel_ect=" . . /@style,'/>
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(xsl :variable nâme-rrdur" sel-ect=,t . . /@d:ur,t />

(xsl : call-tenpl_ate name=" convert " )
(xsl, : with-param nalne=', instring")
(xs1 : val-ue-of sel_ e ct=,'mountainl : draws cenari e ( $styl e, $dur ) " />

</xsl : with-param>

</xsl- : call-template>

</xs1 : if>

(xsl- : if test="@name=rmountain2, ")
(xsl-:variabl-e name="styfe" seLect=" . . /@sLyle" />

(xs1 : variabl_e nâme-r'dur" sel_ect=,, . . /@dur', />
(xsl : call-tenplate name='r convert ")
(xsl- : with-param name=rr instring")
(xsl- : value-of select='rmountain2 : drawScenarie ($styIe, $dur) "/>
</xsl- : with-param>

</xsÌ : cal- l-tenpl-ate>

</xsl : if>

<xsl- : if test="@name= rnountai_n3, ")
<xsl-:variabl-e nâme-r'style'r sel-ect='r . . /@sty¡e" />

<xsl-:variabl-e nâme-rrduI" Sel-ect=t' . . /@dur" />

(xsl : call-template nane=,' convert ")
(xsl- : with-param name=,' instring">

<xsI : vaLue-of seLect="mountain3 : drawscenarie ($style, $dur) "/>
</xsl : with-param>

</xsl-: call-template>
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<xsl: if>
(xsl : if test=,,@name=rmou¡tain4,,,)

(xSl : variabl-e nAme="Style " Se1ect=" . . /@sty¡et, />
(xsl-:variable nâme=r'dur" sel_ect=,t . . /@dur,t />
(xsl- : cal-l-templ_ate name=,'convert ")
(xs1 : with-param nâme-'r instring" )
<xsl- : val-ue-of sel-e ct= "mountain4 : drar¡scenarie ( $style, $d.ur )' ",/>

</xsl : with-param>

< / xsl- : cal- 1-templ ate>

</xsl- : if >

</xsl- : for-each>

</xsI:r,¡hen)

(xsI : when test=" $id_name= , Trans it ion_Behavior,

or $prinitive-rol-e=, TransÍtion_Behavior,',)

(xsl- : if test=" ./@start=,onbegin.drawScenarie,

or ./@stop='onbegin. drawScenarie , ">

(xsL : vari abl-e nâme= rr tra¡ts it i on_type il sel_ect= " @tran s¡ i grrType,, />
(xs1 : f or-each sel_ect= "pl_ayer,/actor " >

(xsl- :variable name="name_attri', sel-ect=',@name"/)

(xsl- : variabl-e name="begin_val-,' sel-ect=" concat ($nane_attri, r 
. begin r ),,/>

<xsl, : elernent nâme=,,t : TRANSITIONFILTER,'>

(xsl- : attribute ¡amg=rr¡1amsrr)

(xsl- : val_ue-of sel-ect-"$id._name "/)
</xsL : attribute>

(xsl : attribute name="begin")

(xsl_ : vaLue-of select="$begin_val "/>
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</xsl: attribute>

(xsl : attribute ¡amg="fypgr)

(xsl :vaÌue-of select="$transition_type"/>

</xsl : attribute>

(xsl : attribute nâme-iltargetelement ")
<xsl_ :value-of sel_ect="@name,'/>

</xsl- : attribute>

(xsl- : attribute nâme= rrmode rr >

<xsI :val_ue-of sel_ect=" . . /@modeType,' />

</xsl : attribute>

(xsl- : attribute nâme-rtdurrr>

(xsl_ : value-of select=', . . /@dtr, />

</xsl-: attribute)

</xsl : el-enent)

</xsl: for-each)

</xsI : if>

</xst : when)

(xsl :when test="$id_nalne=,PlayAudio, or $prinitive-rol_e=,ptayAudio,,')
(xsl- : f or-each select="player/actor,')

(xsL: if test="@na¡e=,audiol r ">

(xsI :variabLe nâme-rtdur" Sel-ect=,, . . /@dur', />
(xsl- : calJ--tenplate name="convert,')

(xsl- : with-param nâme=rr instring")
(xsl : value-of sel_ect="audio1 : playAudio ($dur) ,'/>

</xsl : with-paran>

</xsl : call-tenplate>
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</xsl-: if>

(xsl- : if test="@name=, audio2, ")
(xs1 : variable nâme-rrdur" sel_ect=,t . . /@dur,, />
(xsl : call-template name=" convert ")
(xs1 : with-param natne=" instring")
(xsl- : val-ue-of sel-ect="audio2 : playAudio ($dur) "/>
</xs1 : with-param>

</xsl : call-templ-ate>

</xsl : if>

(xsl : if test="@name=, audio3, ,')

(xsl-:variabl-e nâme-rrdur" Select=t, . . /@durtt />
(xsl : call-tempLate name=',convert ")
<xsl- : with-param nare=" instring")
(xsl- : val-ue-of sel-ect="audio3: playAudio ($dur) "/>
</xsl- :with-param>

</xsl: call-template>

</xs] : if>

(xsl: if test="@na¡e=,audio4, ")
(xsl;variabl_e nâme=r'dur" sel_ect=,, . - /@dur,,/>

(xsl- : call-templ-ate name=" convert ")
(xsl- : wi-th-param name= I' instring " )
(xs1 : value-of sel-ect="audio4 :playAudio ($dur),'/>

</xsl:with-param> .
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</xsl-: call-template>

</xsl- : if >

</xsl- : for-each)

</xsl-: when)
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(xsl : r^rhen test= " $id_nâme- , Trans it i on_Behavi or_Text ,

or $primitive-role='Transition_Behavior_Text,'r)

(xsl- : if test=" . /@start=, onbegin. place_Textual_0bjects,

or ./@stop='onbegin. Pl-ace_Textual_0bj ects , ")
(xs1 : vari abl-e nâme- rr trafrs it i on_type " ser e ct= " @transt ionT5pe ",/>

(xsl- : f or-each seLect= "p1ayer,/actor " )
(xsl :variable ¡amg=rr¡ame_attri" select="@name"/)

(xsL:variable nâme=r'begin_vaI " sel_ect="concat($name_attri,,.begin,)"/>

(xsl- : element name="t : TRANSITIONFILTER">

(xsl : attribute ¡amg='r¡amgrr)

(xsl : val-ue-of sel-ect="$id_nane ",/)

</xsl-: attribute>

(xsl- : attribute name="begin")

(xsL : value-of sel-ect="$begin_va] ",/>

</xsl-: attribute>

(xsl- : attribute ¡1ams=rrllps't)

(xs1 : val_ue-of select= " $tra¡s it ion_type " / )

</xsl : attribute>

(xsl : attribute name=rrtaI'getelement")

(xsl : val-ue-of select="@name "/)
</xsI: attribute>
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<xsl- : attribute aamg='rpgdg rr)

(xsl_ :val_ue-of sel-ect=" . ./@nodeType',/>

</xs1 : attribute>

<xsl- : attribute n.âme-rrdur rr>

(xsl- :value-of select=" . . /@dur,'/>

</xsI : attribute>

</xsl- : el-ement)

</xs1 : for-each>

</xs1 : if>

</xs1 : when)

(xsl- : when t est= " $id_naae= , Pl_ace_Textual _3bj ect s , ,,)

(xsl : if test="$primitive-rol_e=,Textual Box, ")
<div>

(xs] : attribute nâme=ilidr>

(xsI : value-of select="$primitive-roIe"/)

</xsl : attri-bute>

(xsI : if test="@style">

(xs1 : attribute name="style")

(xsl- : val_ue-of sel_ect="@sty1e ",/>

</xsl : attribute)

</xsl : if>
(xsl- :for-each select="player,/actor")

<xsl- : el-ernent nâme-rrspaltrr>

(XSl : attribute nâme-rridrr>

(xsl : value-of sel_ect=r'@name'r,/>

</xs].-: attribute>
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(xsl- : attribute name=" cl_ass ")
<xsl- : text>time</xsl : text>

</xsl- : attribute>

(xsl- : attribute name=rrtineaction")

(xsl : text>displ-ay</xs1 : text)
</xsl : attribute)
(xsl- : attribute na¡e="f il_1")

(xsl- : text)free ze</ xsl-: text>

</xsl : attribute>

(xsl_: if test=', . . /@sty]e',>

(xsl_ : attribute name=',styl_e ")
(xs1 :value-of select=" . . /@siuyle,' />

</xsl : attribute>

</xs1 : if>
(xsl-; if test=" . . /@start">

(xsl : attribute nâme="begin">

(xsl :val-ue-of seLect=" . . /@start,' />

</xsl : attribute>

</xs1 : if>
(xsI : val_ue-of select-"@val_ue"/)

</xs1 : el-ement)

</xsl : for-each)
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</xsl-: if >

</xsI : when)

</xs1: choose)

</xsI :templ-ate>

<xsl- : template nâme- rr convert ', )
(xsl : paraln nâme=rr instring"/)
(xsl- : variabl_e ¡amg=trpretext " )
(xsl- : val-ue-of sel-ect="substring-bef ore ($instring, '&l_t ; , )" />
</xsl : variable)

(xsl- : variable name=',af ter,')
(xs1 : choose)

(xsl- : i,¡hen test="string-Iength($pretext) ")
(xs1 : value-of seL ect= " substring-af ter ($instr ing, $pretex t) " / >

</xsI : when)

(xsl: otherwise>

(xsl- : va]ue-of select="$instring"/)

</xsl- : otherwise)

</xsl : choose)

</xsL : variable>

(xs1 : variable nâme=rr inbrackets")

(xsl- : value-of

select="substring-before(substring-after($after,,&l_t;,),,&gt;'),,/>

</xsl : variable>

(xsl- : variable name= rt Sef f closing"

select=r'substring($inbrackets, string-J_ength($inbrackets) ) - t / : ns
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</xsf : variable>

(xsl- : variable name="tagname ")
(xsl_: choose)

<xsI :when test="contains($inbrackets,,,) ">
(xsl- : value-of sel_ect=',substring-before ($inbrackets,,, ),, />
</xst : when)

(xsl- : trhen test="$self closing")

<xsl:value-of select="substring($inbrackets,0,string-length($inbrackets))"/>

</xsl : i+hen)

(xsl- : otherwise>

<xs1 :val-ue-of select="$inbrackets"/>

</xsl : otherwise>

</xsl: choose)

</xsL : variable)

(xsl- : variable name='r attributes ")
(xsL:value-of sel-ect="substring-after($inbrackets,, ))t />
</xsl : variable>

(xs1 : variabl-e nâme='rcf osetag")

<xsl :value-of select="concat(,&lt ; /,,$tagname,, &gt; r),, />
</xsl-: variable>

(xsl_ : variabl_e name= " opentag',)

(xsl :value-of sel-ect="concat(,&lt; r,$inbrackets, r&gt ;, )" />
</xsI : variable)

<xsl- : variabLe nâme-rr contents ")
(xsI : value-of

sêl-ect=rrsubstring-bef ore ( substring-af ter ($af ter, $opentag) , $cl_oset ag) " />
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</xsl : variabl-e>

(xsl- : variabÌe nâme-'taf terel-ement ")
(xs1: choose)

(xsl_ : when test=,'$self closing">

(xs1 :val-ue-of sel-ect="substring-after($after, $opentag) "/>
</xsl : when)

(xsl- : otherwise>

(xsl- : val-ue-of sel_ect="substring-after($after, $closet ag),, />
</xsl : otherwise)

</xsl: choose)

</xsl : variable)

(xsl- : val-ue-of sel_ect="$pretext ",/)
(xs1: choose)

(xsl- : when test="string-length($tagname) ">

<xsl_ : element name=,'{$tagname} ">

<xsl : call -t enpl-ate name= "parseattribute s " )
<xSl- : With-param nâme=rrattString">

(xs1 :val_ue-of sel_ect="$attributes"/)

</xsl : with-paran>

</xs1 : caJ- J--templ_ate>

</xsl : elenent)

</xs1 : i¿hen)

</xsl; choose)

</xs:--: templ-ate>

(xsl- : tenplate ¡ame=rtparseattributes " )
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<xsl-

<xs1

<xs1

<xsl-

param nâme-rr attstring,',/>

if test="string-l-ength($attstring) an¿ not($attstring = , /')">
variable na¡e="thispair")

choose)

(xsl :when test="contains($attstring,,&quot;,)">
(xsl-:val-ue-of sel-ect="concat(substring-before($attstring,,&quot; ,),,&quot;,)"/>

</xsl : when)

(xsl : otherwise)

(xsl_ : val_ue-of seLect="$attstring"/>

</xs1 : otherwise)

</xsl: choose)

</xs1 : variabl-e)

(xs] : variable nane="thisname rr )
(xsl- : value-of sel-ect="substring-before ($thispair,' =, ) " />
</xsl : variabl-e>

(xsl : variabÌe name="thisval_ue ")
(xs1 : val_ue-of

select=r'substring-before(substring-after($thispai-r,,&quot;,), ,&quot ;,)"/>
</xsl : variabl-e)

<xsl : attri.bute name="{$thisname}', )
(xs1 : value-of sel-ect="$thisval_ue",/)

</xsI : attribute>

(xsl : if test=" string-l-ength (substring-af ter ($attstring, $thispair) ) &gt ; 2,,>

(xsl : call-tenplat e name= "parseattributes'r )
(xsl- : with-param Dâms=tt¿¡¿string")

(xsl-: vaLue-of
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sel-ect= " substring-after ( $att string , concat ( $thi spair , , , ) ) " / >

</xsl-: with-param>

< / xsl- : cal- 1-template>

</xsl-: if >

</xsl : if>

</xsI : tenplate>

(xsl : template match=" condmca")

(xs1 : car 1 -templ-at e name= r' condit i onal_mca_abstract i ons', )
(xsl : with-param name= " idname_behavmca " sele ct= " . . /behavn ca/ @id,, / >

(xsl- : with-param ours=t'prim¡ol-e_behavnca" select=" . . /behavnca/@primr ole,, /)
</xs1: call-tenplate>

</xsl : tenpl-ate>

(xs1 : templ ate nâms= rr çeodit i onaL_mca_abstract i ons " )
(xs1 : param name=" idname_behavm cat, />
(xs1 : param ttur"='rprimrol_e_behavmca",/)

<xsl: choose)

(xsl- : when test= " $primrole-behavmca=, DropandStop ,

or $idna-ne_behavmca=, DropandStop, " )
(xsl- : variabl e nâme- rr condt Í onal_primrol_ e " sel_ ect= " @pr imrol e " />
<xs1 :varÍable name="count" sel_ect='r@r"¡hen"/)

(xsl-:variable nâme=rrcolttlt-nunber" sel-ect="substring-after($count,r=,),,/)
(xsl:if test="$condtionar-prinrol-e=,check_Three, a¡d $count_nunber=,3,r)
<script J-anguage="JScript " o*"="aheck_Three',)
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fu¡ction Check_Threeo

{

if (count==3)

{

//Ga¡eOverO;

var a =document.getElenentByld(',DropandStopl ") ;

a . beginElement ( ) ;

var b =document. getEtementByld("DropandStop2") 
;

b . beginElement ( ) ;

var c =document. getEl_ementByld( "Dropand.Stop3") ;

c . beginElement ( ) ;

var d = document.getEl_ementByld("DropandStop4") ;

d. beginElenent ( ) ;

aLert("You Have Ï¿,lon the Game");

]

]
</script>

</xsl : if>

</xsl : when)

</xsl: choose)

</xsl : template>
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<xsl : tenpl-ate match=" excepnca")

(xsL : call-ternpl_ ate name= " except i onahnca " )
(xsl- : with-parara rlâme=rr childnodes " sel_ect =" . / +,, /)
<xsl- : with-param IJ.âms='rþstinattri " select="@begin',,/>

(xsl- :with-param nâme-rrendattri" sel-ect="@end.',/)

</xs1 : call-tenpJ-ate>

</xsl : template>

(xsl- : tenpJ-ate nâme-rrexceptionalmca")

(xsL : paraln name=" chil_dnodes "/>
(xsl- : pararn name="beginattri "/)
<xsJ- : param nâme- t' endattri ",/)

< !-- (xsl- : value-of sel_ect="na-me ($childnodes ltl), />
(xsl- : val-ue-of select="$beginattri "/>
(xsl : value-of sel_ect="$endattri "/>
(xsl-: choose)

(xsl- :when test="@primrol-e='MovingBaltHit' and @nunofgifts- )4,'>

(xs1 : variable na¡e="beginattributes',

sel ect= " substring-before ( substring-aft er ( $beginattri , , . , ) , t 
ç t ) u /)

(xsl- : variabl-e name="endattributes "

sel-ect='rsubstring-before (substring-after($endattri,, ., ),' (, ) " />
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<xsl- : if test="$endattributes=, 0neUpand0neDor"¡n,

a-nd $beginattributes=' Game0ver, ")

<script lalguage=" Jscript " nams="¡4ovingBallHit">

function Check_Hito

{

tname = event. srcElement;

if (tna-me. id == document . inages tOl . id)

{

a =document . getElementByld ( "popUpandDownl " ) ;

/ / doctsment . write I " a" ) i

throw a;

]

if (tname. id == document. images tll . id)

{

b =docunent. getElenentByld( "popUpandDown2") ;

/ / b. endElement O ;

/ / Cotntíng_Gifts_Caddy(tnane) ;

/ / docunent . i"¡rite ( "a" ) ;

throw b;

if (tname. i-d == document . images i2l . id)

{
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c =document . getElementByld ( "popUpa.:rdDor,m3" ) ;

/ / c. endEl-ement O ;

/ / Counting_Gifts_Caddy(tnane) ;

//docu-nent .l¡rite 1 "a" ) i

throw c;

Ì

if (tna-me . id == document . inages t3l . id)

{

. d =docr:ment. getElementByld("popUpand.Down4") ;

// d.endELenentO;

/ / Counting_Gifts_Caddy(tname) ;

/ / document . i"¡rite ( "a" ) ;

throw d;

]

]

function MovingBalIHit o

{

try

{

Check_Hit O ;

]
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catch ( e)

{

e. endElement O ;

GameOver (tnane ) ;

/ / docunent . r¡rite (e) ;

)

</script>

</xsl-: if >

(xsl: if test="name($childnodes t1l )=, interactoïmca,

and $childnodes [1] /@prinrol_e=,Check_Hit, ">

<xsl- : Variable name=rrconditional_attri',

sel-ect= " $chil_d¡odes [ 1] /@condit ion" />
(xsl- : variabl-e nâme='rtype_attri "

sel_ect= " $chÍld¡odes [ 1] /@eventType "/>
(xs1 :variable nâme-'revent,

select='rsubstring-before ($conditional__attr í,, (' ) " />
(xsl- : if test="$event=,mousedown, and

. $type-attri=' Rol e_Rai sed_Event_Except i on, " )
<script language=',Jscript" name=r'Check_Hit,')

document . images l0l . attachEvent ( , onmousedown, ,MovingBatlHit ) ;

docunent . ímages [1] . attachEvent ( , ot'roused.own, ,MovingBa]lHit) ;
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document . inages [2] . attachEvent ( , onmousedorin, , MovingBaf]Hit ) ;

docunent . images [3] . attachEvent ( , onmousedown, , MovingBaflHit) ;

</script>

</xsl : if>

</xsl-:if >

(xsl : if test="na_me ($chil-dnodes l2l)=, iterationmca, ">

(xsl- : apply-tempLates select="iterationm ca,' />

</xsI: if>

</xs1:when)

(xs1 : when test="@prirnrole=' cha¡ge_picture_On_ButtonHit, ")
(xsI: if test="nane($childnodes [1] )=, interactornca,

and $childnodes t1l /@id=,Check_Hit, ">

(xsl- : variable nãme=rrconditiona]_attri "

select= " $chil-dnodes [1] /@condit ion" /)
(xsl_ : variabl-e nâne= rr id_name "

select="$child¡ode sltl /@id,' />

(xsl : variable nâme=rrevent rl

sel-e ct= rr substring-bef ore ( $condit i onal__attri,, (' ) ", / >

(xsI : variabl_e nâme=r't¡idgetType "

select= " $chil_dnodes [1] /@widgetType " />
(xsl : if test="$event='mousedor.In, ',>

<xs1: choose)

(xs1 : when test="$widgetType= )button, ")
(xsl- : variable nâme= rr oncl-ick_vatue,' sel_ect=" . /@prinrole,' / )
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(xsl : variable nane- il oncl i ck_value_func "

sel-ect="concat ($oncl_ick_vaIue,, O, ),' />

<input>

(xs] : attribute aamg=rr¡âmgrt)

(xs1 : value-of sel_ect="$chi1d¡ode sLIl /@:.d,' />
</xs1 : attribute>

<xsf : attribute ¡amg=t'lypgrr)

(xsl :value-of sel_ect="$widgetType"/>

</xsI : attribute>

(xsl- : attribute name=t'Styfe">

(xs1 : val-ue-of sel- ect= " $childnodes [ 1] /@widgetStyle,' />
</xsl- : attribute
(XSl : attribUte ¡amg=try¿f¡grr)

(xsl : text>Cl_ick Next</xs] : text>

</xsl : attribute>

(xs1 : attribute nâme=rroncl_ick")

(xsl- : val-ue- of select= " $oncI i ck_val_ue_f ¡nc " /)
</xst: attribute>

</input>

</xsl : r.¡hen)

</xsl-: choose)

</xsl : if>

</xsI : if>
(xsl- : variabl_e name='tnle_attri "

sel ect= " $childnodes [1] ,/@eventType " />
(xsÌ : if test=r'$type_attri=,MCA_Exception_Raise_Event ) r>
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<script language="JScript" src="next_button_script. js")
</script>

</xsl-: if >

</xs1:when)

</xsl: choose)

</xsl- : tenpl-ate>

</xsl : stylesheet>

MCFML Representation of the Ba1lGame_

<?xrnl- version=r'1. 0" encoding="91¡-8"?>

<mcfnl- xml-ns : xs i= "http : / / w¡v . w3 . or g/ 2OO 1 /XMlSchena_inst ance,,

xsi : noNamespaceSchemalocat ion= "F : \X.I,lLSpyEnterpri ceEditi on2OOS\

Thes i sllork\MCFDTDscena . xsd " )

<seqmca id="Ba1l-Game" fill_="freeze")

<seqmca id="Prepare_Gifts" f if1="treeze,')

<iterationmca id="Produce_4_Gifts" repeatCourtS=,,4,,)

<f actorynca id="Produce_A_Gift " primrole=',Factory,')

<player type="gift',)

<actor name=,'bal_1 "/)
</ptayer>

</factorymca>
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</iterationmca>

<behavrnca id="Place_Gifts" prinrole=,,StylingGifts")

<player type="gift" style="position:absolute;

top:0; left:100")
(aCtOr nâme=rrball-tt, />

</player>

<player type="gift" style="position: absolute ;

top:0; left :200")

<actor name="ba112,, / >

</player>

<player type="gift" style='rposition : absolute ;

top:0; Ìeft:300")

<actor na¡e="bal_l-5,, />

</player>

<pl-ayer type="gift" style="position : absolute ;

top:0; left:400,')

<actor name="baLI4,, / >

</ptayer>

</behavmca>

</seqmca>

<excepmca id="MovingBallHit" primroÌe="BaIl_Hit"

nunofgifts=rr4rr begin="start . GaneOver (gift)

end= " stop . PopUpandDown (gif t ) " >

<interactornca id="Check_Hit "

condit i on='rmousedown (gif t ) =tïue'l
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eventType= "Rol- e_Rai sed_Event_Except i on "

primrole= "mouseEvent,' / >

<iterationmca id='rUpandDowns "

repeatCourat s= " indef inite " >

<compbehavmca id= "popUpandDor,m"

primrol e= " aninateMot i on "

from="0,0" to="0,400,'>

<pJ-ayer type="gift" conpbehav="popUpandDownl',

accel_erate=" 1 . S" dur="2. 0s">

(actor name="bal_II', / >

</player>

<player type="gift" compbehav="popUpandDown2"

accelerate="1 . 2,t dur=u2. 1s">

<actor name="ba1I2', />

</player>

<player type='rgift" compbehav="popUpandDown3"

accelerat e=,,2.0" drrt=,', . 3s ")
<actor name="bal_I3', />

</player>

<player type="gift" conpbehav=,'popUpandDoi,m4"

accel-erat e=" 2.2,, dut=,t 2. 1s ">

(actor name="balI4', / >

</player>

</compbehaunca>

</iterationnca>

<,/excepmca>
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<parnca id="GameOver', prinrole="GameOvei")

<behavmca id="Dropa¡rdStop" to=r'450il primrole=ranimaten)

<player type="gift" accel-erate="1" d¡¡=rrQ.3"rr

behav= "DropandSt op 1',

begin= " PopUpandDor,ml . end', )
(actor name="balI7,, />

</player>

<player type="gift" accel-erate="1'r d¿¡=rrg.3arr

behav="DropaadStop2 "

begin= " PopUpandDor.rn2 . end " )

<actor na.ne=rrball-2', / >

</player>

<player type=t'gift" accel-erate='r1" dur-'r0 3S'r

behav="DropandStop3 "

begin= " PopUpaldDown3 . end " )
(actor name="ba113" />

</player>

<pl-ayer type="gift'r accelerate=tr1t' d¡¡=rrQ.3"rr

behav= " Dropa:rdSt op4 "

begin= " PopUpa:rdDown4 . end', )
<actor name="bal-I4,, />

</player>

</behavrnca>

(condmca id="Check_Three_Actor_Hit "

prinrole="Check_Three " !¡hen=" count=3'r//>

</parmca>
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</seqmca>

</ncfnl>

278

--MCFML Representation of a Multimedia presentation-------

<?xnf version="1. 0" encoding="g1¡-8"?>

<mcfrnl- xmlns : xsi="http : / /wwu .w3. org/2001/LMLSchema_ì-nsfançg,,

xsi : noNamespaceschemalocat ion= " F : \xMLSpyEnterpriceEdit i on2oos\

The s i sLlork\MCFDTDs cena . xsd " )

<parmca id="Pfay_Scenaries_Vrlith_Text " tttt="freeze,,)
<seqmca id="Prepare_Scenaries" f il_l-="freeze")

<iterationmca id-r'Prepare-4-scenaries,' repeatcounts='r4,,)

<f actorymca id="Produce-A-scenarie" primrore=',Factory,,)

<player type='rpictures " )
(actor nâme- rrmountian"/>

</player>

</factorymca>

</iterationmca>

(behavmca i d= "Pl ac e-Mountain-Scenari o s " primrol-e= "pi ctureStyI ing,, >

<player type="pictures" style=',position:absolute; top:200;

left:200" dur="5s,'>

<actOr nãme-rrmountainl " />

</player>

<prayer type="pictures" styre="position: absor-ute; top:200;

l-eft:200" dur="5s">

<actOl- nâme= rrnoulltain2" / )
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</player>

<pl-ayer type="pJ_ctures', style="position:absofute; top:200;

left:200" dur=',5s")

<actOr nâme-rrmou¡tain3 "/)
</player>

<player type="pictures" style="position:absol_ute; top:200;

l_eft:200" dur=.Ssr>

(actor nâme= rrnoutltain|,t / >

</player>

<,/behavrnca>

</seqmca>

<behavmca id= " P1 ace-Textual_Obj ect s " primro J-e= "Textuarstyl ing "

style=r'position: absolute ; top: 100; Ìeft : 200; r¿idth: gO0; height :

60px; border: 1px solid black; overflow:hidden")

<player type="nedia_object_text" start="mountainl.begin"

style='rpadding: 1Opx; text-aLign: center; position:absolute;

background:yellowgreen; width: 1007.; height : 143px; ")
<actor name="text1" value="Life is Beautiful")</¿ç¡s¡¡

</player>

<player type="media_obj ect_text', start=,'nountain2- begin"

styl e= I'padding : 1Opx ; text-al ign : center ; po s it i on: absolute ;

background:tornato; width: 1007.; height : 143px; ")
(actor nâme-rttext2" val_ue="Dare To Dream a¡rd Ca¡e To Achieve")

</actor>

</player>
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<player t5pe="media_obj ect_text " start="mountain3. begin"

style='rpadding: 1Opx; position: absolute ; text-atign: center;

background:yellow; r^ridth :I00'A; height : 143px; ")
<actor nâme-rrtext3" value="Ì¡Ihy Fear ![hen f am Here--SAI Baba")

</ actor>

</player>

<player type="media_obj ect_text " start= "mountain4 . begin"

style=rrpaddíng: 1Opx; text-al-ign: center; position:absoJ-ute;

background:green; width: 100%; height: 143px; ")
(actor nâme=rrtext4" val-ue="Nothing in thi-s l{orld can stop a

Person from Achieving what he Deserves--sr^¡ani vivekananda',>

</actor>

</player>

</behavmca>

<behavmca id="Transition_Behavior"

start= " onbegin . Pl ace-Mountain-sc enar ios'r transt ionTlpe= " f ad.e "

primrol-e= " Trans it ion_ Image " )

<player tlpe="pictures" modeType="out" dur="5s")

<actor name=rrnoulltainl ")(/actor>
</player>

<player type="pictures" nodeType=rtinrr dur="5s")

(act or nâme- rrmountain2t, ) < / act or>

</player>

<player type="pictures'r modeType="out" dur="5s")

(act or name= "mountain3 " )<,/actor>
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</player>

<player type='rpictures" modeType=ilinil dur=,'Ss',)

<actor D.âmg=rt¡suotain4"></actor>

</player>

</behavmca>

<behavmca id= " Tran s it i on-Behavi or-Text " prinrol e=,,Trans it i on_Text,'

start='r onbegin . Pl-ace-Textuar-Obj e ct s " trarst i onT¡pe= " f ade,, )
<pl-ayer type="media_object_text', nodeType='out,, dur-,,Ss,,)

<actOI name-r'tex:Ll" />

</player>

<player type="media_object_text" modeType=,ri¡r dur=,,Ss,,)

<actor name=t,text2,t />

</player>

<player type="media_object_text" nodeType=routil dur=,,5s,,)

<actOr nâme-rrtexLs" />

</player>

<player type="roedia_object_text" modeType=ilinil d.ur=r'Ss,,)

<aCtOf nâme=rrtext4" />

</player>

</behavmca>

<iterationmca id-rrProduce-One-Audio " repeatcourÌts=,r 1')
<factorynca id="Produce_An_Audio" primrole=r'Factory,,)

<player type=r'nedia_obj ect_audio ")
(actor nâme=rtaudío" / >
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</player>

</factorymca>

</iterationmca>

<behavnca id="Play_Audio " primrole="Aud.io ")
<player type="media_object_audio', dur-il20sil>

<actor nâme=rra¡diOl ")(/¿616¡¡

</player>

</behavmca>

<exceplnca id= " Butt onHit " pr imro J- e= " Change-Pi cture_0n_Butt onHit " )
<interactormca id="check_Hit,' widgetstyl" ='rposition: absolute ;

top : 820px; left : 800px " eventT¡pe= "MCA_Exception_Raise_Event,,

condition="mousedown (button) =true " widgetType='rbutton"

prirnrole= "mouseEve ntt, / >

<,/excepmca>

</parmca>

</ncfnl>

MCFML Representation of a Zooming Scenario_______

<?xnl Version=" 1 .0" enCOding="¡-¡p-8"?>

<mcf ml- xmlns : xsi=',http : / /r¡ww .w3 . org/2001/XlMlSchena_instance,,

xs i : noNamespaceschemalocat í on= " F : \xMLSpyEnterpr iceEdit i on2o0s\

Thes i str'/ork\MCFDTDscema . xsd " )

<parnca id= "Play_Scenaries,' )

<iterationmca Íd=rrPrepare-1-scenaries" repeatcounts=,, 1,r)

<factorymca id="Produce_A_Scenarie" prinrole=ilFactory,')
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<player type="pictures")

<actOf nâme= rrmount iant' />

</player>

</factorymca>

</iterationmca>

<behavmca id= " Pf ace-Mount ain-Pi cture " primrore= "pi cturestyl ing " >

<pì-ayer tlpe="pictures" styJ-e="height: 1007.; width: 100%" dur="20s,'

begin=" 1s">

(actor nâne- rrnoulìtain1 
" />

</player>

</behavmca>

<behavmca id="Tra¡sition_Behavior_fn"

start=r'onbegin.Pl-ace-Mountain-Pictures" primrole="Transition_Image"

transt i onTlpe= I' f ade " )

<player type="pictures" modeType="in" f¡96="9"

to= " 1 il d¡¡- rr 5" rr;

<actor nâme- rrmourltainl 
" )(/actor>

</pl-ayer>

</behavrnca>

<behavnca id="Transition_Behavior_Out "

start= rr onend . PI ace_Mou¡tain_pi ctures "

primrole= "Tran s it ion_ Inage " transt i onType= " f ade " )
<player type="pictures" modeTlpe=r'out,'

ffom=',0" tO=rr1" dUf="1Sil)
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<actor nâme- rrmountainl 
" )(,/actor>

</pJ-ayer>

</behavmca>

<behavmca id="ZoomOut " prinrol_e="anÍmate ")
<player type="pictures" d.ur="10s" behay=r'ls6¡[¡¡1rr

actualTiming="9 ; 1't an jp¿tion{ttribute="wid.th"

values="450; 900" zoomBack="true,' bêgin='r1grr>

(actor nâme= tmoulttainl,'/>

</player>

</behavmca>

<behavmca id="Zoonln" prirnrol_e='tan j-mate")

<player type="pictures " dut=" 10s', behay=rr169¡1¡1rr

actualTiming="9 ; 1,' alimationAttrÍbute="height,,

values="300; 600" zoomBack="tïueil begin='rls'r¡

<actor nâme- rrnountainl ",/)

</player>

</behavmca>

</parnca>

</mcfnf>
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Figure 8.1: The BallGame is produced by the rendering of the SMIL/JScript code by

the Internet explorer as shown in figure 3.1
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Figure 8.2: The Multimedia Presentation is produced by the rendering of the

sMIL/JScript code by the Internet exprorer as shown in figure 3.1
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Figure 8.3: The Zooming effect is produced by the

code by the Internet explorer as shown in figure 3.1

rendering of the SMIL/JScript
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